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ABSTRACT 

This study, based on intelviews with 23 secretarial workers in Calgary in 1995, argues that 

individuals are creative within the structures of class and gender domination. When the 

labour, skill, and experience of secretarial workers was studied in a holistic fashion, the 

broader understanding of worker resistance as a life strategy was identified as maintaining 

relations, resisting gender-based subordination, appropriating gender roles, transforming 

workplace relations, and escaping the relations of ruling. This study revealed that 

secretarial workers possess different life strategies at different points in their working 

careers. Though individualized, these strategies were affected by factors such as age, 

education, community and political attiliations. This study affirms the necessity to 

undertake qualitative analyses of workers' careers in order to balance the models of 

Linearity too often found in studies of work and occupations. 
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C-R ONE: INTRODUCTION 

Purpose of the Study 

Prior to the 20th century in Canada, secretarial work was performed by men and 

was considered a career valued on its own merits or as an apprentice-like position which 

could lead to a career in management. The increased complexity of the capitalist 

production process at the turn of the century required a great deal more attention to 

coordination and control than was previously the case. More workers were needed to 

complete 'papenvork' tasks including planning, scheduling, accounting, corresponding, 

billing, copying, and filing. This non-manual and non-industrial work came to be known 

as 'white-collar' work (Braverman, 1974). Managerial positions within this field very 

quickly became aligned with male occupants and women were generally situated in the 

non-managerial or support sroles. 

Among the emerging relationships of the white-collar world was the secretaryhoss 

relationship. The collegial male-to-male working relationship of the nineteenth century 

was transformed into a paternalistic and gendered male-female relationship in the 

twentieth century. As the occupational hierarchy expanded in the office, the management 

ideology of human relations entrenched secretarial skill and knowledge in the support- 

work category of office work. Individuals were active and creative. Within structures of 

class and gender domination, many secretaries asserted their identity and resisted this 

subordinate classification. 

Prompted by these historical changes, two main research problems are addressed 

in this thesis: what social and historical processes have contributed to the construction of 

secretarial identity, and how do secretaries account for the social and sexual division of 

labour and their place in it?; what is the nature and strength of the relationship between 

forms of worker resistance and the life strategies of women? 



A focus group and individual long interviews with 23 individuals were the primary 

methods used in this study. McCracken has defined the long interview as a method which 

can: 

take us into the mental world of the individual, to glimpse the categories 
and logic by which he or she sees the world. It can also take us into the lie 
world of the individual, to see the content and pattern of daily experience 
(1 988:9). 

This is a 'triangulation process' that the researcher builds into the data collection and that 

results in multiple sources and modes of evidence (Huberrnan and Miles, 1994:438). 

Theoretical Approach 

A socialist-feminist view of the world considers gender and economic relations as 

key factors in the construction and analysis of social inequalities. The concepts of labour, 

skill, and career are viewed as political constructs which have located and supported the 

subordinate position of secretarial workers in a hierarchy of work and status. 

The perspective of cultural studies can help to dig beneath the ideological 

interpretations and unearth meanings found in everyday actions. Cultural studies is 

particularly insighffil when the point of view of the less powerful and privileged is being 

sought out for examination. Particularly relevant to this study is the cultural studies use of 

the coccept of 'resistance'. This study is primarily concerned with worker resistance and 

the variety of forms that are found in the experiences of secretarial workers. Worker 

resistance was articulated in many forms and is best understood as ranging from individual 

to collective acts which are often woven into iarger life strategies. Some strategies took 

years to form and implement while others were the tools of day-to-day resistance. 

Organization of the Thais 

The thesis consists of seven chapters. Chqpter One outlines the purpose of the 

study, theoretical perspective, organization of the thesis, and its scope and limitations. 



Chapter Two outlines the theoretical approach to the research problem in more 

detail. A socialist-feminist theoretical framework is used; it is argued that the concepts of 

labour, skill, and career are important in the understanding of the position of secretarial 

workers in the labour and status hierarchy. This is complemented by the use of the 

cultural studies perspective. The concept of resistance is helpful in the identification and 

understanding of inequalities in the workplace, particularly the ways in which secretarial 

workers resisted relations of domination and excercised control over their work. Finally, 

the concept of 'We strategy' takes into account maturity and development throughout the 

life course and is based on a subjective understanding of work career. 

Chapter Three offers a review of the relevant theoretical and substantive literature. 

A socialist-feminist approach attempts to consider economic relations and gender relations 

in the analysis of social inequalities. The concepts of labour, skill, and career are viewed 

as political constructs affecting secretarial workers in the labour and status hierarchy. 

The perspective of cultural studies illuminates new dimensions of cultural meaning 

found in everyday life and ways to recognize and interpret various actions of individuals in 

subordinate groups or roles. Particularly relevant to this study is the cultural studies use 

of the concept of resistance. Worker resistance is that opposition the individual makes to 

relations of domination in the workplace. This opposition may form part of a broader 

approach the worker has developed which takes into account maturity and development 

throughout the life course. 

The methodology and procedure employed in the thesis research are presented in 

Chapter Four. A focus group and individual 'long' interviews were the methods used in 

this study. Findings discussed in Chaper Five focus on the secretarial experience. In this 

chapter, change in the workplace and to secretarial labour provide a context for the 

secretarial roles and skills as defined by the respondents. The image and value of 



secretarial labour is also discussed with an emphasis on the effkcts of attitude and 

labeling. This is followed by an examination of the classification and evaluation of 

secretarial labour which is tinked to the findings on the economic status of secretarial 

workers. Finally, the power relations in the office are assessed on the basis of gender and 

authority roles. A discussion of the experiences with and reflections on sexual harassment 

concludes this chapter. 

Secretarial workers managed several sets of relationships in their workplaces. 

Chapter Six shows that all participants recognized to a greater or lesser extent the 

relations of domination in the workplace but that the way they responded to these 

relations varied widely. A number of strategies were adopted by secretarial workers as 

they attempted to manage their work relationships and integrate work and non-work 

spheres. While each strategy is individually arrived at, they can be broadly categorized as: 

maintaining relations, resisting subordination, appropriating gender roles, transferring or 

expanding workplace relations and escaping relations of ruling. 

Chqter Seven synthesizes the findings with the extant literature and presents a 

case for the existence of workplace resistance among the respondents. Some forms of 

resistance are similar to other workers' groups while it is only possible to understand some 

unique forms by taking a more holistic or lifetime perspective. 

Finally, following the bibliography, the appendices include the interview guide for 

the focus group, the interview guide for individuals, the consent form for subjects, the life 

history calendar, and the notice seeking participants. 

Scope and Limitations of the Study 

Through the analysis of the experiences of workers and their interpretations of 

their labour and skill, a broad range of secretarial work normally made invisible by the 

combined practices of capitalism and patriarchy is identified. This study also supports the 



understanding of labour as a more holistic concept rather than breaking labour into waged 

and unwaged work. In addition, this study contributes to the Literature on workplace 

resistance to aspects of class and gender domination by examining the strategies that 

women develop based on resources and experiences from all aspects of their lives. 

This study sheds light on local changes in workplace relations between 1952 and 

1996 and is relevant to those interested in the impact, particularly for women, of 

technology and downsizing in the labour market. The importance of occupation as a class 

status indicator to Canadians is also affirmed in this study. 

While I fully recognize that social inequalities are structured by such things as race, 

gender, and class, the study was not able to take into account the intersection of race with 

class and gender. Consequently, the results cannot be generalized to all women or other 

marginalized groups. The issue of recall may be raised as a !imitation given that some 

participants were reporting experiences from 35 years in the past. While the experiences 

of the two male participants provide for interesting points of comparison and contrast 

throughout the study, fbrther research is required in order to determine if their experiences 

are typical of other male secretarial workers. 



CaAPTER TWO: THEORETICAL APPROACH 

This section presents the traditional Marxist political economy perspective 

followed by a feminist critique of this approach. In particular, a socialist-feminist critique 

of the concepts of labour, skill, and career which aims primarily to link gender and class 

into a unified understanding of social relations both in the workplace and in society in 

general is presented. 

Marrist Political Economy 

The Marxist political economy perspective identifies economic factors as the 

fimdamental determinant of social structure and change. It originated with the works of 

Karl Marx and Friedrich Engels. Cqztal, Volume One (Marx, 1867) is constructed 

around the basic theme of "private property and the proletariat as opposites forming an 

antagonistic whole" (Tucker, 1978:xii). Marx focused specifically on the capital-labour 

relationship and the economic mode of production. Material relationships determined the 

institutional and ideological superstructure of society (Tucker, 1978:xii). Economic 

classes were the most important groups to be identified in society. Although Marxists 

have recognized the unequal treatment of women, they have viewed it as a by-product of 

class oppression that would disappear with proletarian revolution. 

In the Canadian context, numerous studies of the history and development of 

capitalism have been carried out &om a Marxist perspective. These studies tend to 

explore the iduence of the staples trade and the subsequent development of a branch 

plant economy as specific to Canadian capitalism (Naylor, 1975; Rinehart, 1974; Ryerson, 

1973). 

The domestic and private sphere of relations and production cannot be adequately 

explained by the historical use of class. As a result, a number of social issues, problems, 

and questions impacting Canadian women have not been addressed by the Marxist 



political economy approach. The ideology of feminism was reintroduced to Canadian 

women during the turbulent 1960s. This was the second wave of the women's movement, 

the su5agette movement at the beginning of the turn of the 20th century being the fist 

wave. Feminism raised women's consciousness and afforded the identification of specific 

problems and patterns of inequality and injustice in Canadian society. 

Nee-MarxidFeminist Synthesis 

At least three forms of feminism emerged in the 1960s: liberal, radical, and 

socialist or neo-Marxist feminism. Socialist feminists such as Eisenstein referred to 

women as a "sexual class": 

Iden-g women as a sexual class is the first step in an analysis of social 
relations that lays the basis for a challenge against the patriarchal 
differentiation of woman from man. (Eisenstein, 1984: 164) 

In general, liberal feminists use the idea of sexual class to address issues of inequality 

within current social institutions to gain more individual rights and opportunities for 

women. Challenges to gender inequalities are made without challenging the economic 

class structure itself On the other hand, radical feminists focused primarily on the 

oppression of women by men with economic class oppression as a secondary factor. 

Radical feminism advocated the separation of women as a class fiom the male dominated 

class and culture. Socialist feminists (Eisenstein, 1977; Ferguson, 1979; Walby, 1990) 

recognized that the economic class structure and the ideology and practices of patriarchy 

combine to create systems of inequality that advantaged men over women: 

The male hierarchical ordering of socie ty... and patriarchal culture exerts 
control through the 'sexual division' of labour ... it designates the fact that 
roles, purposes, activity, one's labour, are determined separately 
...p atriarchy provides the sexual hierarchical ordering of society for 
political control ... while capitalism as an economic class system feeds off the 
patriarchal ordering. (Eisenstein, 1 977:28) 



From this point of view, patriarchy is understood as a type of dominating ideology which 

determines social relations and maintains a symbiotic relationship with capitalism. 

Sylvia Walby (1990:20) defines patriarchy "as a system of social structures and 

practices in which men dominate, oppress and exploit women." She argues that at its 

most abstract level, patriarchy exists as a system of social relations and at a less abstract 

level it is composed of six structures. These six structures are reciprocally reinforcing 

while remaining relatively autonomous. Walby shows that patriarchy is maintained 

through social practice and takes different forms throughout different social sites. Her 

patriarchal structures encompass the household, paid work, the State, male violence, 

sexuality, and culture (1990:20). Thus, Walby's definition of patriarchy is broad and 

comprehensive. 

Walby's definition of patriarchy supports the view that male production is valued 

while female production is devalued and that this occurs across class lines. This has been 

a primary explanatory factor in analyzing social relations as opposed to the Marxist 

reliance on class. Thus, socialist feminists argued that there was "a politics to sex; that 

nature itself has been politicized; that personal life is defined by the political life; the family 

is a political institution" (Eisenstein, 1984: 164). Recently, class differences between 

women have made it essential for feminists to deal with differences within the 'sisterhood'. 

While Marx conceptualized the economic mode of production as determining 

social ideology and institutions, neo-hfarxists such as Grarnsci contend that the ideological 

superstructure could not be separated fiom the material base or mode of production. 

According to Gramsci, ideology and economic relations work together in the creation of 

the social world: 

Ideology is not a product of naked coercion but of social practices in the 
realm of everyday life and thought, where consciousness acts on the 
experiential social context in which the subject is immersed, and where men 



(sic) can only deal with the realities that history presents to them. 
(cited in Armstrong and Armstrong, 1994: 1 25) 

Including the relevance of everyday Life and thought in an analysis of power relations 

provides this study with an additional way of understanding the complexity of power 

relations at both the macro and micro levels in society. When combined with the feminist 

perspective, a socialist/feminst synthesis of political economy is produced. Socialist 

feminists have argued that: 

there are two interlocking and mutually independent systems, capitalism 
and patriarchy, and together they reinforce the continued existence of 
classes and male dominance (Ferguson, 1979:279). 

Therefore, socialist-feminism places equal importance on the economic base and the 

gender base in the analysis of social inequalities. 

The conceptual use by feminists of women as a sexual class discouraged the split 

between the private and public spheres of life. Conceiving of the personal as political 

"changed the way the private and public realms were separated into theories of human 

behaviour and theories of political economy" (Adamson, l988:2O 1 ; Hamilton, 1966: 18). 

The recognition that problems and issues previously categorized as private women's 

problems were now public social problems required different social theory and different 

methodologies. Identifying links between the private and public realms "had a major 

impact on the way people understood the world" (Adamson, l988:2O 1). 

This study uses the socialist-feminist perspective of class. From this perspective, 

worker resistance can be linked to life strategies that women develop as a way to bridge 

work and non-work aspects of theu Lives. For the purposes of this study, the concepts of 

labour, skill, and career in particular will be examined. 

Labour 

The socialist-feminist conceptualization of women's work (both in the private and 

public spheres) is a part of the larger gender order, which dictates that men and women 



have unequal access to resources of all kinds, and that gendered jobs are a part of the 

construction of masculinity and femininity (Anderson, 1988129). In this way, gender and 

class intersect to create women's dependence in a patriarchal system. Gender is no longer 

a variable solely in the examination of work, it is also a major constituent in the 

construction of institutions, practices, and social systems. Acker (1988:477) has 

summarized the scope of this approach: 

[Sltudies of the labour process and of the intertwining of gender and 
technology in the restructuring of production are part of an emerging 
approach to unraveling how gender is implicated in the organization of 
production, the labour process and the wage relation. 

From a gender-integrated class analysis, the value of labour and the definition of 

skill are more inclusive of women's experience and more likely to recognize the f i l l  range 

of skills in secretarial work. If we use Dorothy Smith's perspective of women's labour, 

women have a primary role and have 'liberated' men fkom material and locai work: 

...[ women] do those things that give concrete form to the conceptual 
activities. Women keep house . . . bear children . . . they do the clerical work 
giving material form to the words or thoughts of the boss. (1987333) 

From this socialist-feminist perspective, secretarial work can be considered primary work 

and not 'support' work. 

Neo-Maodst approaches to skill utilize a broader conceptual framework in which 

human labour is valued and skills are perceived to be alienated from the whole of a 

person's labour. This analysis was developed for the waged economy but feminists have 

applied this analysis to alienated labour of non-waged persons. Socialist-feminists have 

opened up new areas of discussion which consider labour and skill within the context of 

the relations of power. 

Women's labour in a patriarchal society is undervalued and not just in the formal 

workplace. A complete perspective on labour requires examination both of waged and 

non-waged labour. Domestic labour tended to be excluded from the sociological debates 



until Meg Lwton (in Amstrong and Armstrong, 1994) looked at the way particular 

women organize their daily work and the occupation of housewife. Luxton demonstrated 

how "domestic labour is profoundly determined by capitalist production and hctions at 

the heart of the social relations integral to the capitalist mode of production. " @.go) The 

relative invisibility of many of the skills of secretarial work can be linked to the perception 

of secretaries as "domestic." The examination of waged work needs to be undernood 

within women's life strategies which includes non-waged work. 

Historically, women have been excluded &om 'expert' power (Lips, 1992:29), 

reserved, by definition, for the experts or ruling (usually male) class. The expert power of 

human resource management is one such example. Many job evaluation systems in use 

today were developed in the 1940s and 1950s. Systemic discrimination and inequalities in 

status and pay levels were entrenched in the world of paid work as: 

valuable job content was intentionally designed to be associated with high- 
paying (male) jobs. Since women's work was especially low-paying at the 
time of the development of these systems ...[ this] assured that the 
characteristics associated with female jobs would remain uncompensated. 
(Steinberg, 1 WO:459) 

The work that secretaries performed was divided into two categories: the formally 

recognized and compensated category and the informal, unrecognized, and 

uncompensated category. Defining secretarial labour in this manner reduced it from a 

broad range of practised skills into a narrow band of formally defined and compensated 

skills. This justification placed secretarial work at the low end of the labour hierarchy. 

Skill 

Two distinct sociological literatures have formed the basis of most examinations of 

skill: one involving theories of industrial capitalism and the other focusing on stratification 

and economic rewards. Theories of industrial capitalism explain skill as the result of 

"particular historical circumstances ... skill categories either grow out of political struggle 



between employers and employees or are the result of unilateral choices by employers to 

maximize control over production" (Steinberg, 1990:45 1). 

Functionalist theories of stratification place skiil level at the centre of "an argument 

that justifies inequality in human rewards by linking skill levels of a position to its 

fimctional importance in an organization" (Steinberg, 1990145 1). From this perspective, 

secretarial skill is placed at the bottom of the labour hierarchy and low pay is justified 

accordingly. 

In sharp contrast to theories of industrial capitalism and the hnctionalist theory of 

stratification, comparable worth theory considers the organizational structure, the job 

description, and evaluations systems as variables that contribute to the social construction 

of skill and the value of labour. More specitically, comparable worth theory has found 

that male jobs in organizational classification systems are described in considerably more 

detail than female jobs. Additionally, the job content is often confused with the job holder 

and patriarchal values are embedded in the job evaluation system that support an existing 

status hierarchy. Finally, and as Steinberg notes, "the job evaluation systems support an 

existing wage hierarchy which is vested in the status quo which is resistant to the 

redistribution of the rewards for labour" (1990:460). 

A starting point for this thesis is the view that the value placed on specific kinds of 

labour in society largely determines its social and economic status. The work environment 

is characterized by relative subordination of women by men and the tasks associated with 

women are ranked lower in skill or are excluded fiom consideration (Lips, 199 1 : 165). 

Additionally, the social sciences have arguably more often reflected this relationship of 

subordination than explored it. Steinberg (1990:452) notes the male bias in the study of 

skill which has often been focused on "the 3 M's - male manual workers in 

manufacturing. " 



While labour and skill are the two key concepts around which discussions of work 

and value are centred, the concept of career is reviewed because it has occupied a key 

place in the notion of male work as more valuable than female work. 

Career 

Arthur (1989) argues that the concept of career 

is not the property of any one theoretical or disciplinary view in the social 
sciences.. .from psychological notions of how dispositional differences 
affect job adaptation.. . to sociological interpretations of role behavior in 
organizational settings.. .to economic views of how human capital accrues 
through education and experience @. 7). 

This study modifies this concept of career to reassess issues of labour and skill in 

secretarial work. 

The most prominent and widely used definition and application of the concept of 

career came from organizational psychology and focused on men's work. Donald Super's 

The Ps~chology of Career (1957) presented one of the career stage models that has been 

widely used and continues to be widely used in the social sciences, including sociology. 

Super identified specific phases through which individuals (usually men) progressed in a 

particular occupation or organization. This essentially functionalist approach preset the 

categories and individuals were assigned to them. Super viewed the individual as a 

passive and reactive organism and conceptualized socialization as instilling preestablished 

attitudes and standards of behaviour derived fiom the requirements of society's current 

occupational roles (cited in Barley, 1989). 

In the sociological literature, career has broader definitions and is not limited to 

roles enacted within formal organizations. The concept of career in organizations and in 

relation to paid employment emphasized underlying themes of progress, continuity, 

success, order, and verticality. In contrast, researchers at the Chicago School in the 1920s 

used career as a heuristic device in the study of deviant behaviour (Barley,1989:45). 



Deviant careers were as important as conventional ones. Work career was merely a subset 

of the broader idea of career which was used to describe a regular passage through 

various stages of experience. For example, in more recent work that has grown out of the 

Chicago tradition, Roth used career to analyze the staged logic of a tuberculosis patient's 

hospitalization and recovery, Davis used career to study the plight of a polio victim, and 

Gofban used career to examine the process by which inmates of mental hospitals are 

gradually labeled insane (cited in Barley, 1989:47). 

This distinction between objective and subjective notions of career has been 

extended in more recent work. Objective careers describe a generalized experience with 

benchmarks for individuals to achieve. Their performance in the career can be assessed by 

external observers (such as social scientists). A subjective view of career interprets what 

has happened, is happening, and will happen at various times during one's Life. Stebbins 

used this definition in relation to entertainers: 

the subjective career refers to the entertainer's recognition and 
interpretation of events -- past, present and future - that are associated 
with his or her role as entertainer ... especially important in a subjective side 
of career is the individual's interpretation of the turning points he or she has 
encountered or expects to encounter ... a turning point is a juncture at which 
the entertainer sees the nature or direction of his or her weer has having 
changed significantly. (1 99 1 : 5 8) 

It is this broader definition of career that is of most use in understanding women's 

work. From the fhctionalist perspective, occupational success was defined strictly in 

terms of career success which meant progression through positions of increasing authority 

and responsibility. Total commitment to the work organization was (and still is) the sign 

of the ideal employee. Most women were not in so-called career track occupations and 

therefore the functionalist model did not apply to either their paid or unpaid work. As 

women entered the managerial ranks their occupational success was defined in terms of 

organizational capability and adaptation to the norms and values of a largely male-defined 



workplace. Women's interests in combining other facets of their lives (primarily child 

care) were seen as a liability in an analysis of their success in the organization. It is in this 

respect that women may be seen as expected to adapt or adjust to the 'male' model of 

career. 

Even within the management perspective, this narrow conception of career success 

in organizations has been subject to criticism. For example, Powel and Mainiero question 

the traditional male model of career and success. They advocate: 

an understaadiig of women's careers [that] must take into account work 
and non-work issues, incorporate subjective as well as objective measures 
of career and Life success; incorporate the influence of personal, 
organizational, and societal factors on women's choices and outcomes; and 
does not assume that women's careers go through predictable sequences of 
stages over time. Such an approach is vastly different fiom traditional male 
models of careers. (1 992:2 1 5) 

One way that sociologists have pursued a broad and inclusive understanding of 

individuals is through the documentation and analysis of their life histories (cf, Znaniecki, 

191 8; Shaw, 193 1). In 1978, Haraven and Elder introduced and elaborated the concept of 

life course analysis. This concept: 

focuses on the overlaps between individuals' experiences and those 
coincidental in chronological (or historical) time, be they other individuals, 
family members, structural changes.. . [life course analysis] focuses on 
transitions over time between various states. (cited in Dex, 1991 :4) 

These developments stimulated the use of work histories to gather data fkom individuals. 

This technique was used in two British studies. the first with a large sample (5,588) in the 

1980 Women and Employment S&&, the second in Yeandle's qualitative study carried out 

in 1984. It is at this point, with the use of work histories, that the intersections of 

women's work and non-work lives can be explored. While the study of work histories can 

be of either a quantitative and qualitative nature, in both cases they tend to study women's 

lives fiom an external point of view. Still, work histories have performed a valuable 



function by providing an alternate model for the study of women's work to that of the paid 

work career stage model. 

The subjective notion of career, developed in combination with the broad 

perspective of the life history method, will help explore women's lifetime perspectives or 

life strategies in dealing with the work and non-work aspects of their lives. This study 

does not aim to impose a perspective on the subjects; the intent is to have subjects 

articulate their views of class and gender so they emerge using their own terms and 

categories. To accomplish this, some concepts from the field of cultural studies will be 

utilized. 

The Cultural Studies Approach 

The classic use of the idea of culture was to differentiate between elite culture and 

common culture. Specifically, it was held that culture represented a standard of excellence 

(as in the best in art or literature). Marxists viewed culture as ideology, something 

imposed fiom the 'top down' fiom the dominant to subordinate class. The cultural studies 

approach challenges both of these views by arguing that culture may also be developed, 

and changed, by marginalized groups as a result of their own experiences Whether these 

groups have become marginalized on the basis of race, gender, ethnicity, class, their 

culture is significant and internally generated although limited by external forces. 

Rather than ascribing false consciousness to those in a subordinate group who 

accept or accommodate dominant ideology, cultural studies can illuminate new dimensions 

of cultural meaning found in everyday life and practices. There is a co-existence of 

dominantlsubordinate culture in social relations. Those who dominate through the control 

of resources and power often do not acknowledge, or indeed actively suppress, 

subordinate cultures. The hegemonic position of the dominant within society at large 

depends on ideas of inequality that are submerged and accepted by those who have less 



power in society. Explicit attention to, and description of, formerly "hidden sets of rules, 

codes and conventions [help to explain how] meanings particular to specific groups (i.e., 

those in power) are rendered universal and given for the whole of society [the dominant 

and subordinate groups]" (Barthes cited in Hebdige, 1979). As well, the cultural studies 

approach provides a way to recognize and interpret various actions of individuals in 

subordinate groups or roles. Some of these actions could be traced to ways of thinking 

that originated within the subordinate group in repnse  to their position within social 

relations. Clearly subordinated groups are in a disadvantaged position with limited 

resources. As Hebdige pointed out, subordinated individuals may appropriate social 

relations and processes in the form represented to them by the dominant culture 

(1979: 113). This understanding of the responses of subordinated groups can lend insight 

into the reasons for the contradictory nature of some expressions and actions (e.g., in the 

case of women, this may mean being a member of the working class yet supporting 

conservative business ideology that opposes collective workers' actions). 

In particular, elements of style can guide the researcher past the surfaces of action 

to deeper levels of meaning. Brake defines the elements of style as follows: image, which 

includes costumes and accessories; demeanor, which is comprised of expression, gait, and 

posture; and argot, which entails both the unique vocabulary of a group and the way it is 

articulated. Subcultural style can represent an attempt to challenge dominant ideology. 

The challenge may remain at the symbolic level if the relations of production are not 

affected (Brake cited in Hebdige, 1979). For the purposes of this study, the office may be 

viewed as a subcultural site, replete with its own image, demeanor, and argot that reveal 

expressions of resistance to broader cultural standards and messages. 

The concepts of culture, style, and resistance help to explain the variety of 

expressions and forms of subordinate-dominant relations in terms of individual experience 

and constructed group culture. 



Resisiance 

The concept of resistance used in this study refers to the responses of social actors 

to imsions of systems of domination upon their life course. The actor attempts to 

thwart, circumvent, transform, or overtbrow these intrusions in ways that are conditioned 

by her or his social circumstances and experiences. Specifically, worker resistance is that 

opposition the actor makes to relations of domination that exist in the workplace and that 

may form part of a broader life approach the actor has developed over time. It may 

include both resistance based on class (capitalist relations) and on gender (patriarchal 

relations). From a socialist-feminist perspective, resistance is important and is a natural 

response to oppressive relations integral to modem capitalism. The cultural studies 

approach to the concept of resistance supports this viewpoint. Resistance will be more 

closely examined in relation to the concept of life strategy in the section which follows. 

Life Strategy 

Resistance is not an isolated set of events or ideas, nor is it located only in the 

workplace. Rather, it needs to be viewed more holistically as part of the worker's life 

strategy. The concept of life strategy used in this study has three principle features 

developed from the earlier notion of life course'. Like the life course perspective, the 

concept of lie strategy reflects the intersection of social and historical factors on personal 

biography. It focuses on age-differentiated, socially recognized sequences of transitions. 

Studies of life course are longitudinal in nature (George, 1993:359). Three well 

established approaches to the study of the life course have been used. The first is more 

often associated with North American positivist studies and has generally involved using 

the outsider or external perspective. For example, job mobility may be charted by 

examining transition points and key life events. This approach tends to reduce life 

experiences to dates and collections of aggregate numbers (norms and statistical 



relevance). The second approach to the study of life course, based in the European 

tradition, is more interested in the lived experiences of individuals and is more open to the 

examination of issues of variab'rlity and difference and tracing a person's 'We line.' The 

third approach is the Chicago School which emphasized a holistic examination of 

individual's lives. 

Following in the European tradition and the Chicago School, the concept of We 

strategy is defined and reflected on by the social actor and is intimately linked to herhis 

life experience. It enjoys a dialectical relationship with the outside world and is subject to 

constraint. More importantly, life strategies are subject to constant revision. It is the 

developmental and evolving nature of a life strategy that provides its distinctive feature. 

For example, a woman enters a new relationship, such as a job, with certain expectations, 

developed from her family Life or education. She then may find that the experience is not 

what she expected. Forms of resistance emerge and depending on the specific work 

environment and relationships a range of responses to the woman's resistance may occur. 

Therefore, the original life strategy may require modification. Individuals whose 

expectations are constantly thwarted, such as workers subordinated along class and 

gender lines, may develop complex mechanisms, drawing on both work and non-work 

experience to assert control and individuality. This is an historical process in which 

individuals may possess different Life strategies at different points in their working careers, 

depending on both the work and non-work factors. Indeed, each individual life strategy, 

though similar to those of others in similar relations, may be quite unique, arising out of 

the heterogeneity of life experiences. 

The development of a Life strategy is as much dependent on everyday life 

experiences as it is on the transition points and key events and it is, as noted above, 

managed from the perspective of the actor. Cultural studies provides ways to illuminate 

the significance of expression and action that reflect a person's strategy towards We. 





more carefbl look at the life course as it is actually lived, not as we wish it 
to be for the sake of order in research. 

The use of life strategy in 'hs study follows the European tradition and takes into account 

maturity and development throughout the life course. The use of life strategy also 

incorporates the holistic perspective promoted by the Chicago School. Practices and 

experiences of the individual's everyday life are also made visible and can be linked more 

closely to the social context from the actor's perspective. 

The study of everyday practices in the office and of secretarial workers allows for 

the exploration of signals of domination and resistance which maintain a system of gender 

power relations. As Lips observed, this includes "the way people allocate and use space, 

their facial expressions, gestures, touch, and body position, the way they regulate their 

language and conversation" (Lips, 1 99 1 : 109). Therefore, many types of resistance can be 

explored including formal and informal, individual and collective, potential and realized. 

Examination of everyday practices also provides access to the subculture of the office, and 

the application of the cultural studies perspective allows the researcher to enter the world 

of the office and view issues from the point of view of the actor (the secretarial worker in 

the case of this study). These forms of worker resistance can provide a researcher with 

identifiable indicators oft he life strategy. 

Summary 

Ideology and economic relations work together in the creation of the social world. 

A socialist-feminist approach places equal importance on the economic base and the 

gender base in the analysis of social inequalities. The concepts of labour, skill, and career 

are viewed as political constructs which have located and supported the subordinate 

position of secretarial workers in the labour and status hierarchy. 

The perspective of cultural studies illuminates new dimensions of cultural meaning 

found in everyday life and ways to recognize and interpret various actions of individuals in 



subordinate groups or roles. Particularly relevant to this study is the cultural studies use 

of the concept of resistance. Worker resistance is that opposition the individual makes to 

relations of domination that exist in the workplace. This resistance may form a broader 

approach to We that the individual has developed and is affected by maturity and 

development throughout the life course. All workers may develop strategies to control 

these relations of domination. But women, especially those in the secretarid realm face 

the double bind of both class and gender subordination. They have routinely been 

required to merge and balance work and non-work life, and may need to create 

particularly complex and integrated life strategies to manage everyday life. 
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CHAPTER TBREE: LITERATURE REVIEW 

Three key areas of empirical literature are examined: studies that look at the social 

and historical processes that have structured work relations by class and gender (including 

job and skill evaluation systems); studies that examine how workers, particularly 

secretarial workers, have resisted the oppressive relations of class and gender; and studies 

that pay particular attention to the integration of women's work and non-work lives. 

Social and Historical Processes Structuring Work Relations 

Several historical studies have looked at the change in office work relationships 

over time. 

Rationalization of the O@e mtd De-Skillng 

Braverman reviewed such changes within the context of the general de-skilling 

which occurred as monopoly capitalism exerted its influence on the social organization of 

work. Prior to industrial expansion, the clerk and the employer had a personalized 

relationship. The clerk's position was "a confidential one, the employer discussed affairs 

with him and relied on his judgment" (Braverman, 197429). The employer was 

represented as being in control and exercising mental skills and the clerk was represented 

as contributing mental skill as well as manual skill in the office. But Braverman cautioned 

against overstating this relationship as typical of clerical work and noted that there were 

many clerks such as "hard driven copyists in law offices ... whose condition and prospect in 

life were little better than dock workers" (1974:294). 

Braverman's general conclusion was that the occupational integrity of clerical work 

had eroded over the course of the twentieth century. The productive and creative labour 

in some clerical work had fragmented and a factory-like and rationalized office 

environment had been created. Braverman correctly predicted that increased office 

mechanization would lead to a reduced need for office workers. He also predicted the 



decline and demise of the secretarial profession on the basis that it would be too expensive 

for organizations to appoint secretaries for all managers, and that: 

once the rationalization of the factory [was] complete, the office [would] 
enter a period of rationalization; the perfection of various cheap systems of 
centralized communications and recording; [and] even the new attitudes of 
women, who dispute and scorn the body-servant role [will] make it more 
dBicult to recruit tractable secretaries. (1974:344) 

Braverman addressed the secretarial occupation in his analysis of clerical work. 

He cited secretaries as the largest category of clerical labour in 1970 in the United States 

and noted that it was mostly composed of women (1974:341). According to him, "fiom a 

firnctional standpoint, the secretary came into existence as a device to extend the 

administrative scope of the entrepreneur and proprietor" (1 974:342). Secretaries came to 

be employed by managers at all levels of organization, and according to Braverman, 

assumed the job of organizing the manager's labour. He describes the personal secretary 

as a part of the privileged manager's job and a source of status and prestige for the 

manager (p -342). 

Braverman classified secretarial work into two types: "typing and administrative 

routine (sometimes reception and telephone answering are separated fiom the latter as a 

distinct function)" (1 974:344). He predicted that an integrated system aimed at 

centralizing management would replace the m i o n  of a secretq. Management would 

benefit by cheapening the skills of administrative employees and "the squeezing out of the 

minutes and hours of labor power lost in the personal relations and contacts among 

secretaries and between secretaries and their 'principals"' (p.347). 

While Braverman correctly predicted the technological impact on the office and 

the subsequent shift in some tasks associated with secretarial work, he neglected to 

consider the gendered nature of the office. He appears to have accepted almost at face 

value the fimctionaiist definition of secretarial work and made a disparaging assessment of 



any communication finctions among employees in the office. Braverman states that he 

was able 

to gain first-hand experience of some of the most typical office processes 
of our time . . . my employment in book publishing as an editor . . . and in 
turn as an operating executive in two publishing houses . . . enables me to 
understand, in some detail and concreteness, the principles by which labor 
processes are organized in modem offices. (1974:7) 

In this respect, it would appear that Bravennan uses a managerial definition of secretarial 

work and accepts the gendered labour hierarchy of the office. 

Secretarial Work as a Status Commodity 

In his study of female office workers between 1870 and 1960 in Britain, Anderson 

recognized the use of secretarial work as a status commodity in an organization and its 

effect on the occupational mobiiity of the secretary: "her status and pay may depend on 

the boss but she cannot replace the boss" (1988:20). He identified the gendered nature of 

the relationship between the (usually female) secretary and the (usually male) boss and the 

power relations on which it is based. According to Anderson, the company viewed the 

secretary as an extension of the executive's power base. For him, 

the introduction of typing pools was a way of extending company control 
over their executives and diminishing the 'status' value of secretaries for 
bosses. (1988:20) 

The boss, the executive, and the company tend to be aligned with the 'male' 

perspective and the secretary tends to be a subordinated actor in the organization. In this 

relationship, the executive or the boss delegates to the secretary, i.e., the bosses do 

mental work and secretaries do manual work. A female secretary may be knowledgeable 

about many aspects of an organization and its operation, but unable to use this knowledge 

for her own career advancement within the organization. 



The Feminization of CIericaI Work 

Anderson examined s p d c  clerical skills and their relationship to gender. Prior to 

mechanization, business and commercial interests utilized correspondence clerks and their 

primary skills were in penmanship and letter-writing (Anderson, 1988:17). Pitman 

shorthand was developed in Britain in the 1830s and later modifications were made by 

John Gregg in the 1880s (Anderson, 1988:7). Employers encouraged the use of this skill 

because of its time-saving qualities. The largely male clerks saw it as an important skill to 

acquire because of its importance as an entry qualification. But when shorthand became 

linked to typewriting and became 'feminized', men were discouraged fiom learning 

shorthand as it would reduce chances of promotion (Anderson, 1988:7). This illustrates 

the process of skill devaluation which is different fiom the loss of skill due to 

technological changes. Although de-skilling is a significant and serious problem in its own 

right, skill devaluation is often overlooked as a mechanism of power relations that 

perpetuates the relative subordination of women to men in the labour market. In his work 

on the 'administrative revolution' in Canada fiom the early 1900s to the 1930s, Lowe 

(1987) analyzed how the job of the male clerk became mechanized and standardized, 

opening the way for women and the ultimate transformation of the job as 'women's work'. 

Studies of women and skill in the waged domain identi@ the need to examine how 

skills are recognized and compared across categories @ex, 1985; Gaskell, 1992; White, 

1993). The processes through which skill is defined includes the development and use of 

job classification and evaluation systems, establishing education and training standards as 

skill, and the creation of skill designations obtained through collective bargaining. The 

feminization of clerical work was accomplished through both action and omission on the 

part of management, educational institutions, and labour unions. 
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Job Evaluation and Applying Conpabile Worth nteory 

Job evaluation technology and the evaluation process were developed and refined 

by organizational industrial psychologists to systematically order jobs within a firm for the 

purpose of paying wages (Steinberg,1990:459). The conclusion that most existing job 

evaluation systems are biased in favour of jobs traditionally occupied by men is widely 

accepted in much of the pay equity and comparable worth literature (Acker, 1987; Cuneo, 

1 990; Steinberg and Haignere, 1987). 

Comparable worth theory has been used to critique existing classification and 

evaluation systems. The theory contends that the selection of particular types of skills and 

responsibilities as justifications for higher levels of compensation is a social construction. 

Steinberg reports that studies of skill using comparable worth theory have found that: 1) 

the prerequisites, tasks, and work context associated with women's work are invisible; 2) 

the prerequisites, tasks, and work context are included in the evaluation framework but 

are not valued at equal levels of complexity as those that favour male classes of 

occupations; 3) the weights assigned to factors differentially associated with men's job 

classes are substantially higher than the weights assigned to factors differentially 

associated with women's classes; and 4) evaluation committees used inconsistent standards 

for assessing the complexity of male jobs and female jobs (Steinberg, 1990:457). 

As a social policy initiative, pay equity has been introduced (but not necessarily 

implemented) in several jurisdictions in Canada. Pay equity legislation might apply to 

'equal work' involving comparisons between identical jobs, to 'similar work' involving 

comparisons between jobs that are similar in some respect or to jobs of 'equal value', or 

"comparable worth involving comparisons between jobs that are similar with respect to 

workers' effort, skill, responsibility and working conditions" (Cuneo, 1990: 5 ) .  

Pay equity programmes have the potential to reduce the economic inequality 

between women and men. During the 1980s and 1990s, such programmedpolicies have 



also involved a broad spectrum of political interests that range fiom the neo-consenrative 

right to the labour-feminist left. Indeed, the discussion of labour and skill has become 

highly politicized. ' 
Questions have been raised as to whether the job evaluation systems used in pay 

equity exercises differ significantly from the status quo evaluation systems. Fudge and 

McDermott (1991:281) suggest questions which could be used to evaluate pay equity 

initiatives: Is pay equity an effective public poiicy goal? Is pay equity effective as an 

instrument in raising women's wages? Does pay equity challenge male norms and 

hierarchies embedded in the market (job classification and evaluation systems within 

organizations)? Given the unequal distribution of resources within the labour market 

along gender, racial, and ethnic lines, what role and impact does pay equity have in this 

complex set of relations? 

Pay equity advocates have found that the social sciences have been part of the 

problem in the definition of skill. As Steinberg (1990:452) has noted, there appears to be 

a male bias in the social science conception of skill: 

The conceptualization and operationalization of skill in academic studies 
has thus far taken for granted what should be viewed as problematic: the 
relationship between gender and the conception of skill.' 

In spite of the lack of pay equity legislation in Alberta, the City of Calgary undertook a 

pay equity evaluation which began in 1989 and concluded in 1994. Adjustments to wages 

in some female dominated occupations such as secretaries were implemented. 

'Ontario passed pay equity legislation in the early 1990s under an NDP govement and 
this was recently repealed by the newly elected Conservative government. Prior to the 
municipal election in 1995, a City of Calgary Alderman questioned the need to pay out 
pay equity settlements to City of Calgary workers. The Alberta Chamber of Commerce is 
on record against pay equity, affirmative action and employment equity. 
 h he scholarly language of Braverman (1974) and Anderson (1988) is heavily 'gendered' -- 
'his' for bosses, 'her' for more subservient roles. 



Worker Resistance to Class and Gender Domination 

Studies of worker resistance are pertinent to understanding the creative, 

subversive, and often contradictory actions of individuals. Locating forms of resistance in 

the work environment can indicate the underlying life strategies of workers. Several 

studies are examined in this section with the objective of illustrating how workers 

(including male and female blue-collar workers and female clerical workers) have resisted 

the relations of class and gender domination in the workplace. The relevance of these 

studies to the current research on women's life strategies is also discussed. 

Young Working-Ciass Males 

Cultural studies research carried out by Paul Willis in the 1970s represents a key 

point of reference for understanding worker resistance in this study. Willis (1977, 1979) 

studied young working-class men in the later stages of high school education and at their 

point of entry into the workplace. The data for both studies were collected between 1973 

and 1975 in Birmingham, England, as part of a broad research project examining the 

transition fiom schooI to work. 

W i s  identified a number of forms of resistance to cultural penetration by 

capitalist relations used by young-working class men or what he calls the "lads." Willis 

did not accept individuals as passive but as active members of their culture. He 

interpreted the actions and attitudes of the young men and their willingness to enter 

working-class jobs and the forms of resistance expressed towards work by them, as a two- 

fold process: a "~elf~dornination in the acceptance of subordinate roles in western 

capitalism.. .experienced paradoxically, as a form of true learning, appropriation and as a 

kind of resistance" (1977:63). 

This use of cultural relations to explain the operation of class power illustrates how 

multiple meanings of social situations are tied to the actor's experience and perspective. 



The lads' subordinate position is a result of structural inequalities in British society, but is 

constructed through culturally based actions and reactions (their own, as well as those of 

friends, teachers, employers, parents, girlfriends). This analysis can be readily applied to 

the work sites of women. 

Willis found that young working-class men constructed their status and identity 

informally with key reference points being the peer group and the larger working-class 

culture. One way to increase their own status was to rank labour in a fashion that 

enhanced their own identity and to ascribe subordinate status to others on the basis of 

gender, race, and ethnicity. This included the interpretation of manual as opposed to 

mental labour as significant and meaningful. 

The second major form of resistance was to invert some aspects of the school 

system and introduce oppositional elements where possible. These included stylistic 

choices (clothes and accessories), using time differently than its conventional use, and 

engaging in anti-school discourse/rhetoric. In another study of workers in a shop floor 

culture, Willis found similar forms of resistance. However, he found that the world of 

paid work limited the forms of resistance and also resulted in workers making forms of 

accommodation in order to keep their jobs. 

Women in Blue-Collar Work 

Studies of women in blue-collar work have built on Willis' findings. In her study of 

female factory workers in Britain (the majority of workers were women and the managers 

were men), Pollert (1981) identified a number of forms of resistance. For example, 

workers would bring in their own world through discussions, friendships, and their own 

definitions of responsibility and concern. The women used the mass media and the outside 

world to enliven their work days (1981 :13 1). Sexual politics were practised at work and 

provided a forum for negotiation and resistance. Pollert found that "the rules between 



male supervisors and the 'girls' was a complex, tense balance between contiontation and 

collaboration.. .class control mediated by patriarchal control" (1 98 1 : 14 1). This behaviour 

involved flirt'ig/teasing and having a 'IatP, and 'acting like children' which allowed the 

women "to act assertively but without dmgerously antagonizing authority" (198 1 : 142). 

Older women expressed a form of resistance by exerting a motherly authority over male 

supervisors who were younger in age. PoUert also recognized a form of resistance in the 

solidarity that developed between the women through cliques and 'departmental identity'. 

She found particularly in the factory workplace that the toilets became centres of mild 

rebellion. In these private spaces, gossip and infomation about the supervisors and 

managers was shared. Pollert's examination of work and non-work activities and roles 

also revealed some sources of group identity and strength: 

. ..the stronger their all female 'out-of-work' ties, the more collective- 
spirited, self-assured, assertive and 'non-conformist' were the girls at work. 
(1981: 149) 

Pollert's findings also revealed the limitations of collective worker action among this group 

of female factory workers: 

the group solidarity and 'factory consciousness' were an important part of 
the female culture but this solidarity was not translated into practice and 
organization. (1 98 1 : 149) 

The ethnographic approach of Pollert provided rich detail about the relationships 

the women had at and away from work and provided insights into the influence of the 

informal group on women's resistance. Interestingly, the work group in Pollert's case 

included women of a variety of ages and experience. 

Young Women in Clerical Work 

In examinations of young women in white-collar work, Willis' study has been used 

as a point of contrast. In her study of female clerical workers in the United States, Valli 

(1986) found several significant areas of difference between the 'lads' and her young 



subjects. The latter, all female, were learning clerical skills at the high school level and 

this was combined with on-the-job experience. While various informal groups appeared 

among the students in Valli's study, none exhibited a comparable opposition or counter- 

school culture to W i s p s  lads. There was M e  rebellion against the dominant ideology and 

a higher level of conformity to authority. This was mainly seen in a more uniform 

acceptance of the knowledge base of the education system and the qualifications to be 

obtained from it. Underlying this may also be different cultural understandings of class in 

Britain and the United States, or, even, of the existence of a class structure. The 'lads' are 

a part of the 'working-class', while Valli's young women may or may not be a part of the 

'working-class'. The young women studying in the business education area came from a 

wider range of socio-economic backgrounds and some had academic achievement levels 

which would have allowed them to pursue more advanced studies in different disciplines. 

Their 'choice' of clerical work appeared to be based on non-work and non-academic 

considerations. 

At the late adolescent/young adulthood phase of their lives, it seemed that most of 

the young women in Valli's sample were unaware of social inequality along class or gender 

dimensions. The formal cumculum of their business education was very conservative and 

excluded topics of discussion such as the disparities in pay levels, either between 

themselves or between the category of clerical work and other types of work. Valli found 

that at the informal level between students, there was little discussion of differences or 

disparities of pay. She observed that at both informal and formal levels, teachers and 

students maintained a 'pay is private' ideology which sharply contrasts with the masculine 

focus of pay within the British 'shop floor culture' identified by Willis. The emphasis on 

individuality and the privacy of the labour process placed limitations on the women's 

ability to penetrate some of the political issues of inequality in the labour market. The 

value of their labour was disassociated from its compensation in the marketplace. 



Combined with assumptions based on the importance of male breadwinning, women's 

subordinate position in the workforce and home was assumed in clerical training. 

Therefore, for Valli's subjects, conventional patterns of gender relationships in office work 

came to be seen as "natural." 

When the young women in Valli's sample gained work experience, the 

relationships in their office cultures provided alternative responses and styles to codes of 

worker conduct and worker identities promoted by the school curriculum. Valli identified 

some forms of resistance to company policies in the area of social and sexual rela" ~iom. 

For example, some of her subjects resisted company definition and control of their 

identities in non-verbal ways such as the way they dressed for work. One worker 

"combined popular men's cut slacks with sexy open toed shoes ... to achieve a definite blend 

of a uni-sex work look with a feminine social look" (1986: 173). This is an example of 

how some workers created their own style in appearance or adopted a dress code that 

resisted definitions of themselves as merely workers or as sex-objects (1 986: 19 1). 

Valli found that resistance surfaced as workers lost respect for those in authority. 

When an office boss was perceived by the secretarial staff to be wasting time and using 

company time for personal pleasure, the standard telephone message memo which read: 

"While you were out.. ." was altered to "While you were out hcking off.. . " and circulated 

among the secretarial st& 

Some women refused to play roles which made the workplace seem 'family-like' 

which included participation in social activities such as 'pot-luck' luncheons or Christmas 

parties sponsored by the company (1986:195). Both Willis and Valli focused on the 

training/education phase of blue-collar and clerical workers and their initial entry into the 

labour market. This provides a limited perspective on the later potential for resistance that 

may develop with evolving life strategies of workers. 



In her study of the business education curriculum in one high school in Vancouver 

in the early 1980s, Gaskell (1992) found that the curriculum itself reproduced class and 

gender relations. The ideological character of business courses had a strong congruity 

with employer-driven needs in the workplace and neglected worker issues such as 

employment equity, sexual harassment, and labour relations (1992:lll). At the high 

school stage, this lack of discussion and awareness of the social and economic conditions 

of the workplace disadvantaged women. This was further exacerbated by the fact that the 

majority of women employed in office jobs have been employed by the private sector. 

Relevant in the current study is that after some work experience, women reassess the 

social relations of the office which contributes to their evolving life strategy. 

Resistance in Boss-Secretary Relations 

Pringle (1988) included women of various ages and at various career stages in her 

study of the boss-secretary ielationship. In her Australian study, she identified a variety of 

forms of resistance undertaken by secretaries. These included: resisting the work label of 

'secretary' by refirsing to consider oneself as a secretary (1988:43); protecting one's private 

life fiom the scrutiny of the boss by limiting overtime or deliberately playing down 

sexuality (1 988:M); and refusing to talk about one's personal life in order to defend this 

private space from the boss. Everyday forms of resistance may be to refuse to do 

housework-like and personal chores for their bosses and rejection of personal relations and 

comments about their clothes and appearance (1988:49).~ 

Pringle's work identified specific acts and attitudes women may express in their 

attempt to resist relations of domination within the workplace and in particular 

'~rin~le's sample contained very few male secretaries (7 out of 145 cases). In her study, 
male secretaries appeared to be less susceptible to gender domination when occupying the 
secretarial role. For example, while the job title might be 'secretary', co-workers and 
supervisors would refer to the male secretary as an 'assistant'. 



demonstrated how this resistance was rooted in the relative positions of women and men 

in patriarchal relations. However, by maintaining a psychoanalytic theoretical position, 

Pringle diminished the conscious activity of the workers in favour of the unconscious 

actions driven by sexuality. Pringle focused on the gendered aspects of domination while 

perhaps underemphasizing the class aspect of the work relationship. 

By expanding the examination of the work relationship to include non-work 

factors and actions, the current study provides a broader theoretical treatment of 

resistance as both class and gender based and places the conscious actor at the centre of 

life strategies that are conditioned by a multitude of factors that also include age, 

community, and family effects. 

Integration of Women's Work and Nonwork Lives 

Resistance to class and gender domination is best explained in studies of work 

which take a broader view of the labour process and women's lives. A recent qualitative 

study of Canadian female clerical workerdmothers examined how they coordinated, 

supervised, and evaluated their own labour activities (Hessing, 1993). Time management 

was used as a means to convert potentially conflictwl tasks into meaningful tasks. Two 

methods were used: explicit, formal, and limited methods based on workplace-initiated 

scheduling; and, implicit, informal and extensive methods used mostly for household work 

but at times for work in the office. 

Hessing showed that these techniques resulted in women melding their 

responsibilities, minimizing conflict which they might experience making certain work 

invisible, and instituting a 'revolving door' approach to problems in both spheres. Hessing 

also found that the women used the demands of the two workplaces to counter and offset 

the needs of the other. Women could place emphasis on their own control and choice in 



accepting and performing their workload. This provided them with a way to resist the 

"unilateral definition as clerical employee or homemaker" (Hessing, 199359). 

Hessing's study recognized the woman/clerical worker as a social actor creatively 

shaping her environment with knowledge of its limits and avoided the bfircation of labour 

activities into separate spheres. The women in this study resisted the culturaily defined 

boundaries of their jobs at home and work and consciously built bridges between them. 

They restructured the available resources to meet their unique demands. Hessing did not 

include other spheres of activity such as community or politics that women also engage in. 

The current study explored these elements. As weU, Hessing focused on those forms of 

resistance that allow women to manage or accommodate con£lictual situations rather than 

change them. 

Women's Careers 

Work histories have charted the transition points and life events of individuals and 

have provided longitudinal data on women's working lives. For example, The Women and 

Emplopent Study (KES) (1980) in Britain consisted of interviews with 5588 women 

between the ages of 16 and 59 years. Information collected included education, training 

and current employment status, family and household circumstances, spousal employment 

status, and attitudes towards work and identification of working and non-working periods 

over the previous two years @ex, 1987). 

In a study of occupational mobility based on the WES data, Dex concluded that 

women expressed occupational attachment and preference, that they recognized the 

limited opportunities in many women's occupations, and also recognized and accepted that 

they were primarily responsible for child care. While women's priorities changed over the 

life cycle, Dex also found that women saw themselves as permanent members of the 

labour force. She concluded that it makes sense to think of women as having careers. 



Her career stages consisted of the early years of occupational preference, a family 

formation stage wherein occupational preference is traded off for a job with fewer hours, 

and the post-family formation stage where occupational preference may dominate. Dex 

also found that much downward occupational mobility resulted from women taking part- 

time jobs after childbirth (Dex, 1987: 122). 

Dex's research method and findings were based on the examination of various life 

events and transition points and working and non-working experiences with a longitudinal 

perspective (1 987: 132). The comprehensive study of the intersection between the two 

major life domains (home and family) and individual biography was accomplished by Dex, 

but her central focus was on the women's adaptation to work rather than active 

participation in the many facets of their lives. 

In contrast to this large study, Yeandle (1984) examined the progress of women's 

waged labour throughout their lifetime in a qualitative study and was able to provide 

portraits of women which reflect the complexity of relationships and experience in their 

lives. Again, Yeandle's focus was on the intersection between work and family domains 

and biography. She was able to explore the type of paid work each woman did and to 

locate two sets of strategies that were used in the negotiation and management of 

employment relations and in the social relations of housework. Yeandle also examined 

how women with children organize their lives so that they can undertake both paid and 

family responsibilities. 'On the job' resistance and management response was not part of 

Yeandle's research focus or analysis but she did provide data than can be used to structure 

research questions which link elements of the two sets of strategies to forms of worker 

resistance. 

Summary 

In this study, secretarial work and workers represent the central focus. Three 

major types of research relevant for an understanding of the current study are: historical 



studies of work in which class divisions are central and the gendered nature of work is 

peripheral or non-existent; studies that primarily examine the sexual division of labour, 

and, studies that focus on workers' experience and their definition of labour and skill, 

including everyday practices. 

Historical studies have provided a very clear picture of how clerical work became 

feminized in Britain, the United States, and Canada (Anderson, 1988; Braverman, 1974; 

Lowe, 1987). This includes the occupational segregation and sex-typing of clerical work. 

Other historical studies focused on the class divisions of work in Canada (Palmer, 1994; 

Rinehart, 1987; White, 1993). Rinehart and Palmer devoted little attention to women. 

Recently, Clement and Myles (1994) have provided a more inclusive analysis of the 

relations of ruling in Canada based on both class and gender and provide an historical 

analysis which deals with the contemporary and rapidly changing nature of work relations. 

For the most part, these studies show a limited understanding of secretariai work. 

They also tend to be uncritical of the gendered labour hierarchy of the office (i.e., they 

deal with the macro structures of the economy and society). They do, however, provide 

valuable information on how social and economic relations have structured Canadian 

society in the late nineteenth and twentieth centuries to create conditions favourable to the 

location of clerical and secretarial labour at the bottom of the labour 

The sexual division of labour in waged and unwaged work are at the centre of 

studies which examine why much of women's work is devalued and many of its skills made 

invisible. These include studies on the theories of labour and skill in general, the artificial 

division between waged and unwaged work, the devaluation of domestic skills, and the 

biased nature of job evaluation systems within many organizations and their detrimental 

4~ Pay Equity Study in the City of Calgary conducted in the early 1990s could shed some 
light on social and political conditions particular to secretarial work and workers. 
Examination of these reports and records was beyond the scope of this study but is 
recommended as a possible fiture research project in this area. 



effects on the rating of women's skills. Studies of the biased nature of job classification 

and evaluation systems and their role in constructing women's clerical and secretarial 

labour at the bottom of the office labour hierarchy have been pursued within the context of 

pay equity initiatives. These studies have raised a number of issues which are applied to 

recent events affecting the pay and status of secretaries in Calgary (Cuneo, 1990; Fudge 

and McDermott, 199 1 ; Steinberg, 1 990). 

Studies which take a broader view of the labour process and women's lives have 

explored those lives with reference to both work and non-work factors @ex, 1991; 

Hessing, 1993; McNally, 1979; Yeandle, 1984). McNally found that clerical work had 

been unfairly stereotyped in British studies of industrial sociology in the 1950s and 1960s 

as a "bastion of monotony and mediocrity" (McNally, l979:8 1). She argued that this 

interpretation ignored the diversity of occupations and experience with clerical work. 

Studies of women combining roles of mothering and paid work found that women 

undertake a variety of strategies and approaches that are usually not part of working men's 

experiences (Hessing, 1993; Yeandle, 1984). Women's work studied over longer periods 

of time yielded different patterns and relationships than work studied with a traditional 

male career model @ex, 199 1). 

Studies of individual work histories in large samples like that of Dex are unable to 

explore the links between various life domains and forms of resistance. Qualitative work 

histories (such as Yeandle's) have concentrated on transition points and life events but 

have not examined the everyday activities which form an important part of worker 

resistance in subordinate groups such as office support workers. Studies of women 

workers and the intersection of family and work domains need to be expanded to include 

community and political associations. These facton are explored in this study. 

It is within ethnographic studies that the interaction of the personal and social 

world in many different situations are used in an attempt to understand the perspective 



fiom the individual or group under study. At the individual level, the studies of relevance 

to the current research are ones that focus on the worker's experience and herhis 

definition of labour and skill. Willis and Valli adopt this approach and provide dimensions 

that can be incorporated into an understanding of the life strategies of secretaries 

(particularly in terms of discursive and practical forms). Life strategies in the social world 

clearly range from unconscious to &lly conscious actions, and from informal to formal. 

They may be both individual and group-based, and may reflect multiple aspects of 

sexuality. The concept of life strategy used in this study has three principle features based 

on the idea of Life course. The concept of life strategy is defined by the social actor and is 

intimately linked to herlhis Life experience. A lie strategy exists in a dialectical nature 

with the outside world and is subject to limitations and domination. More importantly, life 

strategies are subject to constant revision. It is the developmental and evolving nature of a 

life strategy that is its distinctive feature and that distinguishes the current study from 

previous work in the area. 

Many studies have focused on these experiences with particular reference to 

workers' resistance to class and gender domination (Pollert, 198 1 ; Pringle, 1988 

Westwood, 1984; Willis, 1977; Valli 1986). Studies of worker resistance are pertinent to 

understanding the creative, subversive, and often contradictory actions of individuals. 

Pollert and Westwood studied women in blue-collar work while both Willis and Valli 

focused on the training/education phase of blue-collar and clerical workers and theu entry 

into the labour market for the first time. This provides a limited perspective on the later 

potential for resistance that may develop with evolving life strategies of workers. 

Women in the office environment and in factories experience a daily reality of 

subordination and constraint. Combined with this are forms of class domination. Fonns 

of resistance to domination depend on age, gender, education, related social/life domains 

(family, community, and political associations), friendship groups and other affiliations. 



Other important factors include whether the worker is located in the public or private 

sector and the type of work activities and relationships of herhis work world. 

Forms of resistance by women to gender subordination in the workplace appear to 

change over time and be affected by external events such as continuing education, family 

commitments, community, and political involvements. Work history studies contain the 

life-time perspective necessary to understand changing personal perspectives and 

structural conditions. By taking the perspective of the worker, insights were gained as to 

the ways in which they resisted in diverse and individual ways the alienating conditions of 

their workplace. This is a central topic of interest in the current study. 



CHAPTER FOUR. METHODOLOGY AND PROCEDURE 

Two main research problems are addressed in this thesis: what social and 

historical processes have contributed to the construction of secretarial identity and how do 

secretaries account for the social and sexual division of labow and their place in it?; what 

is the nature and strength of the relationship between forms of worker resistance and the 

life strategies of women? 

Methodology 

This qualitative study is informed by a feminist perspective and attempts to 

undertake a holistic approach to studying women's labour. The study did not take for 

granted definitions of labour and skill presented by the dominant culture or ideology but 

rather looked to the participants for those definitions. Gender is understood as a basis for 

unequai treatment in all spheres of life; women are recognized as a group which 

historically have been disadvantaged socially and economically. 

The theoretical and empirical work discussed in Chapters Two and Three 

represented the beginning point for entering into a dialogue with secretarial workers. 

Participant observation was not possible for this project as worksite observations and 

inteniews with secretarial workers require approval and consent of employers which 

could possibly inhibit the receptivity and responses of workers. A focus group and 

individual 'long' interviews were thus the qualitative methods used in this study. This 

represents a 'triangulation process' that the researcher can build into the data collection 

and results in multiple sources and modes of evidence (Huberman and Miles, 1994:438). 

A focus group was held in July of 1995. The general discussion emerging fiom the 

group assisted the researcher in the understanding of the world of secretarial workers and 

in the construction of an interview guide. The focus group provided a window specifically 



into the Calgary community as workers talked about their worksites, employers, co- 

workers, home, and communities. The focus group was taped and transcribed. 

The long interview was the primary method used in this study. McCracken has 

defined the long interview as a method which can "take us into the mental world of the 

individual, to glimpse the categories and logic by which he or she sees the world. It can 

also take us into the Weworld of the individual, to see the content and pattern of daily 

experience" (1 988 : 9). 

The long i n t e ~ e w  as conceived by McCracken is a process involving four stages. 

The first stage includes an exhaustive review of the literature to determine analytic 

categories and interview design. With this framework, the researcher goes into the field. 

The framework is provisional and the researcher remains open to revision and 

modification as the analysis proceeds. This helps specify relevant categories, relationships, 

and questions that may organize the data. 

The second stage involves a review of the so-called 'cultural' categories. 

According to McCracken, this means that the researcher examines her assumptions and 

experience with the topic at hand and attempts to separate out the episodic from the 

structural. McCracken advises the researcher to use her/his experience to identlfL cultural 

categories and relationships not considered by the scholarly literature. For example, a 

variety of newspaper and magazine articles along with job advertisements proved to be 

useful reference material for the researcher and provided a reality check for some ideas. 

Specifically, newspaper articles between 1988 and 1994 concerning pay equity initiatives 

in the City of Calgary illustrated the highly political and often controversial nature of work 

descriptions and compensation. A review of classified advertisements alerted the 

researcher to the variety of names for secretarial work and showed some changes over 

time. As well, a variety of studies and reports were cited in newspapers from sources such 

as Statistics Canada, human resource associations, and unions. For example, it was 



through a newspaper article that the researcher learned of a Calgary association of 

secretaries which proved to be a valuable source of participants and information. 

At this point, the search of literature and the cultural categories were used to 

construct an i n t e ~ e w  guide for the focus group (Appendix A). The focus group session 

helped in the construction of an interview schedule to be used in the second stage of the 

project for individual interviews (Appendix B). At the thud stage of the long interview, 

the researcher collects data on the identified categories and relationships and is prepared 

to identie categories and relationships not anticipated. The fourth and final stage of the 

long interview involves the analysis of the data and the discovery of the analytic 

categories. 

In this study, the 'field' consists of the focus group session and the long interviews 

with the 23 individuals. The field setting was primarily participants' homes, with several 

interviews carried out in a University campus seminar room. Individuals were free of 

workplace constraints (including supervisors, bosses, co-workers, and clients or 

customers) in talking about their work. The participants were candid and open in their 

discussions with me and I did not discern any particular effect of gender on the interview 

situation. I think that my maturity, experience, and interest in women's work had a 

positive effect on the htmie~ sk.;zticn. 

Procedure 

Focus Group 

The iiterature reviewed earlier established major criteria for the selection of 

participants: that they be individuals with secret aria1 experience and that the three stages 

of working career (early, mid-, and later) be represented. These critera were used in focus 

group selection. Morgan (1988:44) recommends four as the smallest size for a focus 

group and over-recruitment by 20 per cent in order to cover for no-shows. I have worked 



in several organizations in Calgary and obtained three participants through non- 

management contacts. Three more participants were obtained through contacts at the 

University of Calgary. As Morgan (1988:39) suggests, I screened the individuals by 

telephone to ensure that they would feel comfortable discussing their work experiences 

with a group of strangers (on tape) and were aware in general terms of the nature of the 

research and the purpose of the focus group, the time involved (approximately two hours), 

and the location. 

Six participants were invited following this advice. One cancelled the day before 

the focus group and at the last minute, a second individual in the mid-career also cancelled 

(eliminating my 20 per cent cushion). I was able to proceed with four participants as there 

was representation in each work stage category: one in the early stage of working, two in 

the mid-stage, and one in the later stage of working career. 

Participants read and signed a consent form at the beginning of the session (see 

Appendix C). Initially, I was highly involved in the group as the moderator and then 

retreated as the group interaction and discussion increased. I inte jected from time to time 

with a new topic if discussion faltered. Some topics on the interview guide were not 

specifically introduced if group discussion naturally flowed to related topics. The focus 

group fbnctioned as an authenticity check on the comments and observations made by any 

one individual within the group. In addition, participants identified new categories to be 

included in the research. Finally, the agreements and disagreements among group 

members were informative as well as their use of shared vocabularies. 

Indivi&d Interviews 

Both snowball and convenience samples with multiple entry points were employed. 

McCracken offers the following guidelines for sample selection which were used in the 

research. Respondents should be strangers (i.e., unknown to the interviewer and other 



respondents) and few in number. Respondents should not have a special knowledge (or 

ignorance) of the topic under study. According to McCracken, the selection of 

respondents "is an opportunity to manufacture distance and is done deliberately by 

creating a contrast in the respondent pool" (1988:37). 

The target sample was composed of women with secretarial experience. Males 

would be interviewed if they become known to the interviewer. I asked focus group 

participants for referrals. I made it known to colleagues and fiends that I was looking for 

individuals to interview who had secretarial experience, and that I was interested in 

interviewing individuals in early, mid-, and later stages of their working career? I also 

placed notices (see Appendix E) with a variety of women's groups and posted notices on 

public bulletin boards. During the interview, I asked participants if they knew any male 

secretaries or men with secretarial experience! At the end of each interview I asked the 

participant if they could refer me to someone with secretarial experience. 

Twenty-three semi-structured taped interviews were conducted. Individuals read 

and signed a consent form before the interview. The length of interviews ranged from one 

and one quarter hours to two and one half' hours. The average length was ninety minutes. 

The majority of the interviews were conducted at the homes of respondents where they 

felt most comfortable and unintimidated. Several interviews were conducted in a seminar 

room at the University. Several participants were concerned that their employers not 

%he early stage includes those who are entrants into the labour force on a full time basis 
up to 30 years of age. Mid-career captures the working stage of those between the ages 
of 30 and 40 years of age. Later career are those 40 years and up. 
60ne of two male participants was identified this way. He was the husband of a secretary 
I was interviewing. His experience as a secretarial worker came to my attention when he 
brought coffee to his wife and I during her interview. [As an example of the 'domestic' 
component of secretarial work, as he brought the coffee his wife noted "he never used to 
do that before he worked as a secretary."] Normally this person would have been 
excluded from the study because of the 'nearness' criteria but because it was so difficult to 
find male secretarial workers, I made an exception. 



know of their involvement and wanted reassurance that the confidentiality and anonymity 

clauses in the consent form would be followed. Some information, particularly with 

respect to sexual harassment, was given to the researcher 'off the record'. Memos and 

observations were made following the interview and this has helped structure the analysis 

of the research. The We history calendars were given to participants to complete and 

return in a self-addressed stamped envelope if there was not enough time to do this in the 

interview. In addition, participants were asked to provide information on their f d y  

background, education, work history, and community and political associations. 

Reminder telephone calls were required in several cases to obtain this information. 

As the interviews proceeded, special attention was paid to whether all three 

categories of workers (early, mid-, and later) were represented in the sample. As well, a 

constant comparison of the employers of the individuals was made to ensure that there 

was not an over-representation in any one sector (private versus public). Referrals of 

interviewee's co-workers were discouraged in order to manufacture distance among study 

participants and maximize the diversity of experience in this small sample. 

A total of 160 hours were spent by the researcher on the transcription of the 23 

interviews. Transcribing the tapes myself provided me with increased familiarity with the 

interviews (increased interaction with the interview text, hearing the pauses, etc.) and 

subject matter. Arguably, the accuracy of the decoding was also enhanced by this 

procedure. The 23 interviews produced a large amount of data; the software program 

Ethnograph' was used to help organire it. This involved the development of a coding 

scheme based on the conceptual framework of the study and the coding of segments of the 

transcribed interviews. This enabled the researcher to retrieve comparative sections from 

different interview files. 



The Sampie 

Table 1 highlights key features of the sample of the study participants. The 

participants were assigned, by the researcher, to early, rnid-, or later career stages of work 

on the basis of their age and experience. Their age matched their experience in the 

workforce in a range fiom 'least experience' at a younger age to 'most experience' at an 

older age. That is, there was no one in the sample who had their "first" waged job at a 

mid- or later stage. On this basis, five participants were slotted into the early career stage 

of working Life in an age range of 22 to 29 years. Eight participants were placed in the 

mid-career stage - their ages ranged &om 36 to 40 years. The later career stage 

contained 10 participants who ranged in age fiom 4 1 to 66 years of age. Approximately 

80 per cent of the sample was in the mid- to later career stage of working career. 

Whether the participant had a partner and/or children was important for 

understanding what kind of options or choices they were able to exercise. Child care 

responsibilities were the experience of about forty percent of the sample, all of whom were 

in the rnid- to later career stages of work. For those in the later career stage, their children 

at the time of the interview were now young adults. 

As the table indicates, three quarters of the participants were currently involved in 

'secretarial' jobs which consisted of positions titled 'assistants' as well as 'secretaries'. The 

remaining one quarter of the participants had 'secretarial' experience as a part of their 

work careers. While the current employer of the participants is listed as private, public, or 

non-profit, a number of the participants had worked for different employer types. This 

allowed them to compare and contrast their experiences between public, private, and non- 

profit sectors. 

Over the course of the research project, the employment status of a number of 

participants changed. Their status at the time of the interview is used in the table of 



sample chacteristics. Changes included lay-off, the location of a fill-time job, 

promotion, and a change in status (e.g., fiom ill-time to part-time). 

Specific training for secretarial work (before the first secretarial job) was 

undertaken by approximately two thirds of the participants. Among the one third who did 

not have formal secretarial training were the two male participants. The majority of the 

sample continued their education throughout their career. For the women in the 

association for secretaries, courses had been taken at the university level including 

behavioural sciences, organizational culture, and various accounting courses. Strong 

interest was expressed by participants in the human resources management field. Four 

subjects had obtained human resource management certificates and one had taken courses 

in library and information management technology. At the time of the interview, one 

participant planned to leave her full-time job and study for an English degree. Another 

participant was beginning a full-time B.A. in Women's Studies. Most of this 

adultkontinuing education occurred in the mid- to later career stages for the participants. 

Only 3 out of the 23 participants identified any political affiliations. This political 

experience included being a trustee for a school board, active membership in a political 

party, active membership in a feminist group, and acting as a union representative in the 

workplace.' Two of the participants identified themselves as "feminists." The balance of 

the sample had no political &liations (whether it was memberhip in or a more active role 

in unions or political parties). On the other hand, most of the women were involved in 

community activities as volunteers. For those who were not active in community or 

volunteer work, three resented attempts to saddle them with secretarial tasks (such as 

taking minutes and doing support work) and one was active in the past when her children 

were young. The active group of volunteers included one mother who also tied her 

 h he members of the secretarial association did not view the organization as political in 
any way. This is not surprising given the organization's support and close alliance with 
management. 



volunteer work to her children. Six participants indicated that they currently or in the past 

held leadership and decision-making roles in community organizations (one of the male 

participants was in this group; and none of the early career stage participants was among 

this group). One participant reported that she made it very clear to the organizations for 

which she contributed her labour that she would not do secretarial work. 

These and other characteristics are discussed thoughout Chapters Five and Six. 

The two males in the study provided valuable insights and provided a check against the 

views and perceptions of the largely female respondents, particularly on topics such as 

gender issues in secretarial work. Approximately one quarter of the sample were members 

of an association of secretarial workers. While two women of colour were interviewed, 

the majority of the women interviewed were white women, and both males were white. 

Ethical Issues 

When individuals agree to participate in a research project, the researcher has 

invited the person into a relationship that must involve certain standards of responsibility 

and trust. For this research, participants were given an opportunity to read the consent 

form and to ask questions at the outset about their involvement and the research itself. 

They were advised that they were free to refbse to answer any questions and that they 

could terminate the interview at any time. Participants were also told that the results of 

the study may be published. Several participants were reassured that their identity and the 

names of employers would be kept confidential and that their anonymity would be 

protected. In spite of this, one participant declined to answer any questions relating to 

conflict in the workplace. There were two individuals who initially agreed to be 

inteniewed for the study and then cancelled their interviews without giving a reason. As 

well, several individuals referred by subjects declined to participate in the study. Among 

the reasons given were that they were not interested or were too busy. 



A number of participants stated that they enjoyed taking about their work 

experiences and that participation in the interview resulted in personal insights into their 

own lives. I was both pleased and concerned. The feelings of pleasure undoubtedly came 

tiom a sense of rapport; those of concern from the recognition that this was not only an 

academic exercise and that researcher's actions inevitably influence participants. The 

recognition on my part of the reflexivity between researcher and participant increased my 

own comfort level and I was able to relax during the interviews and achieve more of a 

dialogue between myself and participants. The conversational approach often resulted in 

additional information being offered to questions asked at earlier points in the interview. 

The interview guide ensured consistency across the group of in te~ews conducted. Ofien 

a participant had a strong interest in one topic area or several stories to teU and it was 

beneficial to allow the interview to proceed on the basis of such interests Prior to the 

closure of the interview, I reviewed the interview guide to ensure all topic areas were 

covered. 

Often I spent time talking to individuals after the formal interview had ended. I 

was questioned about my reasons for doing the research, my findings, and about the other 

participants. My responses included that I was interested in definitions of labour and skill 

and that I had work experience as a secretary. Overall, my experience in this occupation 

proved beneficial in the development of a rapport between myself and the participants. 

Without breaching the confidentiality and anonymity guidetines I provided general 

information about the thesis and the others involved. This was only fair in light of the time 

and experience that individuals shared with me for the purposes of this research. 



Summary 

This qualitative study is informed by a feminist approach and attempts to 

undertake a holistic approach to studying the economic and gender implications of 

women's labour, specifically secretarid labour. This was accomplished through the use of 

a focus group and 23 semi-structured taped interviews of 21 women and 2 men. Both 

snowball and convenience samples with multiple entry points were employed. The 

characteristics of the sample are set out in Table 1. 



Table 1 : Characteristics of the Study Sample 

Characteristic Earty Work Mid Work 
Career 
8 

Later Work 
Career 
10 

Career 
5 Participants 

Age Range 22 to 29 years 36 to 40 years 4 1 to 66 years 

Sex 4 females, 1 
male 
1 with partner 
4 without 
partners 
no children 

7 females, 1 male 10 females 

Partner 8 with partners 
- 

6 with partners 
4 without partners 

Children 6 with children 
2 with no children 
5 Secretarial 
3 Nonsecretarial 

- - -  

4 with children 
6 with no children 
6 Secretarial 
4 Nonsecretarial 
4 Secretary 
2 Administrative 
Assistants 
1 Purchasing Agent 
3 Office Managers 

Current Job 5 Secretarial 

1 Confidential 
Assistant 
1 Office 
Assistant 
3 Secretary 

Current 
Job Title 

3 Secretary 
1 legal secretary 
1 executive sec 
1 fbll time student 
1 Sales agent 
1 Manager 
4 Private 
1 Public 
1 Non-Profit 
1 Self Employed 
1 Not employed 
3 with training 
3 with no training 

Type of 
Employer 

3 Private 
1 Public 
1 Non-Profit 

3 Private 
3 Public 
1 Self Employed 

Secretarial 
training before 
beginning first 
secretarial job 

4 with training 
1 with no 
training 

8 with training 
2 with no training 



CHAPTER FIVE: THE SECRETARIAL EXPERIENCE 

Twenty-three individuals currently working in Calgary spoke freely on their 

knowledge, opinions, and perceptions of secretarial work. Collectively, their experiences 

span more than forty years (1952 - 1996) in the workforce. Their reports revealed a broad 

range of practised skills in secretarial work, as well as the changes which have occurred in 

secretarial roles and responsibilities during this period. 

Cbanges to the Workplace and Secretarial Labour: 1952 to 1996 

In this study, work experience began with the oldest participant who took on her 

fist secretarial job in 1952. The youngest participant had roughly one year's work 

experience. Approximately one half of the participants had careers that spanned 20 to 35 

years. Their entry into the workforce in the 1960s and 1970s occurred during a period of 

expansion in the Canadian economy which included an increased demand for office 

workers. Hlen8 recalled that in the late 1970s she found that she "was always looking for 

a change and it had to be something bigger and better and that paid more." 

Beginning in the 1960s and continuing through the 1990s, the second wave of the 

Canadian feminist movement influenced social processes and institutions. Among the 

many debates was a growing feminist critique of the undervaluing of women's labour in 

the waged and unwaged domains. As well, the objectification of women and their bodies 

was rejected as sexist and unacceptable by feminists. While overt gender discrimination 

and sexism is less common in the workplace than it was thirty years ago, there remains 

areas of systemic discrimination which clearly disadvantage women. The wide diversity of 

experiences among women as a group has also been recognized, as well as the conflicting 

interests that women pursue as feminists. 

8~seudonyms are used to iden* the participants of the study. 



In Canada, the effect of technology on office workers became a major factor in the 

1970s and it's importance increased steadily throughout the 1980s and 1990s. Large 

numbers of women entered the workforce but were concentrated in a small number of 

occupations (particularly in the clerical area). Periods of economic recession, combined 

with organizational downsizing, affected job opportunities for workers in the 1980s. 

Organizational 're-engineering' of the 1990s replaced the corporate policies of 'downsizing' 

of the 1980s, and unemployment rates for workers continued to climb. Currently workers 

feel vulnerable, and are often prepared to accept lower wages and increased workloads 

because they value being employed. As Selena lamented, ''it's not boom time anymore and 

if we don't do it somebody else will." 

The positive effect of worker unions was recalled by Lorraine who was employed 

in the public sector from the early 1970s to the present: "I was in the Alberta government 

when we first started the union and the union really made a difference.. .that's when salaries 

really started to go up." Regina, another long-term public service employee, walked the 

picket line in a strike in the early 1970s, "for a cost of living raise," at a time, she noted 

sardonically, "when you still got those. " 

As the Canadian economy changed in the 1980s, a number of respondents were 

faced with a more competitive labour market. Lay-offs became more frequent and 

workers revised their philosophy toward work and their expectations of the job market. 

Corporate and public sector downsizing eliminated jobs and increased the competition for 

those jobs that remained. As Janice remarked, "the mentality of sticking with one job for 

all of your life has changed. I was with that oil company for 15 years and [in 19851 I was 

laid off." These organizational shifts had been experienced by some of the participants 

sometimes in sudden and dramatic fsshion. Gail, for instance, was laid off by a large 

corporation during the space of a week from the time I made our appointment and our 

interview session. Shirley received a severance package from an oil and gas company in 



1993, a few days before her 50th birthday and has worked in temporary positions ever 

since. Despite her years of experience, she competed with women less than half her age 

for junior jobs at much lower wages than she made in the 1980s. 

W~thin some organizations, the role of secretary has changed profoundly. For 

example, with a long career in the federal civil service, Lorraine provided the following 

insights: 

When I tirst started being a secretary about twenty-five years ago [we] 
were generally called secretaries. I did general office work: ordered 
supplies, took short-hand, and did the typing. I used a manual typewriter 
and six carbon copies at times. But over the years the role has evolved. 
There are computers and other office technology which means that one 
person can do more work. Within the federal government, it has evolved 
to an extent where secretaries are taking over more of the book-keeping 
duties ... now we actually do the budget work for the directors. 

Roughly 10 years ago, Lorraine's job title changed from 'secretary' to 'administrative 

a~sistant'.~ She noted that the added responsibilities given to administrative assistants have 

meant that "in the federal government it is changing very much so that the secretaries 

provide much more of a support role than they used to, more than just routine things. 

They have to think for themselves." Lorraine observed a steady increase in responsibilities 

for secretarial workers in the federal government over the past 10 years with more 

'administrative assistants' and fewer 'secretaries'. She attributed part of the increase in 

responsibilities to a decr2ase in middle managers and found that "the secretaries were the 

people who took over various duties because there was no one else to do it." This trend 

was supported by Linda who was surprised at the absence of secretarial jobs in Calgary. 

She entered the Calgary labour market in 1992 (with 15 years work experience 

elsewhere) and found that: 

'~orraine referred to herself throughout the interview as a "secretary" and not an 
"administrative assistant" despite her new formal classification within the organization. 
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It was almost like secretaries had just disappeared ... there was a layer of 
managers [and] it seemed to me that secretaries [had] been downsized. 
What you were left with were receptionists who were dealing with a lot of 
the roles that a secretary [had] or an administrator who had ... taken on 
some of those [secretarial] roles. 

Within this context of social and economic changes over the last 30 years, it is not 

surprising that definitions of secretarial roles and skills have also been revised. The 

following section examines how these skills are defined by participants and outlines the 

changes that they have experienced. 

Defining Secretarial Roles and Skills 

There is a broad range of practised skills in secretarial work. Participants 

discussed both socia1 and technical skills in their description of work routines. One 

participant used the phrase 'soft' sWs to refer to the social aspects of work and 'hard' 

skills to refer to the more technical aspects. These terms have been adopted in the 

discussion that follows. Some of the social or soft skills were communication skills that 

included providing or obtaining information (such as teaching co-workers about computer 

or office systems), and screening calls or enquiries, while others were rooted in 

personality, demeanour, or attitude including being pleasant to clients/customers, and 

Listening to the boss or being a 'sounding board' for ideas and plans. 

The technical or 'hard' skills cited by participants focused on the production of the 

work at hand. Some examples were typing, doing the mail, having knowledge of 

computers and software such as word processing, spreadsheets, and book-keeping 

packages. The ability to use office machines such as photocopiers and faxes was also 

considered a technical skill. A group of what can be called more 'traditional' secretarial 

skills also fell in the category of 'technical' skills. These included the transcription of tapes 

and notes, proofreading letters and documents, and the use of shorthand. 



The Secretanal Worker cad Ofice Technology: "Had Skills' 

Office technology has clearly had a strong impact on workers. Some of the older 

workers linked changes in technology to changes in the method and content of secretarial 

work, while most younger workers could not imagine doing secretarial work without the 

most current technological innovations. Josephine looked to the future optimistically: 

"when you think of all the different technologies that you can learn and you can have so 

many skills, I think [secretaries] may be more valued." For younger secretarial workers, 

the computer epitomized secretarial work. Maria, a recent graduate of a secretarial arts 

course in search of her first fill time job, remarked that: "I would never be a secretary if I 

didn't have a computer in front of me. Period. If I did not have a computer I would not 

take the job. Even if it was a lot of money." Darlene, another recent graduate, echoed 

this identification with technology: "they [the classes] were very important.. .I wouldn't 

give up [the computer] for the world." 

Computers and word-processing changed secretarial work for those respondents in 

the workforce between 1980 and 1990. The use of a typewriter, one of the traditional 

cornerstones of secretarial work, was transformed by the introduction of computers and 

software. Employers expected higher rates of production from workers who used word- 

processing equipment. This often reduced the need for the total number of secretarial 

workers in an organization. 

At the same time, the skill of typing began to lose its secretarial or clerical 

specialization. Valerie described this change as follows: 

When I first started working, you had a secretary and they did the typing, 
the keying in, the cut-and-paste routine. You didn't have the computers 
and if you wanted to change a paragraph, you cut it out and you put it 
[somewhere else]. Now, that sort of secretarial work, the keying in, and 
using the keyboard, everybody behind a desk is keying in instead of writing 
a report long hand. 



With the majority of office staff  using computers, what was previously considered a 

secretarial skill was now a skill practised by others in the office. Janice, with 15 years in 

an oil company, began as a secretary and left as a manager, experienced this change. The 

skill of typing was now a required skill for most office workers. Currently, there was no 

'secretarial' position in the small office in which she was employed. As she noted: "we all 

do our own typing, our own correspondence, that type of thing, so obviously the skills I 

gained as a secretary have allowed me to be quite comfortable doing that kind of thing 

now." 

While Janice used her secretarial skills in a non-secretarial job, other secretarial 

workers took on the role of the office resource person for those learning word-processing 

and other software packages. Adaptation to computer technology was not an easy task 

for some workers. Some of the younger workers, such as Sarah, had older workers 

"phoning all the time." Sarah called them 'techno-phobes', and characterized them as 

"people in the organization that can't conceptualize computer skills.. .they're older and 

they're not taking courses." Younger workers adapted to computers and software in the 

office more easily than older workers perhaps because of exposure during their formal 

pre-employment training. Older workers made the transition on an 'as-needed' basis. As 

technology changed their office or, when in search of a new job, they discovered their old 

skill set was not in demand and they had to upgrade their skills. If they were employed, 

upgrading was a benefit of their employment, if unemployed, upgrading was a cost they 

had to bear in order to remain employable. It was also reported that the amount of on- 

the-job training done by employers had decreased over the last number of years. 

The role of resource person is often not limited to assisting fellow secretaries since 

secretarial workers have often been among the first computer-literate st& in office 

settings. In this respect, they have had an added, but not officially recognized, 

responsibility to teach non-secretarial staff these new skills. The amount of work 



associated with this new 'help' role varied among respondents. Valerie's boss expected her 

to learn a word-processing package herself and then teach other staff in the office. Ellen 

described some of the change for her: "[The non-secretarial st* have been coming to 

secretaries but they are supposed to go through the information technology branch. There 

is a help desk for them. I found my role, in helping others learn their systems, has 

increased." At the same time, Ellen saw the long-term role of the secretary diminishing in 

an environment where: "information technology will design and develop formats and 

make it available to everyone and train them on it ... so [secretaries are] going to be 

eliminated that way eventually. " 

In an environment of corporate downsizing, the work load of secretarial workers 

increased and this included helping managers with their word-processing. Linda worked 

as a 'temp' in Calgary for a year in a number of corporations. She observed that "a lot of 

managers were doing their letters but were still asking questions about how to use the 

computer." She found that managers, in many of the organizations where she worked as a 

'temp', no longer had their own secretary. As a result, many of the questions were 

"coming back to the front line person in the organization ... and this was usually the 

receptionist. " lo Therefore, the temporary worker, considered an expendable 

organizational commodity, were also expected to retain the traditional 'helping' role of the 

secretary. 

The process of the deskilling of secretarial work has been undeway for some time. 

According to many subjects in the study, shorthand is rarely taught as a part of secretarial 

training programs, and is infrequently practised in the workplace. Apparently, typing is 

'%lost of the respondents in the sample had worked for temporary agencies at some point 
and many of them felt exploited by these agencies. The mark-up on their labour was 
known to them, i.e., the difference between what they received in wages and what the 
agency charged for their labour. Temporary Agencies were seen as existing to serve the 
needs of the employer. 



losing its unique association with secretarial work as more office employees routinely 

produce their own letters and documents on word-processing software. As well, some of 

the creative mental aspects of secretarial work are being replaced by computer software 

fbnctions. Regina, with a twenty-five year career as a secretary, felt that now "what 

bosses and co-workers valued the most was per] knowledge in different software." 

Participants found that they did less editorial work such as proof-reading, using 

their knowledge of grammar and spelling, and their knowledge of formats for letters or 

documents. Some educational institutions such as the Southern Alberta Institute for 

Technology (SAIT) now offer the training program of 'Office Technology' in place of 

'Secretarial Artst, which may replace worker-based knowledge and literacy with computer- 

based literacy. The creative mental aspects of secretarial work are being replaced by 

computer software functions. In light of continuing technological change, and the 

increasing requirements for all office workers to be computer-literate, secretarial workers 

may only have a temporary advantage in the marketplace of labour skills. In many ways, 

and ironically, secretarial workers may be teaching their co-workers skills that will 

eventually eliminate their positions in the office. 

Communication technology has changed social relations in the office particularly in 

medium to larger sized organizations. In larger organizations, electronic and voice mail 

reduced the reception, screening, and information functions previously camed out by 

secretarial workers. Such technological changes were promoted on the basis of increasing 

office efficiency. For jobs with a high volume of public enquiries, this was a definite 

benefit for the employer. None of the respondents took a 'Luddite' perspective but they 

were well aware of the erosion of their responsibility and work scope. Ellen, for example, 

found that e-mail and voice messages went directly to her boss and by-passed her. As a 

result, she was left out of the organization's information 'loop'. She resisted this situation 

by reading her boss's e-mail. She admitted she did this "at every opportunity.. .when he's 



away from his desk, I11 check to see if I can pick anything up that will help me." When the 

boss took control of his e-mail, the traditional micro power relationships inherent in 

controlling information in the office that privileged the secretarial worker were reversed. 

Sarah found that the implementation of voice mail in her work site compromised 

her formerly enjoyable social contact at work: "We don't have to answer the phone 

anymore ... the [voice mail] system says: "I'm not at my desk and please leave a message." 

Before, you talked to more people. You got to know a lot of people." Again, this may 

limit the information the secretarial worker has access to, and reduce her knowledge of the 

organization. For Sarah, one of the creative and enjoyable elements of her work was 

eliminated. Valerie articulated a management-type rationale for these changes (the voice 

and electronic mail to replace the human voice). For her, the work of the secretaries 

would be more efficient because "the phone slows [secretaries] down, it disturbs the work. 

You've always got that two minutes where you're talking to somebody." While 

distract ions are minimized so that product ion can be increased, worker dissatisfaction with 

the job may also increase. An economic consequence for secretarial workers was their 

replacement by technological office systems and unemployment. Pamela noted that this 

had happened in other work sites and was the potential model for her own. Due to retire 

in a few years, she speculated on the impact of technology on secretarial work: 

I'm sure there will be changes in the secretarial field but I'm not sure if it 
will be for better or worse. I think there's been some positive changes. 
You don't have to retype things. But whether or not the pendulum's going 
to swing too far. I've heard horror stories at some universities. At the 
University of Toronto, one faculty [has] one person. Everything's on voice 
mail and everybody does their own typing. I don't know if it will come to 
that here, I'm not sure. It'll be after my time, I think. 

While technology seems to have revised the hard skill set of the office, the same cannot be 

said about the soft or social skills associated with secretarial work. These skills, though 



seldom recognized or rewarded, continue to play an important and even 'traditional' role in 

the office. 

The Sop SMs' of S e c r e t d  Work 

According to the respondents, the 'soft' or social skills of secretarial work had 

three general components: the domestic work found in secretarial work; the 

communication skills needed to keep the office &ng or the boss organized; and the use 

of the worker's emotional and physical qualities for the benefit of the boss or organization. 

Secretarial work has been labeled as 'women's work' and contains some domestic- 

like functions or roles. Participants singled out the supportive nature of secretarial work 

as the core hnction of the work. This support was described in a number of different 

ways, including: "organizing someone else's job" (Maria); "making someone else's job 

more efficient" (Janice); "being the boss's right hand" (Wendy); "learning what their needs 

are" (Josephine); and "assist[ing] others to achieve what they need to accomplish" 

(Pamela). Most secretarial workers accommodated the support work requests of a 

domestic nature made by their boss or manager. For example, Selena recalled that: 

In one job I had as an executive secretary, I got involved in my boss's 
personal affairs and was doing banking and looking after his house when he 
was away. Lots of personal stuff. So it can encompass a whole myriad of 
tasks. There is a blurring between the home and the workplace if that's the 
relationship you have with your boss. 

Wendy, another executive secretary, called the work she did to enhance her boss's 

community profile 'extra-curricular' work. As his executive secretary, this work was part 

of her job: "He gets involved in the voluntary community.. .in my way of thinking, part of 

my job is to support him in doing activities that he needs to do in order to be seen. " It was 

clear that her boss used her skills to fbrther his own professional career. At the other end 

of the continuum of domestic and personal tasks, Wendy also camed out more overt 

domestic tasks which she described as "doing the banking, and depositing income from 



other sources." The boss's wife also contributed her labour and Wendy added that "his 

wife still paid his bills and all that stuff'' At one point in the interview, Wendy 

downplayed her dislike of domestic work on the job with the comment that it was only 

"slightly annoying." Later on in the interview, she expressed greater frustration and 

declared that she "disliked being at the beck and call of everyone ... and that [she] wanted 

work of [her] own." Among the participants in the study, those with executive-secretarial 

experience felt the least fieedom to refuse domestic-like tasks for the executive. 

In contrast, Sarah who did not hold an executive position or collect the higher 

wages of executive secretaries, defined her 'secretarial' workload as the "real work" and 

the domestic-like work as the "other work." The other work was "run[ning] to the bank 

and paying Visa bills, running things to the wife...work that doesn't go on your job 

description." She more adamantly resisted domestic work as a part of her 'real' work but 

nevertheless felt obliged to accommodate it within the scope of her duties. 

The domestic-like task of office work that participants disliked the most was 

making or serving coffee. Many of the participants rejected expectations that they do 

'women's work'. As Anna complained, there was a "female aspect ... the woman ... she is 

supposed to do these types of things ... clean up, wash, make the coffee." In the early stage 

of her career, Anna made and served coffee but she would not do that kind of task in her 

current job, as a more experienced worker. 

While most of the subjects accepted these aspects of their jobs, they did not want 

their work labeled as 'women's work.' Making and serving coffee too often was a part of 

traditional gendered (and sexist) office roles which participants had experienced in their 

work lives. On the other hand, Wendy identified domestic-type duties in the office as 

'hostess' duties and highlighted the importance of these duties in a well-run office: 

I've found that a secretary [acts] as a hostess to make sure that things run 
smoothly. Did you get to your appointment on time? Did you remember 
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this and that and the other thing. Where to guide the client. Even taking 
their coat. And I know it sounds like waitressing but that too is very 
important. That human connection is very important and maybe that is 
where the secretary job of the future is. 

In this way, Wendy centred the activities around the secretmy as hostess. She also 

described the secretary as an active participant in the communication processes of the 

office. 

Respondents also identified attributes and qualities of women that they felt were 

highly valued and exploited by organizations and bosses. Several respondents reported 

that teachers of secretarial courses, and employers, expressed particular clothing 

preferences for secretarial workers. Valerie was educated at an Alberta business college in 

the early 1960s and was advised to always wear a dress. Shirley recalled her reaction to a 

change in her office policy on clothing in the late 1960s: "about 1965, 1966, the very first 

pant suits came out ... and I remember getting a memo at work saying that we were going 

to be allowed to wear pants ... and we thought we were really liberated." ' l While women 

could not be prohibited from wearing pants in the office, they could be penalized for doing 

so. In 1978, when Selena wore a pant suit to an interview and was unsuccessful in the job 

competition, the male interviewer admitted to her: "[he] was old fashioned and that [he] 

didn't want women wearing pants." Secretarial Arts teachers in the 1990s at SAIT and 

Mount Royal College advised their students to "wear blue or gray suits and to always 

wear skirts." Diane signed an employment contract in 1995 that contained a 'dress code' 

condition which required women working in the secretarial positions in the office to not 

wear pants. This seemed to be a throwback to the days of sexist etiquette. Diane felt this 

was quite 'archaic' of her female boss. 

In particular, two secretarial positions emerged as highly gendered roles in the 

office: the receptionist as the front line worker in meeting and greeting the public and 

 he skirt or dress was the traditional secretary's office 'uniform'. In a male dominated 
environment, women wearing pants was a symbolic act of resistance to male authority. 



clients, and the executive secretary as representative of the higher authority in an 

organization. Selena explained that as an executive secretary, "you have to turn yourself 

out.. .look business-like.. .but with nice hair and make-up.. . [and high] heels. " Gail 

described the qualifications necessary for the position of receptionist: 

[They are] the first link to the outside ... I think that their personality has to 
come through on the phone in order for the company to have a good image 
to whoever is calling. [In person] the receptionist is someone that dresses 
up, with good verbal skills and [that] still can handle all the people coming 
in.. .but a part of it is still the dress and the looks. 

For the respondents, physical appearance consisted of the appropriate attire and the right 

'looks.' As candidates for these reception jobs, women were measured against an ideal 

type of woman/receptionist. This ideal type may favour women of particular ethnic 

backgrounds. Men are most likely to be disqualified as candidates for many receptionist 

positions. In fact, one of the male participants found that it was difficult to be considered 

as a serious candidate for the job of receptionist. He felt that the major barrier was his 

gender. Michael added that a woman was the preferred receptionist because "males can't 

be made into show-pieces as easily ... I'm certainly not there [at the reception desk] to show 

off my legs." This casts women as the more appropriate representative of the organization 

but in a manner that objectifies them. 

Particular attributes and qualities of women have become embedded in the slcill set 

of some secretarial work. Even though technology was eroding the demand for reception 

functions in the office, the respondents in the study indicated that particular secretarial 

roles were heavily biased towards women. The front-line receptionist and the executive 

secretary were more likely to be women than men, and the attributes and qualities 

emphasized by employers and employees (in their enactment of the roles) were the 

wearing of more 'feminine1 clothes, conforming to traditional standards of attractiveness 

(and this might require make-up and other cosmetic alterations such as dying their hair or 



wearing high heels), and being able to provide a certain amount of emotional labour. This 

was generally referred to by a number of respondents as 'having a happy face'. Therefore, 

the perceptions and opinions of secretarial work by others were often based on these 

highly visible characteristics of the worker. In many instances, the full scope of secretarial 

work was not visible to those outside of the work environment. Work which kept the 

office running smoothly, and that often integrated several tasks into a whole, was often 

taken for granted not only by outsiders but by non-secretarial staff in the same office. 

The Image and Value of Secretarial Work: Effects of Attitude and Labeling 

Participants identified two major disadvantages about secretarial work. The first 

was the occupation's low social status, i.e., the negative views, ideas, or opinions held by 

others and occasionally by secretaries themselves. The second disadvantage was the low 

economic value placed on secretarial work which resulted in lower wages compared to 

many other occupations. The perception of many of the subjects was that the work and 

the role of the secretary was often dismissed by outsiders as unimportant and unnecessary. 

As Gail observed: "[one ofl the disadvantages is the attitude you get, and I still get this 

and it's very annoying, just a secretmy. These people who have that attitude don't realize 

maybe how much is done by just their secretary until they don't have it." This labeling 

process was particularly apparent to those who had held other occupations prior to 

becoming a secretarial worker. For example, Pamela found that: 

Basically you get no respect. I don't mean that in a whiny sort of way but I 
think it's true. Because when we meet somebody, the first thing that we 
ask them is what do you do? ...All I know is that when I told people that I 
was a nurse I got a more positive reaction. And I can't even really tell you 
what that is, it's just a feeling ... I couldn't put it into words but there's a 
difference. There's absolutely a difference. 

Judy similarly recalled how attitudes towards her changed when she became a secretary: 

"when [I] was in accounting, people would ask: "What do you do?" But now its: 



"Oh". . .and then nothing.. .there's no more discussion. " Michael found that when he 

mentioned "I'm a secretary, they just kind of [said] "oh that's interesting" and then changed 

the topic." These responses indicate that many people do not make distinctions between 

junior and senior secretarial workers or consider the work itself to be important, varied, or 

interesting. In general, secretarial work seems to have a weak occupational identity for 

many outsiders. In addition, outsiders often relied on preconceived notions of secretarial 

work. 

The origins of these views of secretarial work help to reveal the underlying 

relations of power that structure secretarial work. Low or negative opinions of secretarial 

work and the worker were identified as coming fiom three key sources. These included 

media presentations, a general perception that anyone can do secretarial work (that it was 

unskilled work), and fiom secretarial workers themselves. Television, movies, and 

advertising were mentioned as key sources of stereotyping. Older stereotypes were 

described by Pamela: 

I know on TV, the secretary is always a sort of a bimbo or she's either a 
total dimwit or she is totally overpowering and is bossing everybody 
around. And the boss is a total wimp and she [the secretary] just runs the 
whole show. There seem to be those two extremes. Or she's late or has 
long red fingernails and files her nails all day long, talking on the phone. 

The perception of secretarial work as unskilled appeared to be partly based on the 

fact that it often required shorter formal training periods than other occupations. Pamela 

admitted that when she was in high school, she thought that "the dumb girls were 

secretaries, the smart girls were teachers or nurses." Such occupational stigmatization 

apparently occurred partly on academic grounds, i.e., not completing the senior 

matriculation required for post-secondary entrance. What was noteworthy in the study 

was that several participants did not seek further formal training beyond high school. This 



was primarily because they did not have the financial resources to pay for it, even though 

they met the necessary entrance requirements for post-secondary education. 

The stereotype of secretarial work being unskilled work was based on assumptions 

from outsiders that "anyone could do the job." A third of the sample (located mostly in 

the mid- or late-career stage) did not have any specific secretarial training before entering 

their first secretarial job. But what was often not considered was the degree of learning 

and training that had occurred on the job. Normally, secretarial work does not operate on 

the basis of an apprenticeship model, and credentials are often in the form of accumulated 

years of experience. This stems largely from a general lack of understanding of the skills 

that are involved in secretarial work. 

The subjects reported that the occupational value of secretarial work was also 

under attack, from time to time, from their families, fiends, and acquaintances. One of 

the male secretarial workers was disturbed by the fact that a lot of his fiends joked about 

him and called him 'secretary boy'. For women, similarly demeaning attitudes were 

experienced. For example, EUen was fiuarated by her ex-husband's attitude: "he didn't 

think I had a job.. . he thought a secretary just sat there and I don't know what he thought I 

did and so I didn't have any support." In light of these attitudes, some subjects found that 

their self-image had been negatively affected. 

In fact, workers' ability to maintain a positive self-image was a problem discussed 

by several of the respondents. Some secretarial workers began their jobs with a negative 

image of the work. Ellen admitted that "when I first started, I didn't look at it as a job or 

occupation. I myself looked at it as a low-level, non-important job." Her assessment of 

the value of the work changed with experience and she eventually began to resist this 

negative image. Linda was discouraged that "secretarial work was belittled, not only by 

people outside, but by people inside [the job]." Barbara raised the topic of 'image' and felt 

that "many secretaries didn't have a good self-image." As a legal secretary, she recalled 



that she had a different perception of herself based on the type of secretarial work she was 

doing. Barbara felt good about being a secretary when she was "working on something 

that mattered." This kind of work included putting together expert evidence reports on a 

medical malpractice case in one job and assisting in adoption cases in another. When 

Barbara worked in jobs where the content was less interesting, she took night courses "to 

find something interesting to do." Barbara found that taking night courses led to her 

keeping a less interesting job for a longer period of time. This suggests that when the job 

content of secretarial work is more interesting, workers feel more satisfied with their roles. 

The respondents reported that the use of the term 'girl' to describe secretaries was 

common. This stereotype of the worker as someone young and inexperienced was used 

by the recent graduates through to the most experienced of the participants, and was 

applied to women of all ages and experience. The following are examples of the use of the 

status 'girl' by participants. In response to a query about a co-worker, Gail replied "the 

other girl [meaning the other secretary] was away." According to Sarah, a predecessor in 

her job was "the girl that had been there before me." A 28 year-old secretary declared that 

"they can't really bring those girls down." In this case, "those girls" were women who 

were ten to twenty years older than her. This use of the term 'girl' reflects the 

pervasiveness of traditional and gender-based workplace culture and attitudes which 

assign subservient and often sexual roles to women. 

Many of the participants experienced demeaning attitudes about secretarial work in 

their daily interactions, and through the mediated images in advertising, television 

programs, and movies. Negative stereotypes were often based on superficial and other 

inaccurate features and functions of secretarial work. The scope and relevance of the 

work in particular situations was largeiy neglected. The low social status of secretarial 

work can be explained partly by the reinforcement of this image of secretarial work as 

menial and unchallenging. These cultural effkcts were reflected and reinforced in the 



occupational ranking of secretarial work in the office, and the labour hierarchies of 

organizations. As discussed in the following section, it was not surprising to learn from 

the respondents that job titles in secretarial work have been the focus of formal and 

informal revision by workers, educational institutions, and workers' associations. 

Job Titles: Their Meanings in Secretarial Work and Effects on Secretarial Workers 

The meanings of job titles to secretarial workers and their effects are important 

factors in how secretarial workers viewed and experienced their jobs. Given the negative 

attitude to the label of 'secretary', it is not surprising that attempts to re-name the work it 

implies have arisen on a number of fionts. Some workers attached new labels themselves. 

For example, a recent graduate of a secretarial arts program noted that some of her 

classmates avoided the term secretary: "I've seen some girls, instead of saying 'secretarial 

arts', they'll say they're in 'office administration', they're a 'legal office administrator'. . .I 

don't know, maybe that makes them sound more important ... especially the word 

'administrator'." When working under a non-traditional label, another participant found 

that working as a 'confidential assistant' was "basically [like] working as a secretary.." 

Selena worked in both the position of secretary and administrative assistant and noted how 

often the title of secretary would replace the formal job title of 'assistant' or 'receptionist'. 

As she remarked: 

Some people don't know the definitions of receptionist or secretary or 
admin assistant, they just use the word secretary ... And I've also worked in 
jobs where I've been called a secretary but I'm doing some administrative 
duties, and I've worked the other way around where I've been an admin 
assistant, and I've been doing secretarial duties. 

Therefore, when workers applied a new label to their occupation, they were following 

practices fairly common in the labour market. 



Some workers also resisted the negative colloquial definition of secretary through 

the use of a description of the work instead of using a job title. Darryl provided a detailed 

description of the work and did not offer a title for the position when asked for one: 

I really didn't have a title. I sent out the legal documentation fiom the 
company to the lawyer's office, and acted as an intermediary between the 
agent and the lawyer's office or between the agent and other companies 
that would be involved in the transaction. ..I ensured that commissions were 
calculated properly and paid.. .largely administration or secretarial stuff.. . 

The person who previously occupied Darryl's job was called a secretary. Judy also 

adopted this strategy of using a description of the work instead of the job title in social 

situations. She revealed that "when someone says what do you do? I say a lot of graphics 

and I describe the duties of my job as opposed to [saying] I'm a secretary." She adopted 

this strategy after experiences with co-workers, clients, and social acquaintances left her 

feeling that "there are people who are looking at secretaries almost like it's a dirty job." 

Clearly, the strategy of using a flattering work description, and avoiding demeaning titles, 

was a successll and informal means of opposing negative attitudes from others. 

When secretarial workers pursued volunteer roles and interests, expectations that 

they would do the volunteer secretarial tasks followed them fiom the waged domain of 

work. Some participants learned that when they offered their labour to volunteer 

organizations attempts were made to slot them into clericaVsecretaria1 duties which ranged 

fiom ticking stamps to taking minutes at meetings. Of the four that discussed this 

problem, two resisted such pigeon-holing and advanced through the ranks of the volunteer 

organization to positions of authority and leadership. The other women avoided 

participation in volunteer activities altogether. Even when a secretarial worker became 

experienced in leadership and decision-making roles, her waged occupational role could 

still act as a liability. For example, as a board member for several non-profit 



organizations, Barbara found that her high level of expertise in the volunteer sector could 

be undercut by negative perceptions of her occupation: 

I sat on this committee with this fellow. He was very interested in what I 
had to say. In the course of a conversation one evening, he said "you mean 
you're not a lawyer?" And I said "no, I'm a legal secretary." "Oh," he said 
and the relationship changed automatically. It was so apparent that he 
perceived secretaries very difrently [than lawyers]. He saw me, heard my 
ideas, he thought I was well spoken, and he thought this is a lawyer. Then 
when he found out I wasn't, my ideas weren't as valued. AU of a sudden 
instead of being a contributor in terms of ideas I was the person running 
down to get the photocopying done, putting up the si gns... 

These dynamics indicate the occupational mobility problems that secretarial workers faced 

at times. Ircnically, while the executive enhances his or her work career through 

volunteer involvement, Barbara had to fight for legitimacy in an executive-like position in 

the volunteer domain because of her secretarial experience. 

The prevalence of this type of negative reaction to the job title of 'secretary' and 

the failure to informally re-name it appeared to be a major factor behind recent changes to 

descriptions of secretarial workers and training in Calgary. Professional Secretaries 

International (PSI) l2 have resisted the negative social attitudes towards secretarial work. 

Recently, this was reflected in their debates on the merits of changing the name of PSI. 

Wendy, one of six members of PSI in the sample, remarked that: 

There was a lot of hot debate that went around through PSI, the whole 
organization, not just locally. [The debate was]: we can change the name 
all we want, we will not have changed anybody's attitudes, that is where the 
work needs to be done. I think that secretaries, at least the ones that I have 
discussed this with at PSI, are tired, we've been trying so hard, for so long, 
to prove that we're worthy of that respect and still not getting it. 

12ps1 is an American based organization with chapters in the United States and Canada. 
The Calgary chapter was established in the 1950s and has strong ties to the oil and gas 
industry. The majority of memberships are paid for by employers. The length of 
memberships among subjects ranged fiom 2 to 30 years. 



Finding attitudes towards secretaries ditficult to change, PSI attempted to attract a 

broader spectrum of office workers to their organization. This culminated in 1995 when 

PSI revised its organizational membership goals and published the following statement: 

Membership in a professional association is evidence of your commitment 
to excellence as a team member with management. Whether you're an 
administrative assistant, executive secretary, word-processing secretary, 
information specialist, office manager, or executive assistant, PSI can help 
you continue your career growth and assist in your personal and 
professional development. (Professional Secretaries International, 1995) 

At their annual meeting in 1995, the full name of PSI was expanded to Professional 

Secretaries International, the Assuciation for Oflce Professionals [emphasis added]. 

While the main focus of the organization was the occupational group of 'secretaries', the 

addition of other occupations to the office such as word-processing and information 

management has expanded the range of membership for the organization. The position of 

'secretary' is placed within the larger category of 'office professional'. This professional 

association is a mechanism by which those who belong to PSI resist the negative label of 

'secretary' and attempt to form a beneficial alliance with management. 

In light of these concerns, one way to professionalize secretarial work was to 

professionalize the image of the secretarial worker. Gail emphasized that secretaries 

needed to project a 'professional' image: "I really think that you're taken more seriously if 

you dress in a business suit, your image is one of profes~ionalism.'~ This use of clothing 

to steer a social attitude toward a work role could also create a welcomed confirsion about 

the identity of the 'boss' and 'secretary'. One secretary, operating as a volunteer board 

member, attended a high profile board meeting and found herself in the following 

situation: 

13women in secretarial work often spend a disproportionate amount of their income on 
clothing compared to other workers with higher incomes. This is an economic burden for 
women bled by cultural pressure for women to 'dress up'. 



I walked in, wearing my red suit, mypower suit [emphasis added], and I sat 
down in an [empty] spot. There was another girl missing and she was the 
Vice President of this Bank, and that's who they thought I was. It was a 
whole different thing when they found out I wasn't. But until the end of 
the meeting, they were falling all over me. But the minute they found out, 
it was totally different. It was such a hoot. 

For a brief period of time, Chris 'played the power game' in disguise even though she did 

have a legitimate role to play within the group as a decision-maker. 

Educational institutions have occasionalIy attempted to reduce the emphasis on the 

obviously gendered nature of secretarial work. SAIT replaced the 'Secretarial Arts' 

Program with the label of 'Office Technology' in 1993. An advisory board of educators, 

employers, and a member of PSI participated in this decision. This PSI member observed 

that: "SAIT couldn't market it [Secretarial Arts]. They thought they could market it 

better as an institution if they got rid of the word 'secretary'. That was their belief at the 

time." Diane, a recent graduate of SAIT, noted that SAIT stressed the use of the title 

administrative assistant in her Office Technology program but concluded that "there's no 

difference [between the secretarial arts program and office technology] but 'secretary' is 

more of a stereotype and they're trying to get rid of that stereotype." Other educational 

institutions have maintained the label of secretary. This is the case in private business 

schools in Calgary which offer short- and long-term programs to learn office skills. 

Private colleges identify their courses with the label 'secretary'. For example, Columbia 

College in Calgary offers short courses for an 'Oil and Gas Secretary', and a legal 

Secretary', and a 'Medical Secretary'. In contrast, institutions such as SAIT offer longer- 

term courses (two years) and emphasize the label 'office technology' in place of the label 

'secretary'. 

The classified sections of local newspapers quickly provide evidence of the variety 

of job titles including: 'secretaries' and 'assistants'. There are a number of secretarial types 

such as 'personal', 'confidential', and 'administrative'. Changes to job titles in secretarial 



work may reflect either symbolic or substantive shifts within the job. There was a wide 

variation in the use of titles by workers, employers, and educational institutions. W~thin 

specific organizations, some secretarial workers were also able to challenge their 

occupational ranking within the labour hierarchy. This is discussed in the following 

section on classification and evaluation of secretarial labour. 

The Classification and Evaluation of Secretarial Labour 

Participants experienced both formal and informal processes of classification and 

evaluation of their work. The formal processes were constructed and maintained by the 

dominant human resource management ideology. These processes are represented by the 

organization of labour into a hierarchy of positions (as represented by an organizational 

chart) with responsibilities and duties codiied into job descriptions. This was the official 

version of workplace relations. Yet, it was clearly the experience of many participants 

that informal practices by management and labour unions also affected the recognition and 

evaluation of their work. Many subjects thought that performance evaluations served no 

usehl purpose. Managers, bosses, and supervisors disliked implementing evaluations, and 

avoided doing them if possible. When it was absolutely necessary, they devoted little time 

or priority to them. Formal evaluation of their work was consistently regarded by 

participants as a negative experience, that did not legitimately reflect their work activities 

or performance. It was also observed by participants that performance evaluations of non- 

secretarial positions were carried out with more rigour than evaluations of their own. 

Some of the informal processes by which secretarial labour was rendered invisible 

occurred during times of corporate downsizing. One of the effects of downsizing was the 

elimination of many middle management positions. Participants reported that some of the 

remaining managers appeared to cope with their heavier workload by letting some of it 

drift into the secretarial worker's domain. Linda added that this extra work "was not 

always something that you could put down on a performance evaluation." For example, 



Lorraine observed that in her organization, as downsizing proceeded, secretaries were 

making budget and personnel decisions for their bosses. Lorraine felt that many of the 

secretarial workers were taking on managerial functions without recognition and changes 

to their wages. 

In a hierarchical organization, authority and decision-making are linked to specific 

positions within the organization. Therefore, challenges to the categorization of labour 

has implications for the authority, control, and economic value of other positions in the 

organization. Adding more responsibility and control to one position, and officially 

recognizing it, may jeopardize the classification of another position. This can also raise 

questions about the performance of others in the organization, or affect the personalized 

relationship between the secretarial worker and the boss. Many employers chose to ignore 

the managerial fbnctions which secretarial workers absorbed into their positions. By 

doing so, employers were the direct economic beneficiaries of the increased production of 

secretarial workers. 

A satisfying day-to-day job environment was important to workers. A solid 

rapport between the secretarial worker and the boss was usually at the heart of this 

satisfaction. At times, secretarial workers acted in ways that did not seem to be in their 

own best interests. These actions may also have been a reflection of the tension between 

the formal and informal relationship between the boss and the secretarial worker. Linda's 

experience was a good example of how the personal relationship between the boss and 

secretarial worker, while positive on a day-to-day basis, inhibited an objective evaluation 

of their division of labour. Linda was an active union member and knowledgeable about 

the criteria for undertaking occupational comparisons. She had also made 

recommendations for change in occupational areas other than secretarial work. But 

during the assessment of her own secretarial job, she recalled the following dilemma: 



I can remember trying to upgrade my job. Some of the questions I was 
being asked were politically sensitive. I downgraded what I did because I 
was worried that some of the things I did were ones that the boss should 
have been doing. There is a conflict in taking credit. The secretary doesn't 
take the credit. 

Linda was strongly affected by workplace culture, particularly her loyalty to her employer. 

Despite her knowledge of and involvement with alternate forms of work evaluations and 

assessments, Linda knowingly contributed to a limited evaluation of her labour. 

Among the workers with experience in unionized environments, the union as an 

organization was perceived as not being able or willing to take actions that fbrthered the 

interests of secretarial workers. Secretarial workers did recognize that they were the 

beneficiaries of union-wide wage and benefit increases gained for all workers in a union. 

Unions were not seen as being more proactive than management in addressing issues such 

as sexual harassment and employment equity. In many unions, a member can ask for 

herhis position to be assessed by a combined union and management committee. This 

assessment determines whether the position warrants a different classification. According 

to subjects in this study who worked in unionized environments, this individual assessment 

was rarely supported or carried out. If anything, it was reported that humm resource 

management was more interested in down-grading, rather than up-grading positions. This 

would appear to be consistent with a capitalist philosophy of minimizing labour costs and 

maximizing profits. As well, occupational groups are known to be protective of their 

occupational status and vigorously resist the 'poaching' of this status by other groups. 

Some secretarial workers were able to find 'gaps' within the systems that offered them 

opportunities, and at times, occupational mobility. Two subjects reported that a number 

of secretaries working in the contracts administration area of oil and gas companies 

worked their way up the organizational ladder into the position of 'landsman'. Further 

study could determine if women who advanced from the position of 'lands secretary' to 

'landsman' were provided with secretarial services or if the secretarial tasks were 



consolidated into the position of 'landsman'. If this was the case, the company would 

obtain two employees for the price of one. 

Another secretarial worker related her experience in a large organization where 

computer networking systems had been implemented, and co-workers regularly relied on 

her knowledge. This technical support was not a formally recognized part of her 'job'. 

Wendy kept a record of the time involved in 'helping' others and found that she spent a 

third of her day on this new task of answering questions and providing solutions to other 

people's computer problems. She convinced her boss to create a part-time non-secretarial 

job (a technical support job), and planned to use the balance of her time to continue her 

education. 

The Economic Status of Secretarial Workers 

Secretarial workers in this study achieved a higher standard of living if they had a 

partner or lived alone without dependents. While there were no single mothers in the 

study, some participants provided information about the single mothers they knew who 

were secretarial workers. Among the subjects, the secretarial positions that paid the 

highest wages were executive secretary positions in both private and public sectors. 

These were followed by unionized secretarial positions and then private industxy positions. 

Secretarial workers employed with small businesses and the non-profit sector were 

reported to be among the lowest paid group. 

Participants were asked if they could be the sole provider for a family on their 

secretarial wages. Some identifled themselves as the main breadwinner. A number stated 

that if they had to live on their income alone, their current lifestyle would suffer (i.e., they 

would not be able to make mortgage payments or pay day-care fees). The majority of 

single study participants (with no dependents) stated that they were self supporting but 



that if they had any dependents, they would barely be able to get by (and in some cases 

thought it would be impossible)). 

Those employed in unionized environments, and in executive positions in private 

industry, expressed more confidence in their ability to provide for a family. For example, 

Regina's career for the past 25 years has taken place in unionized environments. She 

asserted that she would be able to support a family on her current wages. She compared 

her position to others in the organization: "I look at the [job] posters that come 

through ... I see some positions where you need a four-year degree or something like that 

and they're getting paid less than what I'm getting so I don't have any complaints about 

secretarial pay." Regina's current work situation also reflects her economic advantage as a 

permanent employee in a unionized environment with 25 years of seniority. 

Chris was also employed in a unionized environment for the past ten years and felt 

that she was now the breadwinner for the family: 

My husband has been out of work now for three or four years, off and on. 
Right now he does have a job and he's in the trades so when he works his 
salary is pretty good but when he doesn't work there's nothing. So we're 
pretty fortunate, our house is paid for and we no longer have a mortgage 
but we do have loans. We manage, we have children and two of them are 
over twenty and they're out working. 

Earlier in her work career, Chris considered her wages the secondary income in her 

household. She may be representative of a trend in which women are more likely to be 

able to retain continuous employment than their male partners who increasingly earn a 

supplemental income. 

When they did not hold an executive secretarial position, women's breadwinning 

ability as secretarial workers in this study was strongly linked to their position in the public 

sector. While it appeared that the oil industry had a reputation for paying attractive wages 

and providing a good benefits package, this industry was a less stable location for 

workers. At the time of the in t e~ew,  Gail had recently been laid off from her job at the 



oil and gas company and had found a six-month contract position with a small firm. This 

was a big change for her and "the rate of pay was considerably less than what [she] got 

before. A lot less." Gail felt that her ability to be the family breadwinner slipped from a 

diflicult, but possible, scenario to an impossible one with her leaving the oil company and 

working for a small business firm: 

If I worked five days a week and got the rate of pay I did at the oil 
company, it would be hard ... I could maybe do it ... really watch my pennies. 
I could squeeze by ... it wouldn't be easy. And it would be impossible now 
that I've gone to this other position. 

Other participants examined the wages and benefits of the public and private 

sector, and decided that it was in their best interests to stay with the public sector. 

Lorraine, an executive secretary and a long-time employee of the federal government, 

made the following comparison about secretarial wages: "I'm now making $42,000 a year 

basic salary. I've compared wages to private industry and other governments and 1 really 

feel that the federal government pays their secretarial staff really well by comparison." 

But entry level secretarial workers, even in the public sector, started at modest wages. 

Sarah, in the early career stage in a unionized job, made the following observation of her 

financial situation: "I could probably just pay rent and buy food and pay the phone and 

have a little bit extra." At the time of the interview, Sarah lived with a partner and felt that 

she had a higher standard of living because of that arrangement than she would have living 

on her own. 

As an executive secretary in a private company for the past seven years, Wendy 

earned a good wage, one she felt would suppon a family. Her current income was close 

to $40,000 per year with benefits. She had never worked in a unionized environment. 

She compared her financial status to a friend employed in a small private company. 

She does three times the amount of work I do ... she just got promoted to 
the office manager in a small company outside the oil and gas industry and 
I'm really cognizant of the difference ... we're in a whole other world in the 



82 
oil and gas industry. No question. She does four times as much as I 
do ... m s  the whole office, supervises five people, does al l  the payroll, plus 
all the secretarial stuff, hires peoplc, fires people, does all the benefits and 
gets paid maybe a halfof what I do. 

Older workers like Selena, with experience in both unionized and private work 

environments, were aware how much secretarial wages vary among employers and with 

the organizational position of their boss: 

When I was working for the Chairman of the Board, I was paid extremely 
well. I didn't know what my co-workers were getting paid but I think my 
salary was probably exceptional. If you work for the Chairman. ..you can 
make good money. By good money I mean forty thousand a year. Okay. 
But I quit that job and I've never been able to match that. You certainly 
can't make it ternping. That's one of its greatest drawbacks and also when I 
quit that job, I closed the door to getting back in. So any job I would be 
hired for now I would probably have to start lower and get less money. At 
the top there's an opportunity to be paid well and anything in middle 
management you're just not paid. Secretaries are not paid enough, they're 
not valued.. .and I might have [supported a family] with that one job. .. Yes I 
could have with just my husband ... but for single mothers. it's really hard for 
them. 

Now in her early 50s with a long career of secretarial work, Shirley added the 

following perspective concerning secretarial wages as breadwinning wages: 

I can't imagine it [being the sole provider for a family on secretarial wages] 
but I know many people that are doing it and doing it well. It isn't 
something that I would have wanted to do ... See I was able to buy a house 
in 1977. I never would have been able to do that if I had children as a 
single mom. That would have been totally out of reach and as far as being 
able to provide shelter, food, and clothing, I probably could have done it. I 
don't know about hrther education and I wouldn't have been getting a lot 
of extra things. But I see women doing it and doing it on less than I ever 
had and I shudder at the thought of it. They do it and I'm sure I could 
have. I never made the top secretarial wages because I didn't like working 
in the executive area and that's where the money is and you get paid well 
for working in there. I did it for three or four years and then I didn't want 
to do it again because I was too bored. And you have to put up with too 
much, too much politics and I wasn't really happy in that. I'Michael rather 
be a grunt working with grunts. 



Pamela, unmarried with no dependents, hypothesized about the difficulties of a worker 

supporting a family on secretarial wages. She felt that her own current secretarial wages 

would never support a family. She noted that her friend, who was a secretarial worker 

and a single parent, lived in a very dependent situation: "subsidized housing, using 

subsidized daycare and subsidized everything. " 

Another work environment in which secretarial workers earned low wages was in 

small business, whether it was law or accounting firms or businesses selling agricultural 

goods. One participant in the study, an office manager, provided the following snapshot 

of secretarial wages in her medium-sized business office: "We pay $1,200 a month for 

someone who has just completed their training and is coining into the workfbrce. At the 

top end for a senior secretary in our company, the pay would be $2,400 a month." It 

appears that it takes an exceptional secretarial wage to e m  a 'breadwinner's wage' that 

can support a family beyond a bare minimum level. Unionized work environments and 

executive positions yielded the best financial conditions for secretarial workers. Despite 

this, women continue to raise children on secretarial wages throughout Canadian society. 

Secretarial work is not seen as 'men's work'. In this study, men did not see it as 

breadwinning work (or wages) and neither did many of the women. There were 

assumptions that men could get higher paying jobs. Of the two males who entered the 

secretarial world, Danyl occupied a high status and income position before entering 

secretarial work. He also had a working partner. His income at that time was over 

$100,000 plus benefits. The secretarial job was during a 'transitional period' for him and 

lasted less than a year. His wages for the secretarial work were $I 8 per hour. He 

dismissed this wage as one that would not support his family: "it's below the poverty 

line ... objectively a family of four has to make a minimum of $28,500. I couldn't support a 

family on $18 an hour." At the time of the interview, Darryl had returned to an income 

bracket equivalent to his previous managerial salary. 



The other male participant was in the early career stage of work and made $10 an 

hour. Michael felt he would not be able to support a family on his wages (he had no 

dependents at the time of the interview). While he recognized the ceiling on secretarial 

wages, he also emphasized that many men did not view secretarial work as appropriately 

'masculine'. Both factors -- the perception that secretarial work is not breadwinning work 

and that it is 'women's work' - apparently combine to form an effective bamer to keep 

men out of secretarial work. Female respondents believed that men would not want a 

secretarial job because it was not seen to be a 'breadwinner'st job. This was despite 

evidence that it was, in some cases at least, a breadwinner's job for women. The income 

from secretarial work was viewed as inadequate for a man to support a family. The single 

participants, with no dependents, felt that they could not suppon a family on secretarial 

wages. This opinion was expressed by those had just entered the workplace directly 

following secretarial training, and confirmed by single participants with many years of 

work experience, with the exception of executive secretarial wages. Janice was 

sympathetic: "a man may not be able to suppon a family if he is married ... on a secretarial 

income. I think that society.. .I think that we've put a lot of pressure on men." 

Three of the female workers who were in their first few years of full time 

secretarial work expressed reservations about their ability to be the sole provider for a 

family on their present wages. Diane was making $2,000 a month but felt that "having a 

family ... wouldn't be a very good idea." Maria speculated that "I could support myself 

quite happily ... and I could probably scrape by and support a family but I'd rather just 

support myself'' Valerie, working in a temporary position in a non-profit organization, 

expressed similar concerns about her financial situation: 

I couldn't support a family ... no way. Things are tight at the end of the 
month, every month. I have a car and that's it ... that's son of the family. I 
thought this month I wouldn't have a roommate and there was no way I 
could have made it. Normally my wages wouldn't be this low but I decided 



to stay with the temp position even though it's low wages. I do enjoy the 
job and I enjoy the people I work with so I don't think wage is everything. 
But it helps. 

Those participants who were mamed or had a partner tended to need a f d y  income to 

maintain their current lifestyle or standard of living - two incomes were necessary to 

maintain their family household. There were three situations in which the secretarial 

workers earned more than the male partner. 

In briec the major factors that seemed to make a difference in the economic status 

of the respondents were being in a unionized work environment, having a working partner, 

being in a non-secretarial job, and being a secretarial worker with no dependents. 

The Balance of Power in the OtTrce: Gender and Roles 

This study indicates that a gendered division of labour favouring men as managers 

and women as secretarial workers still exists in the Canadian workplace. It was the 

experience of women in the study who held positions of authority that they had to work 

harder than men to demonstrate that they were legitimate occupants of authority roles. By 

contrast, men were accepted more routinely as legitimate occupants of authority roles. As 

for secretarial roles, women were viewed as more socially suited to these roles than men 

who were discouraged fiom occupying secretarial roles. 

The assumptions and stereotypes about a woman's sexual role in her office 

relationship emerged in discussions with participants. These assumptions and stereotypes 

contributed to power relations that disadvantaged women in the workplace. The 

stereotype of sexual intimacy between the secretary and boss was a major problem for 

women. In the late 1970s' Gail attended an Alberta college and felt that secretarial work 

was undermined by sexual innuendos about secretaries' behaviour in the office. It made 

her angry to hear: "sex-a-tary instead of secretary ... images of the secretary being buddy 

buddy' with the boss." Janice was promoted fiom a secretarial position to an office 



manager in the 1980s. She felt that her work experience and organizational 

accomplishments were undermined by office gossip that she "had slept her way" into 

office management. 

A more recent experience was described by Maria, in her early twenties and a 1995 

graduate of a secretarial arts program. As the following two incidents show, the image of 

the female secretary as a potential sexual partner to the male boss endures: 

One year at a Christmas party some acquaintances of my mother asked 
what I was taking in school and I said secretarial arts. They started 
laughing and said: so you're learning how to file your nails and learning 
how to run around a desk. And I thought, well, maybe when they were 
growing up that's what secretaries did ... I was talking to another girl my 
own age and I told her I was in secretarial arts. And she literally thought 
that all secretaries had sex with her bosses. I can't even understand how 
she could think that but she did. 

Such stereotypes also tend to imply that women in secretarial roles may only exist within 

heterosexual relationships. 

When female respondents were asked to explain the absence of men in secretarial 

work, three themes emerged. First, it was felt that there was a perceived organizational or 

management preference for women in secretarial roles. Second, men were considered to 

have dficulties working in a subservient position that involved reporting to another man. 

Third, women assumed that secretarial work performed by men would not be considered 

'breadwinning' or appropriate work by society at large. It was also widely assumed that 

men could find jobs with higher wages outside of secretarial work. 

Men were not only discouraged fiorn occupying secretarial roles but were also 

discriminated against in some job competitions. Some subjects reported experiences with 

bosses who did not want to hire males in secretarial roles. For example, Julia 

recoaunended a male for a secretarial position and related the male management response 

as follows: 



I said his skills are excellent. He has a degree. I said he would be 
excellent for us ... thinking of the skills ... I was told with him specifically 
that he did not project the correct image for [us] and it would not be 
appropriate to have him up there [in the office]. So it was inqppropriote 
image [emphasis added]. Those were the two words. 

Wendy, an executive secretary, noted that her bosses were uncomfortable with her 

recommendation to hire a male temporary worker to replace her. She related the 

following incident: "I had an opportunity to have a male temp one time when I was going 

on vacation. The guys [two Vice-presidents] that I worked for balked at it. They weren't 

very comfortable with that. So it never happened." In both situations, the male 

candidates were as well qualified as the competing female candidates. At best, this 

indicates a level of discomfort on the part of the male boss having a man report to them in 

a relationship that has a strong male-dominant, female-subordinate history, and, at worst, 

indicates a level of homophobia. 

If we focus even more intensely on issues of male sexuality and the male secretarial 

role, the issue which surfaces is whether or not the male secretary is gay. Participants 

were asked if they knew any male secretaries or had worked with any. Only three out of 

the 21 female participants said they knew or had worked with a male secretary. Most 

participants felt that there was a widely held perception that male secretaries were gay. 

Ellen concluded that secretarial work "doesn't fit the male masculinity type role. I 

know.. .male secretaries.. .were labeled as being gay or mentally unbalanced because they 

were in a secretarial role." One of the (presumably heterosexual) male secretarial workers 

admitted that he was concerned about people's reaction to him as a secretary and that he 

wanted to be seen as "a normal everyday person." As he explained: 

It's not a standard job that guys do. I don't think that many guys see 
themselves in that position. I don't think that most guys develop the skills 
that suit them for a secretarial job. And I don't think that most guys want 
to be in that position. I don't know if 'degrading' is the right term but 
certainly it doesn't fit most guys' images of what they should be doing in 
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life...Hopefblly more males will apply for secretarial jobs without viewing 
themselves somehow as not being manly or whatever else. 

In general, it appears that the traditional image of the secretarial worker does not 

accommodate men In addition, men as secretarial workers face being stigmatized as 

'gay', effeminate, or failures as breadwinners in the household economy. These are 

powerfid cultural images which act as real barriers to men occupying secretarial roles. 

Sexual harassment, another form of gender domination, is a related issue discussed in the 

final subsection of this chapter. 

Sexual Harassment 

Sexual harassment continues to be a key form of gender domination of women in 

the workplace. However, the present study also uncovered situations of women sexually 

harassing men in the workplace. In general, the stories of sexual harassment provide 

evidence of a more complex social framework that structures sexual harassment. 

The experiences of sexual harassment in this study ranged from forms of verbal 

abuse such as name calling, telling dirty jokes, and hanging posterdpictures containing 

offensive messages, to forms of physical touching and fondling. Some subjects, with 

longer work careers, recalled that twenty years ago they were touched by male co- 

workers and bosses, and that there was not a language or a process to deal with this kind 

of behaviour in the office. For example, Ellen offered the following reflections: 

I've gone through many years of having my butt pinched at the office and a 
free grab here and there and that was okay because you were a secretary, 
you couldn't say anything. It wasn't a big issue. And that's just how it was. 
It was accepted. Where now that is not accepted. You have a course of 
action to take if that kind of behaviour is seen. I think there is more 
respect for people on a one-to-one basis. 

Janice also reported a difference in the recognition of sexual harassment over the 

respective stages of her work career: 



Twenty, twenty-five years ago I can remember being physically pinched by 
a guy and just Merent comments from people ... I didn't fully understand 
that I had a right to say something about that. It was the accepted form of 
behavio ur... For the fifteen years I was with that company, it made me 
annoyed and frustrated when I would see a particular person touching, he 
was always touching..But now I don't think a progressive company wants 
to have the image of a lot of sexual harassment complaints. 

Unsurprisingly, the respondents viewed it as a progressive change that this kind of 

behaviour had become less openly tolerated, was named and more openly discussed, and 

that many organizations implemented mechanisms for complaints and appeals. l4 But 

sexual harassment and forms of authority abuse remain common practices in the 

workplace often to the extent that participants are reluctant to talk openly about their 

experiences. One example involved an entire office of women who reported to one man 

and faced continuous harassment. As most were single parents, the employees were 

extremely dependent on their jobs. As an extreme case of verbal and authority abuse and 

physical coercion, the following story has been modified slightly at the participant's 

request to ensure anonymity: 

I had worked there for a while.. . but unfortunately he started coming on to 
me a little too strong .... he used to sit in his office and we knew who we 
were by the degrading names that he called out. She was this name ... send 
that in and I was another name ... I have never been in a situation so 
bad in my whole life. To sit there and hear my colleagues called such 
things. He would set up the office and the desks so that the women had to 
sit in awkward and revealing positions. Many of the employees were single 
mothers and he would go around and yell his opinions of women on 
welfiue and what a scam they were. 

Selena's experience with one boss was composed of a number of more 'subtle' harassing 

episodes: 

I'Michael be at my computer and he would dictate and I would type. I 
would type away and he would stand like he was touching me and 1 didn't 
like it. But at that stage in my life I didn't say anything but I didn't like 
- - - - - - 

I4~oun t  Royal College and SAIT provide students with orientations on sexual harassment 
as a part of their secretarial artdoffice technology programs. 
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it ... and he would tell me duty jokes and I didn't like that. And I felt that I 
had to laugh at them. And just snide comments. in another situation a 
boss I had came on to my girlfriend @cissing and fondling her] and so I had 
to deal with that because she's telling me about it and that affected how I 
felt about my boss. It wasn't long after that I ended up quitting. 

The two male participants in the study also described experiences of sexual 

harassment. X was only willing to describe his experience 'off the record'. For the record, 

he speculated that if a woman had been in his position she would probably have reported 

the incidents. Despite this, he claimed to have a good working relationship with his female 

bosses. He was troubled by what he identified as a 'double standard' in the workplace in 

terms of behaviour by those in authority. Specifically, he was concerned that complaints 

of sexual harassment at the hands of women in authority would not have been taken 

seriously by others. In this respect, it was his opinion that women in positions of power 

were less likely than men to be sanctioned for sexually harassing co-workers, and 

especially underlings. 

Darryl described anti-male jokes and hostile behaviour directed towards him in a 

female-dominated work environment: 

I was specifically excluded.. .from any conversation, even to the point 
where they wouldn't speak with me. Simply because I was not viewed as 
being part of that clique, part of that women's group that was there. The 
people that Gail [his boss] hired were typically 'male bashers'. Subservient 
in that they would be specifically subse~ent to Gail. But at the same time 
they would be abusive and they would talk about abusing their husbands. 
They would always talk about abusing men in the office. How they would 
tell them to do this and do that and the men would blindly go and do it sort 
of thing. They always had these calendars on the wall. It would be a 
'good man' calendar ... there would be a picture of Mr. Potato Head and it 
would say he's a good man and he's quiet, he's nice, he's this and that and if 
you really don't like him you can rearrange his face. 

In this situation, women also participated in the creation of a hostile work climate. Their 

expressions of hostility towards their husbands and men in general are clearly interpretable 

as forms of harassment, as is the story of the 'good man' calendar. Management did not 



intervene in or challenge these situations and, in fact, Darryl reported that the female 

supervisor was unsupportive of him in these harassing episodes. While Darryl reported 

these incidents in the in te~ew,  he claimed that these practices had Little effect on him. 

While these actions can be interpreted as harassment of the male individual, they can also 

be interpreted as forms of resistance on the part of the women against broader systems of 

gender domination. 

Sexual harassment is a product of relationships of inequality found in many social 

contexts, but is not a phenomenon unique to the office. Harassment can hnction as an 

extension of the authority relations in the workplace and can also serve as a way to resist 

male authority. In such cases, women are resisting the dominant culture in the social 

terms that have been represented to them. 

Summary 

The secretarial experiences of the respondents provide insight into changes in the 

Canadian workplace and to secretarial labour from 1952 to 1996. The participants 

experienced workforce expansion and contraction and changing social attitudes towards 

women and work. The influence of technology on the secretarial experience has been 

both positive and negative, introducing new skills while making others obsolete. Human 

resource management and labour unions are supportive of a labour hierarchy which 

entrenches secretarial labour at its lower end. Within this context of social and economic 

change, definitions of secretarial skill have evolved. 

When the practised skills of secretarial work are examined, the fill range of the 

secretarial role is revealed. A broad range of 'hard' and 'soft' skills of secretarial work 

were defined by workers and two major disadvantages of secretarial work were examined. 

The first was its low social value -- the negative views, ideas, or opinions held by others, 

and even by secretarial workers themselves. The second disadvantage of secretarial work 



centred on its low economic value resulting in lower wages compared to many other 

occupations. Secretarial workers were critical of ongoing management practices which 

ignored or trivialized many of the everyday practices of workers. An examination of 

gender and roles in the office revealed that the gendered division of labour between 

managers and the secretarial workers is changing slowly. Women are still perceived to be 

more socially suited to secretarial roles than men. Conversely, men are more readily 

accepted as occupants of authority roles while being discouraged fiom occupying 

secretarial roles. Secretarial work has been defined and structured along gender Lines, and 

it is being modified by technology and changing attitudes. Secretarial workers resisted 

some of this structuring and de-skilling through a number of strategies which are explored 

in Chapter Six. 



CHAPTER SIX: LIFE STRATEGIES FOR SECRETARIAL WORKERS 

The processes of capitalism and patriarchy are embodied in the local practices of 

the organization and the office. Secretarial workers are subordinated in social and 

economic relations through a gender biased classification of their skill and labour. This is 

often perpetuated by management ideologies found in workplace culture more generally. 

The everyday practices of managers, bosses, and secretarial workers can reinforce or 

ameliorate the effects of systemic inequalities. 

Secretarial workers managed several sets of relationships in their workplaces. The 

pivotal relationship for the secretarial worker was with her or his supervisor, boss, or 

manager. Other workplace relationships included ones with co-workers, the organization, 

the union (if applicable) and the public (customers or clients). All participants recognized, 

to a greater or lesser extent, the relations of domination in the workplace but the way they 

responded to these relations varied widely. A number of strategies were adopted by 

secretarial workers as they attempted to manage their work relationships and integrate 

work and non-work spheres. These strategies may be broadly categorized as: maintainirg 

relations; resisting subordination; appropriating gendered roles; transforming or expanding 

workplace relations; and, escaping relations of ruling. In the following section, the 

responses of secretarial workers to different styles of management and other aspects of 

workplace culture are presented to establish the context under which various life strategies 

emerged. 

Worker Responses to Management Style and Workplace Culture 

Many of the respondents felt that management philosophy and style affected the 

quality of their work life. Participants identified 'old' and 'new' styles of management. The 

old style was based on a topdown decision-making approach, traditional office roles 

emphasizing domination and subordination of the secretarial worker by the manager or 



boss, and 'indirect' input from secretarial workers. The new management style was 

characterized as 'team-like' communication between the boss and secretarial worker and 

co-workers. Some workers also felt that newer management styles respected their 

presence in the office and encouraged their ideas about work and the workplace. 

The 'old style' workplace relationship between boss and secretarial worker was 

described by Selena as a "dictatorship kind of relationship. I'll prepare the stuff and you 

do it. Then you give it back to me and I'll check it and you'l distribute it. And how I deal 

with it is my business." When secretarial workers took it upon themselves to expand the 

limits of their secretarial role, they did so with some trepidation and sometimes in a coven 

fashion. Julia stressed that the presentation of her ideas "had to be made in an appropriate 

way [in order that the idea] would be accepted." She described this as "going in the 

'backdoor' ... approaching your boss at the right time, when he's receptive." She added that 

"you might not even get credit for the ideas either. It depends on your boss." This can 

also be viewed as a worker technique of 'managing up'. 

Traditional and oppressive management philosophies could be transmitted through 

organizational culture. It was the experience of Selena that attitudes of gender inequality 

were more common in some workplace cultures than others. Indeed, in the oil industry, 

Selena observed: 

Old attitudes ... that women have a place [and that] they don't belong in the 
Petroleum Club filtered do wn...[ The older men] school the younger ones. 
Even though the younger ones coming up might see some of this as 
baloney, they have to play the game to a certain extent. 

Therefore, the age of the boss was not a particularly reliable predictor of management 

philosophy and style. Older style management can be practised by younger bosses and 

newer style practised by older bosses or managers. 

Other factors affected the style of the manager such as whether the workplace was 

located in the private versus the public sector, or in a mixed-gender versus predominantly 



male or female work environment. The oil and gas industry retains a reputation for being 

a male environment where the key decision-making positions are occupied by men, 

arguably retaining more of a patriarchal and anti-union culture. In contrast, Ellen worked 

in the public sector and noted that: "I'm finding younger people have much more respect 

for secretarial positions than those who are older. They seem to understand that we're an 

integral component of the organization and treat us in a much more equal and professional 

way." The work environment of small business employers such as lawyers and 

accountants was found to retain a more paternalistic work culture where the gap between 

the managerial group and the secretarid worker was most pronounced. 

Newer styles of management included the 'team' approach. Chris described her 

reaction to a team style manager and the effect that it had on her workplace culture: 

I was treated as an equal in the department. My skills and my personality 
were valued, and people liked me and that set the whole tone for the 
department. And it was due to the top guy. Whatever the top guy's like, it 
filters down.. .It changes how the whole department feels. You can see it in 
the people. You can sense it when they walk in that they're glad to be 
there. It's not a family but a team ... all working together, and we help each 
other out. It's the opposite of working for a place where a person at the 
top is very autocratic and there is a lot of backbiting and backstabbing and 
negative vibes. 

Not all participants wanted to be a part of the management team. Shirley insisted that 

managers were paid to manage and "should do the job." She worked in an organization 

that introduced the management style of Total Quality Management. l5 Shirley scoffed at 

the idea that employees could be empowered by this management technique. She recalled 

that "the engineers would listen politely to the file clerk who chaired the meeting. But 

[Shirley felt that the engineers] were really wondering: What am I doing here? We were 

I5~anagement philosophies such as Total Quality Management and Managing Diversity 
(prominent in the 1980s and early 1990s) have appropriated some of the language of 
dissent and resistance used by disadvantaged groups of the 1960s and 1970s. Within the 
context of management philosophy 'empowerment' of employees means that workers learn 
techniques to manage and control themselves. 



spending all this time in meetings and not getting our work done ... it was a waste of time." 

Older workers like Shirley had some difficulty adjusting to workplace philosophies that 

attempted to create new sets of relationships in the workplace. With thirty years of 

experience as a secretary, Shirley identified with the predictability of the roles and 

behaviour of secretaries and bosses: 

When I look back on it now ... it was almost as if. bosses had some kind of 
secretarial training themselves because they seemed to expect certain 
things. Nowadays.. .a lot of management and professional staff don't know 
how to have a secretary. They don't know what a secretary is really 
supposed to do beyond answering their phones and some secretaries don't 
even do that anymore. 

One major benefit that newer workplace styles attempted to emphasize at the 

office was the creation of stronger lines of communication. Specifically, participants 

valued the ability of a manager or boss to create an environment that was less rigid and 

offered more opportunities for open communication with the boss and their co-workers. 

Chris described such changes in the climate of her office following a change of boss: "It 

used to be hierarchical but now its becoming more flat. It's really important that secretaries 

know that they have a space within the office setting and, if they say something, at least its 

listened to." Chris noted that she was now included in staff meetings and retreats 

whereas, under her older style boss, she was excluded. Like many of the other 

participants, Chris found that they were real and practical consequences to the nature of 

work relationships in their immediate office environment. 

Some participants were exposed to ideas and attitudes in their work environments 

that led them to undertake more in-depth self examination and to question the social and 

economic relations of the workplace. For example, Chris identified most of her co- 

workers as feminists. Selena contrasted her experience in the oil industry work culture 

with her experience in a large educational institution: 
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F the oil industry] when you're a secretary, often you're treated as a 
second class citizen. You're a secretary and a woman and you're a person at 
the bottom of the list. It should be the other way around. I've been in 
certain places where I've been treated as a person first and I was totally 
delightfully surprised. I was able to switch my own self image around and 
say I'm a person first, I'm valued here and I can contribute to this 
department and I did start to come out. 

For Judy, this discovery contributed to a diierent perception of herself, and the potential 

role she could play in the workplace, and various strategies that she could pursue. 

Working for a small organization was also described as a means of controlling the 

work environment, although it was not always successful or without cost. Valerie pointed 

out that "it was my choice not to work downtown Calgary for an oil firm.. .even though 1 

could probably have made a firrther $500 or $600 a month." She claimed that a major 

advantage to working in a small organization was that the full scope of her work was 

visible to her employers. The drawback was that she worked many evenings and 

weekends. She characterized her bosses (a husband and wife team) as friends but poor 

managers. She felt over-worked and under-valued and eventually decided to quit (perhaps 

as her only way to effectively resist the situation). 

The communication processes and styles experienced in organizations were also 

features that distinguished old and new styles of management and managers. The older 

style of management/manager lacked open and direct communication between employees. 

For example, as noted earlier, Julia indicated that she had to use an indirect approach to 

present any of her creative ideas. The approach of going in the 'back door' was associated 

with the 'old style' and a more direct approach with the new style of management. For 

Julia, the most positive experience under the new style was being treated "as a person 

first.. .then I felt encouraged to come up front [to the boss] with my ideas." 

Clearly, participants experienced a variety of management styles and systems, 

some of which ameliorated the experience of subordination. There was a preference for 

systems that emphasized equality, teamwork, and that recognized the personal 



characteristics and contributions of all workers irrespective of status. Nevertheless, all 

participants felt that some action was required to obtain what they wanted out of work, or 

at least reduce some oppressive characteristics. 

Maintaining Relations 

A number of strategies were used by the participants to maintain relations 

including developing and maintaining a rapport with the boss or manager, deferring to 

authority, and showing loyalty to higher status colleagues. 

The quality of work Life for many of the subjects was often dependent on their 

rapport with the boss or manager. This was discussed in terms of having a relationship of 

trust, having the appropriate personalities involved, and 'getting along'. Secretarial 

workers talked about the development of rapport and their efforts to create a state of 

rapport between themselves and the boss. 

For Anna, an "ideal working environment was [one] with a lot of communication 

on both sides." Anna provided an example which illustrated how she achieved a closer 

working relationship with her boss: 

Where the data come directly to the boss, he should relate that to me 
because there are things that I may be asked on the telephone that I'm not 
aware of..He [her current boss] wanted to open his own mail and so I 
wasn't able to read what was going on. But he's been very good now for 
the last Little while - the last year and a half or two years actually. And 
when he's away I can open his mail so I'm aware of what's going on all of 
the time. And then he'll 'throw' things at me [say]: "if we had this situation 
what do you think is the best way to go?" I felt that it was very important 
that he have my trust. He does trust what I say or what my feelings are or 
what my observations are about particular things. 

In this case, the boss initially distanced himself from the secretarial worker by, among 

other things, withholding information But Anna reversed this situation by earning the 

boss's trust. Other participants used similar strategies which indicated that secretarial 



workers were the ones who had to work at making their work visible to their bosses or 

managers. Gail talked about making secretarial work visible in order to ensure that the 

secretarial contribution to the 'end products' in the office were not ignored. It was her 

experience that she had "to train the people you work for to appreciate what you do." In 

her case, the organization and preparation for meetings went unacknowledged by her boss 

until he was responsible for it in her absence. When she was not there to do it, the time 

and effort required to make the office run efficiently was a far bigger task than he 

anticipated. 

Other participants even asked their supervisors or bosses for more work and 

responsibility or assumed more responsibility as situations or circumstances permitted. At 

times, workers found that bosses and managers guarded elements of prestige and authority 

associated with their work. This "territory", as Judy called it, had to be respected by the 

worker in order to maintain the established rapport. It was Judy's experience that "if [the 

boss] is feeling stressed they're willing to give the work away." In her case, the boss 

granted her signing authority during a hectic period. As the workload eased, the boss 

reversed her decision and did not like the fact that the secretarial worker had taken over 

this managerial element of work. Judy said that she recognized it as "a territorial thing 

and I can see that I crossed that line" with her manager's consent. 

At the executive level, the secretarial worker found both pleasure and frustration in 

the close working relationship with a key organizational decision-maker and authority 

figures. Secretaries often set standards and monitored the quality cf the work for 

executives. Additionally, they were often treated by other organizational members as 

'gatekeepers' of information and access to the executive. For those in the study who had 

worked as executive secretaries, their position gave them a sense of control in the 

workplace not usually experienced in non-executive positions. They also saw their 

executive positions as the peak of their secretarial careers. Selena described it as "being 



the power behind the throne ... [and] close to the movers and shakers." Not surprisingly, 

in executive positions, secretaries' levels of pay and benefits were higher than most of the 

other workers in the sample. 

At the same time, however, secretarial work often still stigmatized these workers, 

and there appeared to be little or no opportunity for advancement in their organizations. 

One of the executive secretaries expressed this mobility problem as follows: "if you want 

to move upward, it can be difficult. To move out of that classification even if you get 

more education and more experience they still tend to see you as a secretary. And it is 

very hard to break through what they call the glass ceiling." The pleasure of close 

association to power could be dulled by the personal attention that executives ofken 

required. These tasks included such things as personal banking and book-keeping, buying 

@s, making personal travel arrangements, and helping the boss with her or his volunteer 

work. 

When such a rapport is not established between the boss and the secretarial 

worker, the latter often bears the responsibility for establishing it through deference. 

Sarah had a high level of conflict with her boss. She comp!ained that she had very little 

work to do and that her boss constantly criticized the work that she did carry out. As a 

worker in a large organization, she went to the human resources department and asked to 

be reassigned to a different position. This request was denied and then she had to go back 

and attempt to resolve the relationship with her boss. She resisted her treatment in the 

one-to-one relationship but, at the same time, tried to find a compromise within the larger 

organization. In a nutshell, Sarah found that the organization was unresponsive to her 

situation. Since her options were clearly to return to the relationship or quit, she chose 

the former line of action. 

In contrast to the female respondents, Michael reported "friendships" with his 

female bosses: "I don't view them as bosses, they're more friends who you have a certain 



amount of respect for. I've always felt that if you're going to stay at a company you'd 

better become friends quickly." In the same way that a respected friend would be 

consulted, Michael felt that "being shown the respect and consideration to ask you for 

your opinions makes a big differen ce...p eople want to be treated Like they have a brain." 

As a male in a gender-reversed role, Michael seemed to be able to reduce the status gap 

between the secretarial worker and the boss through the maintenance of personal 

relationships. Women in secretarid roles could be more easily stigmatized concerning 

their sexual role with the boss if they pursued such relationships. Similarly, a friendship 

between a male secretarial worker and a male boss might also be open to stigmatization. 

Therefore, when the traditional secretarial worker-boss relationship was created, a unique 

gendered form of rapport emerged. 

Biting Your Tongue 

A common strategy for coping in a work relationship based on power and status 

was described by secretarial workers as 'biting your tongue'. This was often necessary if 

the rapport was to be maintained between the secretarial worker, the boss, and co- 

workers. As Judy related: 

I noticed specifically that if I carried on, taking on responsibility and going 
ahead and doing things -- I don't like to be over-supervised -- I find there 
are some that want to stand there and read to you line-by-line of some 
things that need to be done. I get frustrated and think "come on, I have 
some intelligence, I can do this on my own." I have to bite my tongue a lot 
and just sit there. I know that satisfies something within them. At first, I 
bucked that and I noticed, in general, I wasn't very popular in the office. 
But, now, it certainly has changed dramatically because I have been able to 
bite my tongue and defer [emphasis added]. ..And that's frustrating because 
I feel everybody should be a valued member of the team whether it's a 
secretary or whoever else. 

And again, in Pamela's words: 

You try to keep your mouth shut and your head down. I guess you try to 
figure out what they're like. I mean, nobody wants conflict. You have to 
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go to work every day and if you really have a run in with somebody that 
has a lot of power over you, it's kind of fn'ghtening. You know that they 
could do something to undermine you. You could lose your job or they 
could stand in the way of you getting a promotion. So you really have to 
control your temper and know when to bite your tongue - those are 
valuable lessons to learn. 

Thus, maintaining silence on the part of secretarial workers obviously did not mean that 

they agreed with the status quo, but secretarial workers felt that it was in their best 

interests to bite their tongue, particularly if they felt that voicing their ideas, opinions, or 

concerns might jeapordize their current job or h r e  employment prospects. 

Loyalty 

Maintaining relationships through what might be called loyalty to the boss can 

dislocate secretarial workers from meaningfbl identities in the workplace and isolate 

secretarial workers fkom co-workers. Loyalty to the employer was emphasized in 

secretarial training. For example, Diane, a recent college graduate, remembered that her 

instructors had warned students not to get involved in office politics and particularly not 

to gossip about the boss. She was advised to avoid co-workers who engaged in this kind 

of behaviour. However, given that gossip was a derogatory label often applied to 

potentially solidifytng conversations between female co-workers, these younger workers 

are also being discouraged from sharing potential group discussions about work concerns 

and conditions. 

At the executive level, the executive secretary was identified very closely with the 

management executive. Within this management realm, the executive secretary might 

experience a vicarious enjoyment of power, participating in the control of others rather 

than being the one controlled. The effects of a 'divide and conquer' organizational culture 

can perhaps best be seen in the attitudes of participants towards unions. 

Neither Michael nor Wendy had ever worked in a unionized work environment but 

both had strong views on the negative effect of unionization on the boss-secretary 



relationship. Michael worked in a small firm and disliked the idea of working within an 

organization where "a union gets in the way of a good relationship between the worker 

and the boss]." This theme of a union as an impediment to solid working relationships 

was expressed in a number of different ways. Wendy perceived the union as an 

interference to productive work relations and a potential barrier to her own individual 

progress in the workplace: 

I'm the kind of person who goes in, does her job, and I don't want to worry 
about should I be doing this or shouldn't I and what does the union think of 
this and am I working too hard and getting too much done?..People hold 
back on doing work because there's a union mandate that you should only 
do so much. Handle so many pieces of paper and there's a staidness and a 
flatness and no dynamic energy. There's no creativity.. .we've always done 
it this way so we do it this way. 

For the women who had worked in unionized environments, a common complaint that 

surfaced was the rigidity of the union classification structure. Workers reported a difficult 

time extricating themselves fiom a secretarial niche. Secretarial workers in the study 

rarely saw themselves as a part of a larger group of workers with common interests. This 

may not be surprising. Many white-collar unions are organized across occupational lines 

and include both male and female dominated categories. Even in workplaces numerically 

dominated by women, men are often over-represented in union leadership and many 

unions still tend to see workplace conflicts on class rather than gender lines. 

For those who experienced work environments at times when workplace equality 

issues and concerns were addressed, their experiences indicate that changes to definitions 

of labour and skill were difficult to accomplish. For example, in one case the union 

participated in an intervention on a broad scale, but the long term effects seemed quite 

small. The City of Calgary undertook a pay equity initiative which resulted in secretaries 



receiving an adjustment to their pay scale and retroactive benefits (that would be paid out 

over a fiilfteen-year period). l6 

Some participants cited examples where unions were unable to help them with 

specific problems. For example, Julia tried to get union help to attend to a matter of 

sexual harassment. While she was told by the union representative that there was "a case 

against him [her boss] as thick as an encyclopedia," she reported that the union could not 

do anything to help her. Julia turned to her union for assistance when her job was 

reclassified by management and the job content down-graded. She was told by her union 

that: 

It is the boss's prerogative, the boss can give me any job she or he wanted. 
The Union told me that if I was told to sit there and clip my toe nails, then 
so be it, as long as the boss did not touch my benefits, my status level, and 
my salary. The emotional pride side of my work -- that's between you and 
your boss. 

In another situation, Gail looked to the union for support in her appeal of a hiring 

decision, and was discouraged firom pursuing this course of action: 

I had all the qualifications but I didn't get it [the job]. I went to the union 
and said why didn't I get it? And they said what happened is that it was 
given to a superintendent's daughter ... They said we could fight it for you 
and you would win. But the problem is the way we see it you would get 
there and they would make your life so miserable because they don't want 
you there. They want this other girl -- so youMichael quit. So I felt the 
union didn't do anything for me. And then on top of it shortly after that, 
our union went on strike. And I was expected to walk the picket line. I 
didn't. I refbsed to. 

As these stories indicate, unions can treat workers diEerentiy, and at times ineffectively. 

The rejection of unions can be interpreted as an expression of loyalty to private industry 

and bosses. It is also an indication of the strength and penetration of capitalism as the 

1 6 ~  number of attempts have been made by conservative Aldermen on the City Council to 
reverse this decision. Arguably, this sends out a message that this workplace equality 
issue is not as important as other civic issues and may be arbitrarily reversed. 



dominant ideology in the community of Calgary and in the Province of Alberta more 

broadly. In many private industries, managers and workers share such an anti-union view. 

For close to half of the participants, this dissatisfaction with unions was clear. In 

fact, the role of the union was seen as pas&. They were seen as necessary in years past 

but, strangely given current recessionary experiences, unnecessary in today's economy. 

For example, Maria's view of unions comes from the perspective of a 22 year-old 

beginning her work career with no experience in a unionized work environment: 

I think unions served their purpose. I think they were very important for a 
while but 1 think unions are more self-serving now. I think for a long time 
they were people-serving and now I think they are self-serving. I think that 
in underdeveloped countries there is probably a need for them ... with unfair 
labour ... that happened here years ago ... but here the unions have served 
their purpose and we don't need them anymore. 

Despite the concerns that many of the respondents reported, perhaps surprisingly this 

sentiment was also expressed by workers with lengthy experience in unionized 

workplaces. In Pamela's words: 

I guess I could say that I'm down on unions. I know there really was a 
place for them ... I remember my old landlord saying, youMichael be 
standing on the assembly line and you had to put your hand up for 
permission to go the washroom and sometimes the boss wouldn't 
acknowledge you.. .or child labour.. .or horrible conditions that people 
worked in mills and mines. But I think the pendulum has swung too much. 

Workers' preference for stronger ties to bosses and managers than unions may be 

rooted in the belief that it is a relationship that they can more strongly affect. However, 

disaffection towards unions was not universal. Two key benefits of unionization were 

identified as financial security (particularly pension benefits) and job security. Julia 

compared her position in the public sector to friends in secretarial positions in the private 

sector and noted some of the trade-offs and benefits: 

I was between $28,000 and $30,000 and benefits on top. I understand that 
downtown I could probably be making $35,000 But on the other hand 
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what I do recognize is that they don't have as much stability. 
LManagement] couldn't fire me. They could reduce my job responsibility or 
transfer me but they couldn't fire me. Whereas you see downtown [oil 
companies] they could fire the secretary and I wouldn't have as many 
benefits. 

As a union member, Julia was protected under a collective workers' agreement with the 

employer. In contrast, her fiends "downtown" [in the oil industry] had an individual 

relationship with their employers which could be terminated with two weeks' notice. For 

two participants, as will be discussed below, participation in union activities led to the 

adoption of a different life strategy and course. 

Resisting Gender-based Subordination 

Resistance to subordination based on gender took a variety of forms. Unable to 

effectively change the primary boss-secretary role, participants fought to prevent their 

subordinate position fiom expanding to that of general office 'lackey'. 

Some non-secretarial co-workers would attempt to dominate secretarial workers 

through credentialism. The atmosphere was often, in Chris's words, "you don't have 

degrees and we do." In Chris's case, she resisted the attempts of less experienced office 

workers to undermine her knowledge and experience. She did this through a form of 

passive resistance. She held her ground and "waited them out and, with time, they soon 

came down to earth." Other contested areas in the office included 'spaces' of a number of 

kinds. 

Secretarial workers often had to struggle for 'conversational' space in the office. 

Co-workers and management staff interrupted secretarial workers more readily than if the 

conversational pair did not involve a secretarial worker. Pamela claimed that it was quite 

common for her to be talking to her boss and for another manager to come up and "join us 

and start talking to my boss and ignore me." Sometimes, resentment and awareness were 

the only effective ways of resistance. 



Often physically located in central or high traffic areas, secretarial workers were 

usually the most highly visible workers in the office. While this makes them available and 

visible for reception duties, Pamela found that "it can also make you feel like you're in a 

fishbowl." Co-workers had a tendency to invade their workspace by standing at their desk 

talking, often to employees other than the secretarial worker. Co-workers also used 

equipment and materials on top of the desk as if it were common property. If something 

could not be located in the absence of a worker, searching through the drawers of a 

secretarial worker was also a common practice. There was a high expectation that 

secretarial workers be constantly at their desks. Several secretarial workers said they 

were chastised for being away fkom their desks and resented "being chained to the desk." 

Secretarial workers resisted this spatial subordination and often devised ways to 

carve out some privacy or flexibility for themselves either in the work environment or in 

their work routine. For example, Ellen tired of people going through her desk drawers 

and planted particular items in the desk drawers to fbnction as a deterrent to those who 

would rummage through her desk: 

I used to have candy and stuff in the drawer but I found it disappearing so 
now I put my personal needs stuff [a box of tampons] right with it and I 
find they don't go into [the drawer] as much because they're kind of 
embarrassed of what else they might find there. 

Julia used her knowledge of the boss's schedules to create some 'space' for herself Like 

many secretarial workers, she did not have her own office or a door to close others out. 

As a result, Julia organized her time accordingly and took advantage of the "up times and 

the dom times. When the bosses were going to be out at a certain time, IMchael think: 

I'll relax then. Meanwhile, I'm going to look very busy while they're all in." For other 

secretarial workers such as Valerie, it was a struggle to maintain control over a reasonable 

schedule of work. She resented the effects of the poor planning and scheduling of her 

bosses and co-workers: 



I feel that as a secretary you're there to support, to complement the boss 
and the other employees in the company. You're there to make them look 
good. But in the last job that I had, there was a lot of abuse of that feeling 
of mine ... I had to make them look good. And they would procrastinate 
during the week and then Friday at four o'clock there would be all this 
work and I would be working weekends. 

She talked to her bosses about this situation but, because the demands placed on her 

became so onerous, eventually quit. 

Rejecting the socializing aspects of work was another way to resist subordination. 

The role of office social organizer was a task that secretarial workers were often expected 

to play. As Gail complained, "You're always expected to be the party planner." It was 

not that this role was distastefbl but that often it was unappreciated and not respected as 

'work' per se. This could lead to a refisal to participate in work-related social activities. 

If appreciation for their work was shown infrequently and in a tokenistic manner, 

secretarial workers felt patronized and resisted taking on menial tasks. As the following 

story illustrates, when the perception is that secretarial workers' presence is taken for 

granted every day, such differential treatment is hardly balanced by, say, being taken for 

Lunch on Secretaries Day: 

If they only take you out on Secretaries' Day ... I call that being patronized 
... they only have to say how about going for lunch and you pay for your 
own and they pay for their own and that's just being included. Or going for 
coffee. They'll go through the office -- want to go for coffee? Want to go 
for coffee?. . .and they don't think of asking us because if they ask us there's 
nobody left to man the office. So things like that affect how you work and 
how you feel. 

In contrast, one of the male participants used socializing af'ter work hours to resist 

subordination: 

With one boss, I go for dinner with her and do other things. I think that 
allows for a tot of issues to be discussed in a more relaxed environment 
whereas if they were brought up in the work environment they would be 
seen as a more direct challenge. 



In this way, Michael developed a relationship with his boss that is external to the 

workplace but with the intent of using it as a forum for discussion about workplace issues. 

In contrast, if a woman went out with her boss for dinner and "other things," she would 

more than likely be accused of 'sleeping with the boss'. As discussed in Chapter Five, a 

woman's assumed sexual role in the office and with co-workers is a great detriment to her, 

as Janice discovered when rumours circulated in her office environment that "she had 

slept her way into management. " 

Workplace oppression could also be resisted by ignoring those who attempted to 

cast the secretarial worker in a subordinate role. Darryl rejected any relationship with his 

boss: "She defined it as me working for her and I said working with." As a lone male in a 

female dominated office, Danyl saw his relationship in antagonistic "us-men" and "them- 

women" terms: "I was specifically excluded from any conversation, even to the point 

where they [the women] wouldn't speak to me. Simply because I was not viewed as being 

part of that women's group." He defined his job as "project-oriented," work that he 

carried out independently from his supervisor and his co-workers and resisted any group 

identification of himself with his co-workers. Darryl maintained this position throughout 

his one year employment in secretarial work. However, this strategy was unique from all 

others in the sample and appears to be a result of his prior position as a male manager and 

his ability to leave the secretarial work and return to a managerial position. Apparently, 

his low opinion of secretarial work was unchanged by his experience. At the time of the 

interview, Darryl was no longer working in a secretarial position. He treated his 

secretarial experience as an isolated phase in his career. 

As this subsection has shown, resisting gender-based subordination may take a 

variety of forms. In the following subsection, an additional form of indirect resistance is 

discussed which reveals the complex mix of authority, role-playing, and gender issues in 

the lives of secretarial workers. 



Resisting Men by Oppsiig Women 

The strategy of apparently criticizing women as managers reflects an indirect 

attack on the relations of ruling. When women occupy a role predominantly associated 

with negative and potentially subordinating characteristics, they become a target for 

criticism. The experiences of the respondents indicated that women in management 

positions tend to be judged differently fiom and more harshly than men The negative 

characteristics ascribed to women as managers were that they were territorial, aggressive, 

unsupportive, and overly ambitious -- that i s  in terms often categorized as 'masculine'. 

The positive characteristics ascribed to male managers were that they joked around with 

the staff, were relaxed and flexible, communicated better, and paid attention to the 

individual -- in other words, they managed using 'feminine' attributes. At the same time 

the negative characteristics ascribed to male managers were that they were non- 

communicative and not open, while the positive characteristics ascribed to women 

included openness, honesty, and supportiveness. Thus, criticisms of women as managers, 

and concomitant praise of men were also, at one level, at least a critique of patriarchal 

relations of ruling. Frequently, the criticisms of women were not even grounded in 

experience but reflected rumour and expectation. Thus, participants' perceptions of 

women managers did change with experience but only slowly. 

Rumours and second hand information about female managers were largely 

negative, and seemed, moreover, to be propagated by both those with and without 

experience of working for women. Nineteen out of the 23 participants had worked for a 

female supervisor, boss or manager at some point in their career. Darlene had just finished 

her secretarial training and was in the early stage of her career. She noted: 

From what I talked about with other friends who have female bosses ... I 
guess I've heard more negative things than positive. But my experience has 
been positive. Maybe that's just a stroke of luck when my cousin explained 
it was her experience that her boss was ... on a power trip. She tinds that 
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male bosses she has worked for take the time to joke around a little bit and 
still get the work done but with female bosses they don't seem to want to 
have a good relationship, they just want to work. 

In light of the negative experiences that her fiends and cousin related, Darlene qualified 

her positive experience with a female boss as one of "luck." In other words, there is a 

perception that there is a greater risk of having a negative experience with a female boss 

than a male boss. 

The negative reaction of female workers towards a female boss was often 

expressed in terms of communication style. For example, Shirley compared different 

communication styles between men and women to illustrate how style and gender are key 

elements in the construction of an accepted authority relationship: 

I don't know if it's so much the position as [much as] women themselves. 
We generally are a lot more up front or a lot more outspoken with each 
other and so a woman boss might be a lot more abrupt. Bossy I guess the 
word could be. And the woman [the secretary] is going to resent that. A 
young secretary might redly resent that whereas getting the same thing 
from a male, they would kind of expect that. We are all conditioned. 

It seems that men can be the "boss" and act "bossy." On the other hand, women's 

bossiness is seen as altogther less appropriate. These stereotypes indicate that 

management and authority are more easily accepted if they come from a male than a 

female. 

Anna was disappointed with a past female supervisor and recalled that "she would 

not look at my situation [a suggestion on how to change a work procedure]." Anna felt 

that the female supervisor was afiaid of change and very protective of her "temtory." In 

contrast, she felt that men in a similar situations would not be afraid of change. Anna 

ascribed more stereotypical masculine characteristics to the woman's management style 

(i.e., fear of change and territoriality). On the other hand, she stated that men would not 

be afraid of change. 



Some subjects thought that women as bosses were more demanding; this was 

viewed in different cases as both a positive and a negative feature. For instance, Judy 

provided two examples, one negative and the other positive, of work relationships with 

female supe~sors/bosses: 

When I was first hired to work at this oil company as a clerk - the person 
who hired me on was a female.. .and it's almost my perception when a 
female's in a job they have to prove themselves and they are very down to 
earth - this and that and there's not much room for anything else. I found 
that the men that I have worked for tend to be a little bit more laid back, a 
little more flexible. They don't appear to need to prove themselves by what 
people are doing beneath them. 

According to Judy's description, men do not have to prove themselves in management, but 

women do. She identified the positive characteristics of male managers as being laid back 

and flexible. As for female managers, she recalled that: 

By the same token I have found women more supportive. When push 
came to pull and there was a problem men tend to avoid a conflict 
situation. It belongs to the woman, it's her problem, she has created the 
problem ... and she has to sort it out. Whereas with a woman she tries to be 
more 'give me the facts' and you can't put blame on her because she is a 
girl. 

Again, what we see here is the reversal of a gender stereotype -- specifically, that women 

avoid conflict. 

The secretary-boss relationship may be tested by the secretarial worker when its 

traditional characteristics are altered. This was the case with Shirley who, as an older 

worker in the secretarial role, worked for a younger person in the managerial role. The 

younger person was also a woman and Shirley appears to have required proof of her boss's 

abilities in order for her to accept this young woman in the authority role: 

I've been lucky because I did work for a young woman ... and she was a 
good boss. We circled one another at first a little bit, because she was the 
boss but I was older ... but once we got to understand each other ... she said 
you're the best secretary I've ever had. And she was a good boss. She was 



very clear about what she wanted and very bright. And I really admire 
bright people. I'Michael look at her and think where did this girl get these 
brains? How does she know all this stuff! I heard horror stories but I 
don't t o w  if it isn't just [a] female [thing]. ..if there isn't some kind of 
resentment of females working for females. 

Like Diane, Shirley's positive experience is qualified by the likelihood that it was luck that 

she had a good female boss because of "horror stories" about female bosses. She was 

surprised at the " brains" of "this girl." The boss was put in the position of proving herself 

to the worker whereas men seem to assume the authority status more easily in the boss- 

secretary relationship. 

Female managers gained more credibility in the authority role of the boss if they 

occupied positions outside of an administration area. As Anna explained: 

It seems that the women outside of the administrative area are much better 
to deal with than those that are admin coordinators or an office manager. 
[The women] still seem to have the stigma that they can't seem to help one 
another. They are much more territorial over what they know because you 
might take their place. 

Barbara also acknowledged her differential responses to codk t  situations with male and 

female bosses. She found that working relationships with male and female bosses were 

about the same but distinguished her own reactions to men and women in positions of 

management: 

I was more vocal with the man than the woman. I don? know why. She 
had been expecting me to be there until quarter to six on a Friday night. 
And I had a similar incident happen in W i p e g  and I just said to the guy 
"get real." And I said to her "Can I do anything ... make arrangements" ... I 
think with the woman I was a Little more accommodating than I might have 
been with a man and I don't know why. But it was not so different an 
experience, it was my reaction to it. And the other women I worked for I 
have always had good relationships. 

Clearly, Barbara was more comfortable in being direct with the male manager than the 

female manager. 



Others identified no particular gender differences but focused on age, styles of 

communication, and problems that bosses may bring to work. In an early career stage, 

Diane had worked for both men and women and in her current job has a female boss. She 

reported: 

[This] boss ... is the only boss that I've ever felt totally comfortable with. 
That I could talk to openly and honestly. It doesn't really bother me 
whether it's a man or a woman. That doesn't affect me. I appreciate 
somebody who has an open mind and it's important for bosses not to bring 
their problems to work and dump them on their employees which has 
happened too many times. I think that's the only thing that affects me in 
my relationship with my boss. 

Selena's experience with two women bosses "were [that they were] better than the men 

and they [the women] valued me as a person." Selena noted dierent styles between the 

men and women she worked for and that it was the women as managers/bosses who stood 

out: "They were quite career-minded and I don't like to use the word aggressive, although 

bordering on aggressive. To get high ... to get in a certain position, maybe you have to be 

that way. You probably do." Similarly, Chris compared two managers she had for her 

current job, the &st was a male and the second a female: 

The male director that we had was not as open. He was not around often 
enough, I don't know what he was doing. He was not as open to 
suggestions and the suggestions that I made he generally didn't take them 
into consideration. The female manager is certainly more easy going and 
more open to suggestions and she expects more from her staff as well, no 
question. And I think that's good. 

Secretarial work was a second career for Pamela who worked in a health 

occupation for fifteen years and then retrained as a secretary. In both occupations, the 

supervisors were women. In her words: 

I've worked with very few men, of course, because of my health 
background. My supervisors and co-workers were all women. In the 
library, my bosses were women and at the [educational institution] my 



bosses were women. I probably am more comfortable with women. I've 
worked for women most of the time. 

Apparently, the experience of working in a mixed gender environment, where both men 

and women occupied the role of boss or manager, resulted in a more favourable 

assessment of women as the 'boss'. With more experience with women as bosses, the 

subjects emphasized characteristics other than gender to distinguish good and bad bosses. 

For women with substantial experience in secretarial work, women were criticized more 

than men in the authority role of 'the boss'. 

Selena and Anna, both in the later career stage, actually criticized female bosses 

for not being different from male managers. Wendy found that female bosses have not 

favourably distinguished themselves fiom male bosses: "I have worked for females but I 

haven't felt that much more liberated. They [female bosses] look like they use the male 

model." This perception that women managers adapt a male managerial style was also 

echoed by Anna: 

When you look at women going up to managerial positions, why are 
women dressing up like men? Why do they have to have a two-piece suit 
like a man does? Why can't women still look like women and get those 
positions? 

The suit appears to be a male symbol representing authority and power. Women in 

managerial roles 'dress up' for the part of manager. Management, gender, and style are in 

these ways interconnected. Women's legitimacy in the managerial role was questioned and 

this was done indirectly through the comparison of a 'female' and 'male' style of 

management. The male style is the standard and does not need to be defended or 

explained and can be an 'old school' or 'new school' type of management. Female style 

was more often expressed in negative terms. 

In general, participants not only criticized women for managing "like men," i.e., 

adopting stereotypic male characteristics (being territorial, aggressive, unsupportive, etc.), 

but also criticized men for not escaping male stereotypes (particularly being non- 
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communicative and not as open as women). The subjects were complimentary towards 

male managers when they joked around, were laid back and flexible, and were attentive to 

secretarial workers. Women as managers were praised when they were open, honest, and 

supportive. This critique of women by women seems to be a critique of gender 

domination because the terms of the criticism were clearly based on gender characteristics, 

albeit stereotypical ones. "Male" traits in maiiagement, whether practised by women or 

men, were viewed as negative; female traits were viewed as positive. Moreover, much of 

the criticism did not seem grounded in direct experience; on the contrary, actual 

femaile/female relationships were more often positive than not. Thus, on at least one level, 

respondents were critiquing patriarchal relations of ruling rather the ability of women to 

manage effectively. When criticism was more specific, as in the case of Julia and Anna it 

was because of women's failure to transform patriarchal systems of domination into a 

more 'liberated' relationship. 

Appropriating Gender Roles: Becoming the Boss 

Approximately 20 per cent of the respondents had the experience of advancing 

through the ranks from a secretarial position to one of a supervisory or managerial nature. 

Janice worked for her first employer for fifteen years. She did not take any specific 

secretarial training or education before entering the workforce. She spent the first four 

years performing secretarial tasks before advancing to a supervisory position for the next 

four years. She became the first female manager of her department in 1980. In 1987, she 

was laid off by the company. Mer several months of unemployment, she re-entered the 

workfiorce in the position of administrative assistant. She currently is working as an office 

manager in a small office. For Janice, the most positive experience for her as a secretary 

was "to prove myself and do a good job and be promoted ...[g a i ~ n g ]  the experience of 



understanding that I was capable of more and that the more responsibility you got the 

more confidence it gave you." 

Janice recalled her experience of secretarial work in 'us and them' terms that 

reflected a changed identification along with a changed position: "When I was working as 

a secretary we were in departments where we had our superiors." After her promotion 

out of secretarial work Janice found herself in a different 'us' category. The separation of 

worker-management was maintained through informal rules in the corporation: 

mt was discouraged when I 1 m . s  in a large corporation ... it wasn't a good 
idea to go out drinking with your subordnates [emphasis added] if you will 
because it's hard to be fiends with t h  [emphasis added] after-hours and 
then if you have a problem with them [emphasis added] during the day it's 
tougher to deal with. 

For Janice, lack of support from previous female co-workers increased the distance 

between 'us and themt: "In 1975, when I got my first promotion, immediately the thought 

was that I had to be sleeping with the boss ... and I remember being really surprised at how 

resentful women were that I had become the first female manager." Janice felt isolated 

from those women who were previously her co-workers and remarked that "not getting a 

lot of backing from other women [that] was really kind of surprising. " She felt that her 

authority was undercut by those women who were previously her co-workers. A new 

relationship emerged, one in which her co-workers were under her authority. Janice 

interpreted this behaviour as 'office politics' and she talked about: 

A time [when she] did some socializing but not with my departmentpeople 
but with other people in the company but I tried to pretty much keep my 
private life totally separate fiom anything to do with work and not really let 
people get to know me. 

Janice's strenuous resistance to the work culture may have also cut off a valuable source 

of informal organizational knowledge: 

I probably withdrew ... I didn't get caught up in the gossip mill. I always felt 
that I was always the last person to hear of any of the rumours going 



around because I wasn't in the midst of that. I think that was probably the 
biggest thing. Not associating with people that you knew were known for 
that kind of thing. 

Having once been the subject of rumours in the office, Janice's distance fiom this source of 

information may have isolated her in her managerial capacity. In effe*, Janice rejected her 

previous relationships with co-workers and conversely the co-workers may have been 

acting out a form of resistance towards her as the minority woman-manager. Of course, 

Janice also lost a source of organizational knowledge when she cut off informal sources of 

information and relations with her former co-workers. 

These lessons of workplace culture were echoed in Janice's current strategies for 

dealing with workplace relationships: "I just find that if you become too fkiendly and 

buddy-buddy with the boss ... when there is a problem it's doubly hard to deal with." Janice 

was trained by a largely male corporate workplace culture and this appears to have 

affected her subsequent approach to work and work relationships. 

Not everyone who entered management seemed so adversarial toward herhis 

former co-workers. Josephine, who worked as a secretary for almost thirtytwo years, 

had attended a secretarial college immediately after high school. Her first jobs were 

secretarial, mainly for small private business firms. She did not have the experience of 

working for a female boss or manager, nor did she work with a male as co-worker. She 

was promoted to office manager in the firm where she had worked for two years as a 

secretary. Josephine completed several accounting courses in the period leading up to her 

promotion as office manager. She was a member of PSI for the later half of her career as 

a secretary and maintained her membership (for twenty-four years in total) throughout her 

career as office manager. The accounting skills were important to her appointment as 

office manager and she emphasized her knowledge of secretarial work as an important 

element in the management of the secretarial workers in the business firm. 



On entering the managerial role, Josephine found that she was one of few women 

in a mainly male dominated field: "In [I9831 very few women [were] handling 

management positions in - firms [and] they were mostly men." Like Janice, the 

promotion placed Josephine in a position of authority previously dominated by men. 

Now, as the office manager, Josephine considered herself to be the 'model' worker for her 

secretaries: 

I was Ti the office] ahead of them in the moming and after them at night. 
And they used me as a model sort of thing and I never had any problems in 
getting them to be productive. If you don't have a leader that has those 
qualifications you're not going to get it out of the sta f f  either. 

Furthermore, Josephine's management style emphasized control: "There's got to be 

someone there to control them.. .all secretaries don't like to work. And if they don't have a 

supervisor overseeing them.. .productivity goes down. " The productivity of workers is a 

general management concern and Josephine adopted an approach to the management of 

the office which might be characterized as 'work-a-hoiic'. In fact, she lamented the 

difrent liiestyles of many of the secretaries she supervised and used her own experience 

as a secretary as a point of comparison: 

Lots of time I never took lunch and if I was working on a file or a letter 
and it was five o'clock, I finished the letter off and my typewriter was clear 
and my desk was clear. And they don't do that anymore, and I can't get my 
secretaries to do that either. 

Many of 'her' secretaries were mothers. Josephine compared her situation as a secretary to 

the maternal experiences of workers under her control: 

Their lifestyles have changed. I never had any children and I never had to 
worry about the baby-sitter and I never had to worry about getting home 
on time and if my husband was picking me up and I was half an hour late, I 
was half an hour late and that was all there was to it. 

Josephine's own approach to work placed family in a secondaq position which, as we saw 

earlier, has been a highly criticized 'masculine' approach to work. Josephine also linked 



her heavy workload and a serious medical condition. "I was with that company for seven 

years.. .I was very much by myself and I had seven men I was working for and it was just 

too much for me and it brought on my first [emphasis added] heart attack from over 

time." Her secretarial work habits (defined by a heavy workload from managers and 

bosses) became her managerial approach, i.e., working early and late as a model for "her" 

secretaries. She seems to have adopted a paternalistic approach to personnel management 

and placed women responsible for childcare in a problem-like category compared to 

herself who she considered the ideal or model worker. 

Josephine identified the secretary's role as 'saving' time for the boss. The 

knowledge and practice of 'secretarial arts' was a key component in successfully 

undertaking the role of a secretary. She preferred to hire workers with specific secretarial 

training. Her membership in PSI provided her with a l a g t ~  picture of office work 

relationships and changing conditions in the office. She felt secretaries in the current 

workforce were expected to know more, including software and technical skills, and had a 

heavier workload but with little change in their wages over previous years. Despite the 

concerns with unions identified above, Josephine advanced the idea that secretaries should 

"protect themselves" and that a group approach might be effective. This was in the form 

of an 'association' which could be allied to management. Her strategy towards work 

relationships had been forged in the arena of small business commitment and loyalty in 

which hard work and perseverance were the factors which propelled the individual into a 

successll career. 

Towards the end of Josephine's long career of working with women, relationships 

of power in the form of sexual harassment became more topical as workplace issues: 

I never saw any of that [sexual harassment] and when they [secretaries] 
talk about men taking advantage of females ... it's mind boggling. It's never 
happened around me. And I don't know if it's that I'm not popular, but I've 
never come up against that. And when we had those speakers [at PSI], 



some of the girls got up and mentioned things that had happened in their 
offices. They were frightened ... how that happens I have no idea. I have no 
experience in that field. 

In many ways, sexual harassment was outside of Josephine's understanding of office 

behaviour. She could not relate to these experiences of harassed women, and was limited 

to the suggestion that a woman's 'popularity' is a causal factor in sexual harassment. In 

fact, given her supervisory position of women, she appeared to be quite unsympathetic to 

the potentially negative gender relations of the workplace. 

Josephine entered a conservative work culture and found advancement within it by 

emulating a so-called 'masculine' approach. Her strategies are notable for their complete 

lack of resistance towards class (economic) or gender domination and a type of master- 

apprentice relationship in the office environment. Once a part of 'them' (secretaries), she 

actively used her knowledge to manipulate and control her previous co-workers when her 

role in the office was transformed to be one of 'us' (i.e., the managerial class). 

Other secretarial workers tried to transform the content of their work and the 

relations in their workplace. 

Transforming Workplace Relations 

Approximately one third of the participants in this study attempted to transform 

workplace relations either through their own actions or as part of a group effort. Some of 

the participants attempted to change the categorization and conceptualization of 

secretarial work. Others transformed their workplace relations by strengthening their non- 

work roles and identities, thereby reducing the impact of subordinating relations in the 

office. 

Linda pursued individual and group based strategies to resist the negative social 

and economic effects of secretarial work. One strategy was to work within the 

organizational systems of her workplace in an attempt to change how her secretarial work 



was categorized. She also took her own individual measures to present her work 

experience in terms that would help her achieve greater occupational success. Her first 

fill time job was not in secretarial work but as a laboratory assistant with both male and 

female co-workers. Linda found that her work environment posed health risks to her, and 

she took specific training for secretarial work. She then worked in a large unionized 

educational institution. Her work experience with both male and female co-workers 

performing the same job was a factor in her questioning the categorization of secretarial 

labour. Along with her educational experiences and involvement with the union, she 

developed an awareness of social itlequalities in the workplace and society in general: "It 

was the recognition that secretarial work was devalued that initially made me more 

involved in the union [and] take women's studies classes, which I would not have done 

working in a lab, and then go on to a M.A. in Women's Studies." Linda's lengthy 

involvement with the union included sitting on an equal opportunities committee and 

participating in a wage study of various positions within the organization. This mix of 

practice and theory led Linda to resist the categorization of her own secretarial work at a 

lower value than a 'technical' job in the same department. But instituting a process of 

change was dficult when there was little support from the union or management for 

change. This understanding of classification of jobs and of the stigma that secretarial 

work may have in an evaluation process helped shape Linda's later strategy of re-labeling 

her work as 'administrative' rather than 'secretarial': 

On my resume ... I don't use the term secretary, I use the term admin 
assistant or even administrator because I think that's the only way I can get 
across to people what I do ... To a certain degree, it's very difficult to move 
out of secretarial work. I hadn't realized how entrenched attitudes are 
towards secretaries. 

The major strategy that emerged in Linda's history was the recognition of 

inequalities. In her estimation, the low value of secretarial work was maintained by 



attitudes of both those who did the work and those outside the job. Eventually she came 

to distance herself @om secretarial work by renaming and reconceptualizing her work. In 

these ways, Linda worked her way up to the office management level. In her management 

position with a medium-sized non-profit organization, the management style she 

developed appeared to be 'collegial' in nature. While assuming greater responsibilities than 

secretarial stafF in her current office, she did not segregate herself fkom secretarial workers 

in the 'us' and 'them' manner of other secretarial workers who had entered the 

'managerial' ranks. 

Chris trained as a secretary in high school and worked in a secretarial role for ten 

years, left the workforce to raise children for ten years, and subsequently returned to a 

secretarial role. She was promoted to office manager from the secretarial position. She 

hoped to continue her occupational progression by continuing her education in the human 

resources field. A number of interesting characteristics emerged in her specific managerial 

style. She was very positively influenced by a female boss who implemented more open 

and direct communication processes for all office staff ami who had demonstrated to Chris 

a more inclusive management style. As well, her continuing education in the professional 

management of human resources allowed her to recognize different styles and effects of 

management. Finally, she used her knowledge of women's working careers, specifically 

the need for women to balance paid work with child care. She developed a 'team' style of 

management based on the practice and knowledge gleaned in her occupation in a 

subordinate position. She could also apply, and mod@, the management theory she 

learned in her studies of human resource management. 

Some of the participants their nonwork roles and identity and thereby reduced the 

impact of subordinating relations in the workplace. This included emphasizing their family 

relationships, involvement in community activities and continuing their education. For 

some women, their childcare responsibilities were their primary concern and they 



considered their paid work as 'means to an end'. Regina described her situation in the 

following way: 

When I had the children, I thought of work as bringing home a pay cheque 
and all that. Now, you're thinking about [work] not so much as a pay 
cheque and not so much about rushing home, because the kids are small 
[and] you can give your job a Little more time, whereas you couldn't before. 

A similar situation was articulated by Gail who had been in the workforce for 

approximately 15 years as a secretary. When Gail had her children, she found that she 

could more easily place limits around the work day: "It made me see work as just a way 

of making money to have a life. Before, a lot of satisfaction about who I was came from 

work." Gail would stay late or work over noon hours but found that with 

the kids ... when five o'clock comes, you leave the office. You don't stay 
and finish something off. And if somebody needs help at ten to five, you 
are more likely to discourage that and say "you give it a shot [and] if 
you're really having problems, I'll help you tomorrow". 

There was also evidence in the study that a lack of accommodation of childcare 

and workplace attitudes towards childcare created disadvantages for women in the labour 

force. In this regard, Gail related her experiences of going from pre-motherhood status to 

a worker with childcare responsibilities: 

There's a sense when you have children and come back into the workforce 
that you're not going to be as dependable as you were before ... even if the 
family splits up and the man has custody of the children. It's also not 
viewed the same way if a man is late or has to leave early because of 
childcare]. If the man does it, good for him. But if a woman has childcare 
responsibilities, the attitude is 'she9Michael better, they're her kids'. There's 
a woman in our department who's fairly high up -- when she takes sick 
days off - it's almost like she loses some credibility about who she is in her 
job. It's never brought out in actual words, it's just a shift in attitude. 

Gail was hstrated by such attitudes she observed in her workplace that affected women's 

workplace credibility, regardless of their organizational position. 



Educational experiences proved to be a strong factor in transforming subjects' 

perceptions of their secretarial role in the workplace. Ellen trained as a secretary and had 

approximately 20 years of work experience in this occupational role. She felt that taking 

courses in behavioural sciences changed her own perspective of her work: 

I began understanding how people operate and the diierent types of work 
environments, getting a Little more self-esteem ... my focus is different 
now.. .it has made more aware.. .I see myself as a more important element 
whether other people do or not. 

While education could raise awareness, for others, education was pursued with the 

intention of obtaining credentials that they hoped would open the door to non-secretarial 

work. Strong interest was expressed in the management of human resources. Four 

participants had obtained human resource management certificates and a fifth was planning 

enrollment in the program. One participant had an administration certificate and another 

had taken courses in library and information management technology. Others had become 

interested in 'liberal arts' areas. One planned to leave her full time job and study for an 

English degree; two participants specialized in Women's Studies. At the time of the 

interviews, one had completed a Master's degree and the second was beginning a full-time 

B.A. Most of the continuing education occurred in the mid- to later-career stages for the 

participants in the study. 

However, education was not just an individual strategy, but was collectively 

pursued by all participants involved with PSI. The organization attempted to create a 

professional identity for secretarial workers. Their efforts were aimed at changing the 

image and the role of the secretarial worker, and their strategy was to transform secretarial 

work through an emphasis on its 'professional' place in the office. This association 

developed a certification process that attempted to implement a higher set of qualifications 

to be associated with the 'professional' secretary. Required courses included ones in 

behavioural sciences, management techniques, and accounting. 



As a part of a network of associations, the organization offered many opportunities 

for volunteer participation. Monthly meetings contained a professional development 

component often with a guest speaker, and there were district meetings and national 

conventions. As a community organization, PSI has been in the Calgary community for 

over thirty years. At any one time, PSI contains a very small percentage of the total 

number of workers in secretarial occupations. Still their presence, as a professional 

association, can be interpreted as a long-term initiative to transform workplace relations 

by emuiating other professional work associations. 

Approximately 60 per cent of the participants were involved in volunteer and 

community activities while half of those had assumed organizational leadership roles. 

Gaining or maintaining a community identity clearly had an impact on their work 

experiences. Barbara found that her kolunteer career' provided opportunities for personal 

development that were at times missing from her job as a secretary. Her feeling was that 

she had done "most of [her] growing through non-profits ... through volunteer work." 

Beginning with a position in which she carried out secretariahype duties, she became a 

campaign coordinator. Her next volunteer position was a member of the Board of 

Directors for a non-profit organization. Over the last few years, she has sat on several 

non-profit boards as a director. 

Anna was involved in community level politics and found that her perspective 

about work relations was altered by the point of view that she had to adopt in order to 

perform her role in the "establishment": 

Now I'm on the opposite side of what it was Like to be a union member 
against the establishment. I've become the establishment ... And I find that I 
will compare what I've learned with ... the other one. There's my secretarial 
work, my experience with the union and now [my experience] with the 
establishment or the corporation. So now, I see both sides of the coin. ..and 
I tell the people I'm working with [in her community role] ... we can work 
with so much and we cannot stretch the budget ... and we're not hiding 



anything from you ... I was always thinking [before] that the establishment 
was hiding something.. . 

Anna now appears to be less sympathetic to worker concerns and unions. Indeed, this 

experience in this community leadership role has moderated her position as a worker. 

While she found this community role demanding, she talked about it with great 

satisfaction. 

Valerie had been a member of PSI for 20 years and she found that she benefitted 

from opportunities for public speaking, preparing and giving reports to the association, 

and attending district and national conventions. The pinnacle of her volunteer career with 

them was in a leadership role in which she coordinated an international convention: "It 

was a wonderful experience ... I had an assistant coordinator, a treasurer, a secretary and 

fifteen chairmen." In this position she had more authority than in any of her waged work 

experiences. She did feel that her membership in PSI was a positive and ongoing support 

to her work role. She felt that many of the courses she completed helped her become a 

more competent secretary and had helped her maintain a positive attitude about the role of 

the secretary. Currently Valerie was in a non-secretarial job and expressed a preference 

for returning to a secretarial position. 

Mer 12 years in the role of secretary, Wendy reached a low point in her 

satisfaction with this occupation. She felt strongly that she was working for people who 

did not recognize her abilities nor provide the respect she felt she deserved. But she found 

that she offset this negative dynamic with the participation in a strong community 

leadership role. She had been a member of a volunteer organization for several years and 

gradually took on volunteer roles with more responsibility. She enjoyed the public 

speaking component of her role and also noted that it raised her status in the work 

environment: "When I got a lot of media, my bosses were always impressed, that you 

were on the radio during Week." With this boost to her own image, Wendy 



remarked that she demanded more respect &om her bosses and co-workers, and that this 

resulted in her deciding to stay with secretarial work. 

Roughly 40 per cent of the participants pursued community or volunteer work in 

the areas of social and recreational activities. One was a volunteer instructor for her 

Church, another a volunteer instructor for an exercise class, and a third performed tasks 

for an arts organization so long as it was not secretarial work. Only three of the 

participants had been, or currently were, active in politics either at the community or 

provincial level. In terms of political philosophy and identity, only two women identified 

themselves as 'feminists', and one woman identitied strongly with a major political party. 

The stmtegies of transforming workplace relations included challenging the 

categorization of secretarial work (formally and informally) and emphasizing external roles 

and identities through continuing education, involvement in community activities, and 

emphasizing family relationships. This seemed to reduce the emphasis on workplace 

identity and reduce the impact of subordinating relations in the workplace. While some of 

the participants transformed working relationships in the office, others reached a 'critical 

juncture' in their working careers which resulted in their escape from the relations of 

ruling. 

Escaping Relations of Ruling 

As the older participants learned over the course of their careers, work 

advancement was difficult once they had occupied a secretarial role. Lorraine expressed 

this as follows: "If you want to move upwards ... out of that classification, it can be 

difficult. Even if you get more education and more experience they still tend to see you as 

a secretary. It is very hard to break through what they call the glass ceiling." 

In addition, some participants found that their employers showed little interest in 

promoting secretarial workers within their organizations. When secretarial workers were 



provided with educational options f?om employers, most of the time it was within a 

narrow range and with very limited resources. As Julia remarked bitterly: 

You can advance ...as long as it doesn't interfere with your nine to five 
work. Now there are these other pissy little courses that they offer that are 
just an afternoon course. Telephone etiquette. Well, they can afford to let 
you go for an afternoon. 

Therefore, leaving a ill-time secretarial job to futther educational qualifications was 

viewed as a critical step aimed at breaking away ftom the often marginalized world of 

secretarial work. Addtional strategies that participant3 used to escape the relations of 

ruling included finding employment in non-secretarial jobs switching to temporary work 

from fill time secretarial work, and becoming self-employed. 

Moving up in her present organization had been the route Janice had used to 

escape secretarial work. She had done this in the late 1970s when administrative growth 

and middle management were areas in which women could find opportunities for 

advancement. Subsequently, and even with downsizing, Janice was able to maintain a 

career in office management. Chris was also able to enter the administrative world as an 

office manager in her organization, and at the time of the interview was hoping to enter 

the human resource management field on the basis of her office administration experience 

and her human resource management certificate. 

Also at the time of the interview, Sarah had worked for several years as a secretary 

and felt that she "had really done her time and wanted out." She had successfully 

competed for a non-secretarial job in her organization. The organization offered 

technical-assistant jobs which were paid more than the secretarial positions and held 

higher occupational prestige as far as Sarah was concerned. Her strategy was to focus 

strictly on the organization for which she worked with the objective of getting a "tech" 

job. 



For those who began their careers in non-secretarial jobs, "doing secretarial" was a 

work situation they wanted to change. For Linda, her career began in non-secretarial 

work. She took specific training for secretarial work and then proceeded to work as a 

secretary and continue her education. With more advanced education, she applied for 

supervisory and managerial jobs but found it dficult to obtain interviews. She worked as 

a temp and at the same time translated her secretarial experience into administrative 

experience on her resume. She was then successfil in a job competition for a managerial 

job in the non-pro& sector. 

Julia came fiom a more unusual non-secretarial background. She had a strong 

external identity developed fiom involvement in politics and the Arts community. She 

identified herself as a feminist. Julia also used her workplace union as her resource to 

manage workplace relations and conflict. She had continued her education while working 

as a secretary. At the time of the interview, she had left her job following a re- 

organization that downgraded her. She also had a supportive husband who took over the 

main bread-winning role from her. Julia was then able to undertake fill time studies at 

university. 

Wendy reached a critical juncture in her life, a mid-career crisis: 

[It was] a long struggle over the years about wanting to leave the 
secretarial career. I had an identity crisis about being a secretary. I had a 
period when I didn't like it and that was when I ended up taking my human 
resources certificate. I really wanted to leave it. I hated being at people's 
beck and call. I wanted to be independent and I wanted to have my own 
work. 

One way Wendy dealt with her self-defined identity crisis was to acquire additional 

educational credentials. In her case, this included a human resources certificate. She was 

unsuccessll in her application for a non-secretarial position in the human resources area 

of her organization. She felt that there "wasn't much dedication on the part of the 

organization to promote people like [her] through the ranks." She felt that the formal 
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mechanisms of advancement within the organization were closed to her and she turned to 

informal means of changing her position within the organization in order to create a more 

satisfyiog work environment for herself At the time of the interview, she planned to 

create a job-share opportunity for herself in the organization. If this strategy was 

successfbl she would be able to work part-time and attend university part-time in pursuit 

of a bachelor's degree. 

Selena also used temporary work as an escape fiom work within a large 

organization. She had worked in several secretarial positions for approximately 20 years, 

the last as an executive secretary. She felt there was nowhere for her to go in the 

organization. She did not pursue any continuing education or volunteer roles. Rather 

than be a part of any one organization, she worked for several temporary agencies and 

was trying to establish herself as a consultant in the area of secretarial services. Selena 

found that these approaches gave her some measure of fieedom and she was able to do 

this as her partner had a job with a dependable salary and benefits. 

Finally, the older and more experienced of the male participants was a temporary 

secretarial worker who successfilly "escaped" back into the managerial ranks. For those 

secretarial workers who had established work experience in a non-secretarial job, their 

continued flight 60m the oppressive workplace experiences was likely to continue. With 

the reduction in administrative positions and the diffision of secretarial tasks among other 

office workers opportunities for advancing through the office ranks may be harder to find. 

For the other participants who were attending university and working for temporary 

agencies, such moves might in the end prove only temporary. 

Summary 

Secretarial workers consciously managed several sets of relationships in their 

workplaces. The pivotal relationship for the secretarial worker was with herhis 



supervisor, boss, or manager. Other workplace relationships included those with co- 

workers, the organization, the union, and the public. These relationships combined to 

form a clearly gendered and, in many cases, sarist dynamic in the workplace. Secretaries 

were not only viewed as the lowest occupant of the workplace hierarchy but often 

perceived as unprofessional, unskilled, and even as decorative elements of the office. The 

subjects experienced a variety of management styles and systems, some of which 

ameliorated the experience of subordination. There was a preference for systems that 

emphasized equality, teamwork, and that recognized their personal characteristics and 

contributions. Nevertheless, all participants felt that some action was required to obtain 

what they wanted out of work, or least reduce the negative impacts of the workplace. 

All participants recognized, to a greater or lesser extent, the relations of 

domination in the workplace but the way they responded to these relations varied widely. 

A number of strategies were adopted by secretarial workers as they attempted to manage 

their work relationships and integrate work and non-work spheres. While each strategy is 

individually arrived at, they can be broadly categorized as maintaining relations, resisting 

subordination, appropriating gendered roles, transforming or expanding workplace 

relations, and, escaping relations of ruling. 



CHAPTER SEVEN: INTEGRATION 

This study argues that individuals are active and creative in dealing with class and 

gender domination. When the labour, skill, and experience of secretarial workers was 

studied in a holistic f8shion, a broad understanding of worker resistance as a lie strategy 

was identified in five general conceptual categories: maintaining relations; resisting 

gender-based subordination; appropriating gender roles; transforming workplace relations; 

and escaping the relations of d i g .  These life strategies did not emerge as orderly or 

linear stages in the individuals' experiences and some of the strategies were used 

simultaneously. These strategies were highly individualized but were affected by factors 

such as age, education, family, community and political aflibations. It was found that 

most participants did have several years of experience in the workforce before they moved 

beyond the small scale forms of resistance categorized as 'maintaining relations'. 

Participants shared similar experiences in the same occupation but they did not express a 

shared collective worker experience. The culture of the white-collar office is very divisive 

and fragments the potential solidarity of secretarial workers to fight class and gender 

domination. As a result, the majority of the participants in this study relied on their own 

resources to respond to situations of class and gender oppression in the workplace. As 

circumstances changed for individuals (working for a large corporation versus a small 

employer or working for a female boss instead of a male boss) and with varying personal 

resources (more experience or increased education) different life strategies emerged. 

At the theoretical level, it is argued that by taking a socialist-feminist view. gender 

and economic relations are key fjlctors in the construction and analysis of social 

inequalities. The concepts of labour, skill, and career imply political processes which have 

located and supported a subordinate position for secretarial workers in a hierarchy of 

work and status. The perspective of cultural studies illuminated new dimensions of 



cultural meaning found in everyday life and ways to recognize and interpret various 

actions of individuals in subordinate p u p s  or roles. 

Resistance, transformation and change can exist simultaneously with processes of 

social reproduction and incorporation. This helps to explain the contradictory actions or 

positions of some of the secretarial workers in the study. For example, it was clear that 

the women in the study disliked a male hiearchical management style. When :hey had 

experience with women as managers, secretarial workers criticized some female managers 

for following male management styles and for not being able to transform the workplace. 

This unfkirly singled out these female managers (more so than the male ones) and blamed 

them as individuals rather than the management systems that were likely the systemic 

causes of the problem. Therefore, while the worker is resisting the gender domination 

channeled through management practices, the worker is  also reproducing the relations of 

ruling by a an attack on women managers. 

Particularly relevant to this study is the cultural studies use of the concept of 

resistance. Worker resistance is that opposition the individual makes to relations of 

domination that exist in the workplace. This resistance may form a part of a broader 

approach to life that the individual has developed, which is affected by maturity and 

development throughout the life course. All workers may develop strategies to control 

these relations of domination but women, especially those in the secretarial realm, face the 

double bind of both class and gender subordination. They have routinely been required to 

merge and balance work and non-work life, and may need to create particularly complex 

and integrated life strategies to manage everyday life. 

Over the course of the careers of the participants of this study, tremendous 

changes have taken place in the office workplace. First came a substantial increase in the 

size of the labour force which, in the last decade, has undergone an equally sigdicant 

reduction. Technology has also been a significant vehicle for change. When some of the 



participants began work, manual typewriters, mimeographs, and dial telephones were 

standard office equipment. Now, most offices are dominated by computers, voice- and e- 

mail, fax machines, and photocopiers. The range of highly technological, but largely 

mechanical, skills practised by many office workers has expanded and, at the same time, 

other, more knowledge-based, skills have declined. Meanwhile, downsizing and other 

management and human resources fads of the last fifteen years have compressed office 

structures and pushed many former management activities into the hands of secretarial 

workers. These changes have led to a substantial redefhition of secretarial skills and a 

related devaluation of secretarial labour. 

One result of these changes has been to divide the skills of secretaries into two 

broad areas, accelerating a historical process that had long existed in office work. On the 

one hand, 'hard skills' based in technological competence have become the most visible of 

secretarial activities and those for which they are recognized and paid. As technology has 

expanded, demands on secretarial workers have actually increased but rather than 

expanding the scope of their activities, have merely increased their workload in areas that 

are largely routine and mundane. On the other hand, 'soft skills' based in communications 

and knowledge have become increasingly invisible. These traditional secretarial hnctions 

have been expanded by the addition of new 'management-type' roles, such as leading team 

meetings and time management/planning. However, because of the diminished visibility of 

these functions, there has been no commensurate increase in compenstion. Consequently, 

many secretarial workers try to avoid the description of 'secretary' and use labels such as 

'assistant' or 'administrator'. The occupational stigma of secretarial work extends beyond 

the boundaries of the workplace, at times affecting volunteer and community roles and 

opportunities. Even when secretarial workers earn additional non-secretarial qualifications 

they still face problems gaining promotions. 



The mobility problems faced by secretarid workers are W e d  to the classification 

and evaluation of secretarial labour by human resource management systems. Historically, 

job evaluation systems were developed at a time when positions associated with men were 

ascribed a higher ranking than positions occupied by women. Formal challenges to this 

gendered division of labour, at the organizational level, through mechanisms such as pay 

equity assessments, have had limited success. In this study, attempts by individual 

participants to challenge the categorization of their labour within union-management 

structures were also found to be less than successful. Workers were generally 

disillusioned by a number of management organization practices, particularly job 

performance evaluations. The latter were rarely carried out and workers felt that they 

were just one more method by which their labour and skills were rendered invisible and 

unrecognized. 

The lack of formal recognition of secretarial labour and skill has resulted in 

relatively low secretarial wages with the exception of executive-secretarial positions. In 

this study, workers were better off financially if they worked in the public sector. Large 

private organizations, such as oil companies, often paid comparable wages to the public 

sector (historically to keep unions out) but workers lacked the job security of the public 

sector. Non-profit and small business employers paid the lowest wages. Women with 

children felt that, if they had to suppon themselves, they would face diflticulties in paying 

for essentials such as daycare fees. There was evidence in the study that more women 

may be taking on the role of the primary income earner, and that their male partners are 

supplementing the family income. 

The balance of power in the office favours men in positions of authority and 

women in support roles. Gendered stereotypes affkcted both women and men in the 

office. Women were viewed as being more socially suited to the secretarial role. It was 

also the experience of women in the study who held positions of authority that they had to 



work harder than men to demonstrate that they were legitimate occupants of authority 

roles. Men were actively discouraged from doing secretarial work on the basis that it was 

subordinate and 'unmasculinet work. In addition, men as secretarial workers faced being 

stigmatized as gay, effeminate, or failures as breadwinners in the household economy. 

Organizational and individual hiring practices were reported to actively discriminate 

against male applicants. 

Sexual harassment continues to be a key form of gender domination of women in 

the workplace. However, the present study also uncovered situations of women harassing 

men in the workplace. One male participant felt that his complaints of sexual harassment 

would not be taken seriously. Older workers found that now there was a language and a 

process to deal with the issue whereas 20 years ago harassing practices were an 

unwelcome but commonplace aspect of the workplace. Other changes afkting worken 

and employers have been affirmative action and employment equity legislation and 

policies. Work relations are increasingly subject to standards that attempt to protect 

workers from discrimination and/or abusive behaviour of employers and co-workers. 

Workers in larger organizations appear to have access to more processes by which they 

can raise concerns and complaints. Workers in smaller organizations often have to rely on 

external agencies such as Human Rights Commissions or Labour Standards Boards. 

While sigruficant differences in workplace culture were experienced by the 

respondents in this study, the management style of their boss or supervisor seemed to have 

the most impact on the quality of their work lives. The 'old stylet of management was 

characterized by a dictatorial relationship between the boss and secretarial worker. In 

contrast, a 'new style' of management generally meant there was more open 

communication. The worker had to manage several sets of relationship in the workplace, 

the boss-secretarial being the most pivotal, followed by co-workers, the larger 

organization, and possibly a union and the public. Participants developed a series of 



approaches to respond to work relations and to attain what they needed out of the 

workplace (whether this was money, job satisfaction, or self-esteem). Some of the 

strategies were similar to those found in previous studies @ex, 1987; Gaskell, 1992; 

Hessing, 1993; Pollert, 198 1; Pringle, 1988; Valli, 1986; Yeandle, 1984) and a number of 

different strategies were uncovered that present different ways to interpret workers' 

behaviour in a subordinated workplace. 

A synthesis of the findiigs with the theory and Literature cited in Chapters Two and 

Three identifies the major contributions of the current study to the study of work and 

gender relations. As Walby (1990) has indicated, patriarchal relations are maintained 

throughout several social institutions in a symbiotic relationship with capitalist practices. 

Several additional sites were specifically located in this study including human resource 

management, unions, educational institutions, and the non-profit sector. This study 

aftirmed previous findings (Cuneo, 1990; Fudge and McDennott, 199 1; Steinberg, 1990) 

that human resource management systems and practices have systematically functioned to 

keep secretarial labour at the bottom of the organizational hierarchy. 

Through the actions and/or omissions of management, various skills of secretarial 

work were ignored. This study found that managerial tasks had 'drifted' into secretarial 

jobs with no accompanying recognition or compensation. In addition, there was 

widespread discontent and disillusionment with the performance evaluation process in 

most work environments. The study also found that educational institutions have assisted 

in the ranking of secretarial work at the lower end of the labour hierarchy. This confirmed 

the findings of Valli (1986) and Gaskell(1992). Several participants found that they could 

not escape the stigma of secretarial labour even through volunteering. Non-profit 

organizations often tried to slot secretaries into the same position in the volunteer labour 

force, regardless of what other skills they possessed. As well, gendered roles and 



authority structures in non-profit organizations replicated those of the waged labour force 

and organizational structures. 

On the basis of these findings, it may be argued that the non-profit sector definitely 

benefits fiom women's subordinate position in the broader labour market. On the basis of 

participants' experiences, the non-profit sector should also be explicitly identified as a 

social institution which is stratified dong gender lines supported by patriarchal practices 

which benefit the larger capitalist economy. In addition, women's interests have been 

under-represented in unions, and it has only been within the last ten years that there has 

been some improvement in Canada (WhiteJ993). In this study, the majority of the 

participants held negative views about labour unions in spite of the fact that many clearly 

identified unionized employers as providing them with a higher level of job security and 

benefits. The unions in dealing largely with issues of class but ignoring issues of gender 

have alienated many women. Similarly, the organization 'Professional Secretaries 

International' addressed some issues of gender domination but ignored class domination. 

As a result, many of the women in the study did not experience these organizations as 

offering collective solutions to resist class and gender domination. Instead, the 

participants relied on their own experience, advantages that increased education provided, 

and their roles and pursuits beyond the workplace. Many secretarial workers did not 

approach workplace issues and problems from a position of collective strength. The 

absence of this collective worker strength and resistance in dealing with workplace 

relationships, issues and problems is a benefit and advantage for employers in any 

struggles between employer-employee. Therefore, it is important to understand secretarial 

workers' relations from a socialist feminist point of view in order to uncover the separate 

forces of class and gender domination exerted upon women. 

Careers were conceptualized in two distinct ways in the review of sociological 

theory and literature. Donald Super's model of career stages emphasizes linearity and 



progression through established categories (Barley, 1989). This approach was developed 

in the 1950s and continues to be widely used but was not taken in this study. Rather, an 

alternate concept of career developed originally in the work of the Chicago School has 

been applied to individual experience in a way that examines developments and changes 

for individuals as a result of both work and non-work factors. This accomplishes a 

broader view of the labour process. This is the approach that Dex (1991), Hessing 

(1993), and Yeandle (1 984) adopted in their respective research projects. 

Hessing (1993) examined the way that women combined work and non-work 

roles; her findings were based on using a detailed description of women's labour activities. 

She emphasized women as finding an escape into a grey area of identity between work and 

home; in this way women resisted a unilateral definition of themselves as either clerical 

worker or homemaker This resistance to a unilateral identity was similarly found in the 

current study and conceptualized as "transforming work relations." Like Hessing, this 

study recognized the woman/worker as creatively shaping her environment, with 

knowledge of its limits. Hessing found that the women restructured the available 

resources to meet their unique demands. Her focus was on the examination of two jobs 

performed by women -- the waged clerical one and unwaged work at home. The current 

study extended the focus on women's lives to roles and identities developed through 

continuing education, community and political involvement, and f d l y .  This expanded 

the possible life strategies women could undertake to 'transform' their workplace 

identities. 

Dex used secondary data from a quantitative study of women's lives which resulted 

in a model of career stages specifically for women - the early years where there was 

occupational preference, a ffamily formation stage and a later stage where occupational 

preference occurred again. While her data were derived from women between the ages of 

16 and 59 years, Dex still reduced experience to fit a model and did not explore the links 



between various life domains. The current study did accomplish the examination of 

various life domains which in turn allowed for the interpretation of various forms of 

resistance in the Life strategies. For example, it includes findings on women's maternal 

roles within the context of their life history. In addition, Hessing examined women's work 

and non-work roles with a view to understandiig their integration of the two roles. Both 

Hessing and Yeandle focused on adaption to roles rather than exploring the conflicts and 

tensions between roles. This is an area that this study expressly examined using the 

concept of resistance within the life strategies of the participants. 

While Yeandle (1984) undertook a small qualitative study which examined work 

and non-work roles of women, it concentrated on transition points and life events to 

create a series of profiles of the women. Yeandle did not examine everyday activities and 

did not examine women's links to community and political associations and activities. The 

current study addressed that gap and interpreted women's community and political 

associations along with family and work factors. 

A number of similarities and differences between the current study on worker 

resistance and previous studies illustrates how the current work contributes to our 

knowledge of worker resistance. Willis (1977) concluded that young, British working- 

class males resisted subordination through the informal construction of status and identity. 

Their key reference points were their peer group and the larger working-class culture. 

The 'lads', as he called them, were able to derive a sense of status and power for 

themselves by ascribing subordinate status to others. In contrast, this study found that 

secretarial workers did not generally use a common class or gender status to resist 

workplace domination. The stigmatization of secretarial work has fragmented any group 

culture or solidarity. In addition to the formal process of deskilling and devaluation in the 

workplace, the occupational value of secretarial labour was, at times, attacked by families, 

friends, and acquaintances. This broad social stigmatuation of secretarial work and the 



effects of labeling led many workers to avoid their overt identscation as a secretarial 

worker. Income was also a factor in dividing workers, as the secretarial job was viewed 

as a non-bread-winning one. Class identification as "middle" rather than "working" 

depended on income from partners or their own ranking in the secretarial labour force, 

i-e., whether they were a receptionist with a lower salary or an executive secretary with a 

higher salary. This study revealed that income alone did not help to predict resistance on 

the part of the workers studied. The age, education and experience of the workers 

contributed to their awareness of relationships of inequality in the workplace and 

awareness of their subordinated relationships. 

While Willis (1977) found that his 'ladst ascribed subordinate status to others in 

order to raise their own status, secretarial workers suffered fiom the attempts of others to 

ascribe subordinate status to them. The forms of resistance among the women were more 

limited, just as Willis's (1977) shopfloor study of the lads found that, once in the labour 

force, their forms of resistance were more limited than their expressions of resistance at 

school. The young women are more greatly disadvantaged than the 'lads' as they have no 

language of resistance. In their formal training, they are taught the business language and 

practices of the office and in turn replicate the relations of ruling. It seems that only with 

working do the young women learn the language and processes of dissent. 

Valli's (1986) American and Gaskell's (1992) Canadian study of young women in 

clerical work both that found there was a reproduction of class and gender relations in the 

curriculum of business education at the high schooVcollege level. Critical to both of these 

studies was that younger women lacked awareness of local or broader relations of social 

inequality along class and gender lines. They had little or no knowledge of workers' issues 

such as employment equity, labour relations, or sexual harassment. Although only three 

young women in a post-college stage were interviewed, these findings were replicated in 

the current study. The data for the studies of Valli and Gaskell were collected in the 



1980s, but the only sign of changing practices ten years later was the inclusion of a sexual 

harassment orientation session for the students. Conservative messages about behaviour, 

particularly emphasizing loyalty to the employer, and office roles abounded. Unlike Valli's 

study, there were no reports of stylistic resistance in terms of clothing among the young 

women in this study. In other words, the respondents in this study were more like the 

young women in Gaskell's study and reproduced the relations of ruling through their 

conformity to the rules of the office. 

A lack of discussion and awareness of the social and economic conditions of the 

workplace has clearly disadvantaged women. But what comes to light when women's 

lives are studied holistically is that as women gained more work experience, they were 

often better able to resist class and gender domination by transforming their identities and 

workplaces and, in some cases, escaping the office relations of ruling altogether. Some of 

the forms of worker resistance taken by women in blue-collar work were shared by study 

participants but a number of distinctions also arose between white-collar and blue-collar 

jobs. Pollen (1981) found that "flirting, teasing, and having a lafl" were ways that 

women, as subordinated factory workers, expressed resistance towards their male 

supervisors. In the current study, creating and maintaining a good rapport with the boss 

or manager was actively pursued. While this might contain elements of friendliness or 

familiarity, on the whole, the women interviewed aspired to higher levels of impression 

management on the job. While Pollert (1981) found solidarity in what she called 

'departmental' identity, group identification was very weak for many of the study 

participants who worked in larger organizations. Pollen (1981) found that gossip and 

information about supervisors and managers was shared in the group in an effort to resist 

the daily dominating effects of their managers. In the current study, gossip was similarly 

used and, on one occasion, gossip was used by female workers to attack the credibility of 

a recently promoted female co-worker. The current study also found that rumours and 



second-hand information about female managers were largely negative contributing to the 

reproduction of the gendered relations of ruling. Pollert (198 1) also found that a motherly 

authority of the wornadworker might be exerted over the male supenisor as a way to 

equalize the relationship. This technique was not identified in the current study. The 

secretarial workers in this study were employed in mostly white-collar and middle-class 

work settings. Secretarial workers in blue-collar settings may be even more susceptible to 

oppressive/sexist office climates. This is a possible area for f3rther study. 

Pringle (1988) focused on the 'pivotal' relationship in the office for the secretarial 

worker - the boss-secretary relationship. Her psychoanalytic research was carried out in 

the early 1980s in Australia and identified a number forms of resistance. This study 

emphasized social action and, on this basis, differences in interpretation between the 

studies emerged. For example, Pringle found that secretaries did not like to think of 

themselves as secretaries. In contrast, this study found that the secretarial workers 

renamed their work with a different work label while often acknowledging that the work 

was secretarial. For example, the word 'secretary' might be exchanged with the word 

'assistant' in order to avoid or deflect the effects of the stigma attached to the work. Other 

actions taken by respondents were the escape fiom the stigma of the position of 'secretary' 

to jobs in administration or accounting. 

Pringle also found that the women in her study deliberately played down their 

sexuality, rejected comments about their clothes and appearance, and refused to do house- 

work like and personal chores. The current study found that, while most workers did not 

like doing domestic-like chores, they would most likely not refise to do them. This was 

particularly the case for executive secretaries. Most secretarial workers were also well 

aware of the objectification of their physical attributes and use of their emotional labour. 

Many participants knew that managers and organizations derived benefits fiom this 

particular labour. Pringle diminished conscious activity of workers in favour of the 



unconscious and perhaps focused on gendered aspects while underemphasizing the class 

aspect of the relationship. This study undertook a broader theoretical treatment of 

resistance as both class- and gender-based than Pringle. It also placed the conscious actor 

at the centre of life strategies conditioned by a multitude of factors including age, 

community, and family. 

Based on the study findings, it is reasonable to think that when people feel more 

secure more complex life strategies emerge, and that they are able to contemplate steps 

which involve bigger changes. This was often the case when the respondents were older, 

had more education and a broader range of work experience. The scope of this study did 

not extend to exploring the kinds of formal and informal suppons (from family, fiends, 

and organizations) that made it possible for some individuals to pursue life strategies of 

transformation or escape while others did not. Further research has implications not only 

for secretarial workers and women but for all workers dealing with change in the 

workplace who need to have mechanisms to exert some control over their Lives. 

The forms of resistance ic this study do not seem to be representative of explicit 

and acknowledged experiences of class consciousness in the same way as Willis' lads, 

Pollen's 'girls', Pringle's secretaries, or the British or Austrailian working class more 

generally. As part of a perhaps less class conscious Noah American culture, these 

Canadian participants rejected economic class and replaced it with an occupational class 

consciousness. Participants in this study experienced economic class domination and 

gender domination operating together to affect their individual lives and these two sets of 

relations of domination had to be coped with, if not overcome, in order to resist 

oppression. 

Despite some limitations in a piece of work such as this, strong evidence was 

found that women pursue a range of life strategies in order to resist class and gender 

domination. The life strategies idenGed and explored in this study focus on the creative, 
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subversive, and contradictory actions of individuals. This study affirms the necessity of 

studying workers as fluid social actors rather than categorizing them in terms of a number 

of linear pre-set and fixed career stages. In light of continuing technological change, and 

the increasing requirements for all office workers to be computer-literate, secretarial 

workers may only have a temporary advantage in the marketplace of labour skills. In 

many ways, and ironically, secretarial workers may be teaching their co-workers skills that 

will eventually eliminate their positions in the office. Nonetheless, this study shows how 

workers have responded to rapid and radical change. As other workers experience 

ongoing reorganization of the workplace, there is a need for further studies of worker 

resistance in order to understand the power relations in the workplace and how they are 

affected by class, gender, and race. 
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APPENDIX A 

Interview Guide for Focus Group 

What does secretarial work mean to you? 

Who does secretarial work? 

What skills do you use when doing secretarial work? 

What kind of feedback do you get on your work as a secretary? 

What are the advantages of secretarial work? 

What are the disadvantages of secretarial work? 

How do yoddid you feel about the pay you receiveheceived as a secretary? 

How do yoddid you handle your work as a secretary and any non-paid roles? 

Have your feelingdattitudes changed about secretarial work with experience? 

Has your secretarial experience been different at different points in your life? 



APPENDIX B 

Interview Guide for Individuals 

What is secretarial work? 

Who does secretarial work? 

What are the advantages of secretarial work? 

What are the disadvantages of secretarial work? 

What skills do you use when doing secretarial work and how have they changed 

over time? 

What secretarial activities are most valued in the office? 

What secretarial activities are least valued in the office? 

Do you receive an evaluation of the work you do as a secretarial worker? 

What is your position within the organization that you work? Has it changed over 

time? 

Have you applied for non-secretarial positions? 

Please describe a typical day. 

How do you feel about the pay you receivdreceived as a secretarial worker? 

Could you be the sole provider for a family on the wages of a secretarial worker? 

Why do you think there are more women in secretarial work than men? 

Do you know any male secretarial workers? 

As you have gained work and other experience (for example, raising a family, 

continuing your education, doing community or volunteer work, or through 

political associations) have your feelings and attitudes towards secretarial work 

changed? 

Who would be the ideal boss or manager? 

What has been your experience with bosses and managers? 



Have you worked for both men and women? 

19. What kind of working environment and conditions do you prefer'? What has been 

the best environment the worst? 

20. How has organizational change affected you? 

2 1. How has technology affected conditions for you in the office? In the workplace in 

general? 

22. Did any continuing education change your secretarial experience? 

23. Have any political associations changed your experience as a secretary 

(associations with political parties, associations~memberships in a union)? 

24. What do you think the &re of secretarial work is? 

25. Is there any topic or issue you would like to discuss that has not been covered in 

the interview? 



APPENDIX C 

CONSENT FORM 

Research Proiect Title 

Worker Resistance in the Life Strategies of Women: A Study of Secretarial Labour, Skill, 

and Experience. 

Investigator: Lynne Malmquist 

The present study is funded by Lynne Malrnquist. 

This consent form, a copy which has been given to you, is only part of the process 

of informed consent. It should give you a basic idea of what the research is about and 

what your participation will involve. If you would like more detail about something 

mentioned here, or information not included here, please ask. Please take time to read this 

form carewy and to understand any accompanying information. 

Pumose of the Studv 

The general purpose of this research is to examine the social and historical 

processes which have contributed to the construction of secretarial identity, and to try to 

determine how secretaries account for the social and sexual division of labour and their 

place in it. 

I am examining historical records in the form of newspapers records and archives 

and am undertaking interviews with individuals who have secretarial experience. 

Approximately 40 individuals will be interviewed and I have obtained the names in a 

"snowball" fashion. I have asked individuals I know for the names of persons that have 

secretarial experience and I have left notices with various organizations (not employers) to 

publicize the fact that I would We to interview individuals who have secretarial 

experience. 



Confidentialitv and Pu blicatioa 

Your participation in this study is voluntary. You are not obliged to answer any of 

the questions asked during the interview. You may terminate the interview at any time. If 

you choose to withdraw fkom the study, copies of the interview (taped and/or written) will 

be destroyed upon your request and will not be used in this study. 

Your name will not be used in this study. The information gathered will be used 

for my master's thesis and there is the possibility that the results will be published. Both 

individual and group interviews (focus grocps) are being used in this study and topics and 

ideas discussed in the focus groups and individual interviews may be discussed 

(anonymously) in one or another of the settings. Transcripts of the interviews will be seen 

oniy by myself and my supervisor. 

Nature of vour involvement 

I ask that you answer the questions presented. I am interested in both your 

knowledge and your opinions and perceptions of secretarial work and office relationships. 

I am also interested in the effects of work, family, education, community and political 

associations on your secretarial experience. I will ask you to complete a life history 

calendar. If there is not enough time at the interview session to complete it, I will provide 

a stamped addressed envelope for its confidential return by mail. The calendar records 

demographic information about you and asks for some details of your family, education, 

work, community and political associations. I may contact you at a future date to gather 

more krfoimation. 

Possible Risks to You 

The University of Calgary requires that people who participate in university 

research be informed of possible risks involved. In this study, I think that you are better 

able to assess such risks than I am, and that you will decide on that basis what information 



to provide. You are fiee to withdraw &om the research at any time, and any information 

which you have provided will be destroyed at your request. 

Other Questions 

If you have any questions about this study, please ask at any time. You may also 

contact my supervisor, h. Young as noted below 

Your signature on this form indicates that you have understood to your satisfaction 

the information regarding participation in the research project and agree to participate as a 

subject. In no way does this waive your legal rights nor release the investigators, 

sponsors, or involved institutions Eom their legal and professional responsibilities. You 

are free to withdraw from the study at any time. Your continued participation should be 

as informed as your initial consent, so you should feel free to ask for clarification or new 

information throughout your participation. If you have further questions concerning 

matters related to this research, please contact: 

Dr. Kevin Young, 
Thesis Supervisor for L. Mdmquist 

Department of Sociology 
The University of Calgary 

at 220-6501. 

If you have any questions concerning your participation in this project, you 

may also contact the Ofiiee of the Vice-President (Research), Karen McDermid, 

Participant's Signature Date 

Participant's Name (printed) Date 

Witness Date 

A copy of this consent form has b a n  given to you for your records and reference. 



APPENDIX D 

LIFE HISTORY CALENDAR 

1. Background Information 
How old are you? 
Are you presently living with a partner or mamed? 

Do you have any dependents (children or others)? 

If you have children, how old are they? 

If you have other dependents, what relationship are they to you? 

2. Educational Histo y Full and Part-time 

Please use the following questions to help you fill in the columns. What courses 
did you take in high school? What courses or programs did you take after high 
school? What employer-sponsored courses have you taken? 

Date Institution ProgramKourse 



I would like to explore your work history. Beginning with your first job, please 
tell me how long you held the job (month and year), what the job was called, the 
type of employer you worked for (e.g. private business, industry, government), and 
whether the job was casual, temporary, contract or a MI time job. Briefly describe 
the job, i.e. major duties, and the reason you left. 

Date Title of Job Employer Term of Job Brief Why Left? 
Type Description 

4. History of Involvement in Community Organizations. (e-g. Arts, Recreation, 
School related) 

Name of Org/group Dates Involved Activities Position Held 



5. History of Political Associations 
This would include membership and/or activities in a political party or union at 
work. 

Name of Ors/gioup Dates Involved Activities Position Held 

Further information may be required (or additional details). I would appreciate it if you 

would leave a phone number where I can reach you. Please state whether this is a home 

number or a work number and what times of the day are more convenient for me to call 

than others. # 

Days and times which are convenient for you 

IF YOU HAVE QUESTIONS, CONTACT: LYNNE MALMQUIST 

AT 220-6501 (please leave a message) 

THANK YOU! 



APPENDIX E 

VOLUNTEERS NEEDED FOR STUDY OF 
SECRETARIAL WORK 

A STUDY OF THE LABOUR, SKILL AND EXPERIENCE OF SECRETARIES 

IS BEING CONDUCTED BY A GRADUATE STUDENT AT THE UNIVERSITY OF 

CALGARY. 

I AM INTERESTED IN TALKING TO PEOPLE WHO WORK AS A 

SECRETARY (AT THE ENTRY LEVEL, MID-CAREER OR LATER CAREER 

STAGE OF WORKING LIFE). I WOULD ALSO LIKE TO INTERVIEW PEOPLE 

WHO ARE TAKING COURSES OR A PROGRAMME: WHICH MAY LEAD TO 

EMPLOYMENT AS A SECRETARY. 

THE INTERVIEW WILL TAKE APPROXIMATELY AN HOUR AND A HALF 

AND YOUR PARTICIPATION WILL BE OF A VOLUNTARY AND UNPAID 

NATURE. 

I IF' YOU ARE INTERESTED, PLEASE CONTACT LYNNE AT 541-0777. 




